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will be new Atari products mat are
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set to rock the micro world.
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Star of the show will be Atari's IBM

h

Pi

PC compatible, offering a radically
new design at a price that will revolu
tionise the PC marketplace. There,
too, will be the latest models in the ST
range - the Mega ST workstations.
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Plus the remarkable Atari laser prin

ter, the machine that has broken the
price barrier in desktop publishing.
All of these - along with break

I

&

throughs for the ever-popular 8-bit
range and hundreds of new software
packages - will be on display at the

O
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NEWS
ST BOOSTS ATARI
SALES INTO ORBIT

It's music

^usic. tj^gsic
at the Show

ATARI ST sales are way ahead of even
the company's own target for this year, a
leading distributor has claimed. While
Atari UK boss Bob Gleadow puts on a
restrained face at the ST's soaring
fortunes, retailers are more than happy
about the first quarter's figures. But then
even the conservative Gleadow expects
at least 75,000 STs to be sold this year.
The marketing director of Silica Dis

targets".
Deane forecast a continuing boom
saying that if the prices stayed right it
would be a big success story.

tribution, Tony Deane, said that from the

the number of machines sold since

To mark the occasion Atari chairman

start of the year the ST had been given a
new lease of life. "It hit a massive peak

Christmas and Thompson Cook is talking
about a "significant upsurge" in sales.
Advanced Systems and Techniques

Jack Tramiel will make a special visit to
the show at the Novotel from April 24 to

just after Christmas - right at the time
when we would expect the market to
drop", he said.
The reduction in prices and the
introduction of the 520STFM made all the
difference. "Since then our volume has

doubled. We can sell all we get of the
new machines. We are over budget on
ST sales -

Atari must be well over

His views were echoed around the
trade. Scottish ST distributor Silicon

Centre boasts a 70 per cent increase in

reported selling STFMs as fast as it could
get them. York Computer Centre said
sales of the ST were "on the up and up"
while Compumart were well satisfied
with present trends.

New comms link planned
ATARI ST comms enthusiasts may soon be able to access Prestel's massive

300,000 page database through MicroLink. British Telecom is merging the
messaging services of Prestel and Telecom Gold, with which MicroLink is
associated.

This will immediately create a 130,000-strong user base of micro owners
able to exchange messages with each other.

Chips battle
is over

An out-of-court settlement in America

ends Atari's $150 million damages claim
based on support it provided for devel
opment of the chips before Amiga Inc

was bought by Commodore three years
ago.

Caught in tape
AUTHOR and computer enthusiast Doug
las Adams has been writing an interactive
adventure called Bureaucracy for the
Atari ST. It will be released by Infocom,
Adams says Bureaucracy is drawn from

his own painful personal experience of a
red tape nightmare when he changed his
address but couldn't convince his bank's

computer of the fact.

for the company's new IBM PC
compatible machine, Mega ST workst
ations and desktop publishing system.

26.

Syndromic Music has been asked by
Atari to create a Music Studio at the show

to demonstrate the ST's Midi capabilities.
The company believes the machine's
built-in Midi ports, fast computing times
and large memory make it ideal for "the
development of the creative process".
The Music Studio will display visual
editing packages for a variety of
synthesisers and will unveil for the first
time in Britain a new 16 bit sampler for
the ST.

Throughout the show there will be
demonstrations and lectures on Midi

applications and use both in general and
professional areas. They
will be
presented by a number of specialists and

well known musicians, including Ashley
Ingram of the group Imagine.

UK database
for French

ATARI and Commodore have resolved a

long-standing dispute over ownership of
advanced graphics chips incorporated in
the 68000-based Amiga.

ATARI is to make the coming London

Atari Computer Show one of the most sig
nificant ever. It will be the UK launchpad

Also at the show Precision Software will

be launching its Superbase Personal, the
unique database with the capability of
merging text and grapics files.

America's leading third party supplier
of hard disc drives for Atari machines will

A BRITISH database package, due to be

released for the ST at the coming Atari
Show in London, looks set to become the
standard for the French micro market,

Superbase Personal from Precision
Software (01-330 7166) won high praise
from Fredenque Beaudonnet, product
manager at Micro Application - Frances
top distribution company - on its
European release in the spring. "I am
convinced that this database will become

the French standard", she said.

The database places no limit on the
number of fields nor the size of any
record. It has been designed to be "very
visual", featuring video recorder-type

symbols which can be driven by a mouse.
It has a facility for coordinating pictures
and text with a graphics management
system which allows illustrations to be
retrieved and displayed alongside text.
The Atari ST version costs £99.95.

make a special trip to the show. The
Supra Corporation will share a stand with
its UK distributors, Frontier Software to
give British Atari users the first chance to
see the 20Mb, 30Mb and 60Mb ST hard
discs.

The 20Mb version has been out-selling
the equivalent SH204 Atari drive by three
to one in the United States. It has also

been selling well in West Germany.
The 30Mb and 60Mb discs have found

popularity in the US, particularly among
software houses capitalising on the Atari
ST boom.

The Atari Computer Show, organised
by Database Exhibitions, will be at the

Novotel, London, from April 24 to 26.
Doors open at 10am until 6pm on
Friday and Saturday and until 4pm on
Sunday.
A money-saving advance ticket order
form is on page 4.
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NEWS
Amiga 'no
threat'

GAMES UPDATE
BEST-SELLING adventure The Pawn

from Rambird has picked up no less than
six awards from overseas computer

ALTHOUGH some industry observers

journals.

feel the new Amiga 500 and 2000

Accolades for packaging, best
graphics, most innovating computer
design, ST entertainment program of the

machines are a threat to Atari,
Leonard Tramiel is unimpressed. "The

2000 is just a packaging job. an over

priced pile of junk", he said recently.
While the Amiga 2000 is a pricey
£2,500 to £3,000, the Amiga 500 at
about £550 is being closely watched
by Atari.
But informed sources say Atari will

not hesitate to cutrprices if the Com
modore machine becomes a real
threat to ST sales.

Guardian
of the
facts . .
A WOULD-BE Atari ST rival got its fin

gers burnt when it tried to fudge compar
ative prices. In a letter to the Guardian
computer column, Commodore boasted
that the Amiga A500 cost £759.86 with
colour monitor and £603.34 with mono,

compared with £782.60 and £608.69 for
the Atari 1040ST.

The Guardian put them right. "Well,
let's compare like with like", suggested

the columnist, pointing out a few home

year and graphic adventure of the year
came from results of readers' polls in
France, Germany and the United States.
Ederyn Williams, general manager of
Rambird said: "We have shown that we

are now right up there at the top, and
1987 should be even better".

Meanwhile, in the UK, Rambird has

launched a follow-up to The Pawn,
Guild of Thieves is again set in the mys
tical land of Kerovnia and players must
pass various tests in order to join the elite
band of rapscallions.
Over 30 scenes are featured together
with a comprehensive parser which
allows sentences of commands to be

strung together. Price £24.95.
DDD

months.

DDD

SOFTWARE house Creative Sparks is set
to launch its first title for the ST.

Vikings will be released in the autumn
and the company is hoping to have a fur
ther two ST games out by the end of the
year.

No price has been fixed but the games
will probably cost around £20.
DDD
A SIMULATION of World War II conflict

nan

VAT are therefore £873 (colour) and

recover the stolen swords of Daitokud-

£699.99 (mono), compared with the 520ST
prices of £499 (mono), £599 (low res

schi from the palace of Nu Chu.

colour) and £699 (medium res colour) - or
less from a discount shop. "That puts the

be defeated to complete the quest.
Seven levels are featured together with

Amiga prices around £200 higher, though

sound effects. Price £12.95.

1040STF with 720k disc drive, but without

Parker Brothers.
First release on the Diamond label for

the flesh". Price £14.95

Karate Master challenges the player to

"No price is given for the one
megabyte Amiga A2000, perhaps
because £1,260 (without monitor) is not
unadjacent to twice the price of a

from American software houses BCI and

for the ST series. Atari has also taken out

an option to market the Xor maze
generator software as a construction set.
Xor is a series of mazes the player has
to find a way through, collecting masks
and overcoming obstacles.
Each of the 15 levels has a logical sol
ution requiring the strategic skills of a
chess player.
The program was launched as a Logo
tron mail order promotion in January and
sold more than 2,000 copies in its first two

memory as a 1040ST. The A500 prices inc

you do get an 880k instead of a 320k disc^

Robtek in association with German com

pany Golden Games.
Diamond Software will license games
from not only Golden Games but also

the ST is a digitised strip poker program.
Hollywood Poker features Miss Ger
many 1987 and as Robtek's director Paul
Share commented: "It's like seeing it in

LATEST release from Gremlin is a martial
arts simulation for the ST.

drive", said the Guardian.

At play with Guild of Thieves

THE fiendish multi-level maze game Xor,
which is a smash hit for Logotron on
Acorn micros, has been licensed by Atari

The A500 has only half as much

truths:

AWARDS FOR
THE PAWN

Guards trained in the art of karate must

•

•

•

A NEW software label has been set up by

on the eastern front has been released by
US software house The Avalon Hill Game

Company.
Gudenan is set in the Russian town of

Smolensk. Players take the role of either
a German or Russian commander and use

various tactics to trap and destroy the
enemy.

A rulebook is supplied with the game
which introduces players to historical
gaming and explains concepts such as
zones of control, supply, combat and
movement.

JOINING THE BOARD

The way to make the Amigas look cheap
is to compare them with Apple Macintosh

ATARI UK sales manager Paul Welch has been elected to represent hardware
manufacturers on the board of the recently-formed British Microcomputer Feder
ation. Microsoft managing director David Fraser is its chairman. Its aims include
stamping out software piracy, establishing a code of practice for the trade, acting
as industry spokesman at government level, and compiling the first ever accurate

outfits".

statistical overview of the British computer market.

expansion slots".
The column ends with a hint to Com

modore: "Stop making ST comparisons.
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EASY TO USE

Type in your field names, add details like length or date style. Withthe easy-tounderstand menu selections and control panels, you can create a database in
minutes. What's more, you can alter your formats at any time withoutdisturbing
the data already held on file.

GEM "database for the

Amstrad ™PC1512, ATARI™ ST, and

IBM PC™& compatibles.

FLEXIBLE

Superbase displays your data in easy-to-read tables or page by page in Form
view. There's practically no limitto the number of fields in a record, but you have
full control over what you choose to show. Select fields, select index, then use
VCRstyle controls to viewyour data - fast forward, rewindor stop - it's as easy
as playing a tape. A unique Filtersystem lets you select and work withany
category of records from your file.
POWERFUL

Define reports and related queries across multiplefiles, withmultiplesort levels
ifyou need them. Export data to your word processor or joinseveral filesto form
a new database.

PICTURE/TEXT LIBRARY

Use Superbase's special picture reference facility and powerful data handling
to create a unique picture/data library application. You can even run an
automatic slide show.

HIGH PERFORMANCE

SMOOTH OPERATION
GREAT PRICE

£99.95

also available for Amiga™ £149.95.

Excellence at work
First in a new generation of database systems,

Superbase Personal benefits from the latest ideas in
ease of use-pull-down menus, multiple windows,
point and click mouse selections-as well as the full

AT ALL GOOD DEALERS NOW
I

Distributed by Lightning. Centresoftand Hugh Symons
Distribution Services Limited. Or call

I Precision Software Limited, 6 Park Terrace,
Pulsion Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ. Tel: 01-330 7166
Software Telex: 8955021 PRECIS G Fax:01-330 2089

power of relational database management.
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NEWS
Atari makes
its mark

in Germany
THE road to economic recovery for
Atari has been paved with Deutschmarks. Now profitable for the first time
in years - and with $70 million in its
bank account - the company owes

That DTP package:
The third option
SPECULATION about which software will

Christmas".

eventually be sold alongside the Atari ST
desktop publishing system should soon

Atari UK software manager Bob Katz
has already 'squashed the hopes of Fleet
Street Publisher and Publishing Partner.

be ended.

The company is expected to announce

Asked which of the two was favourite to

much to its German subsidiary Atari

at the Atari User Show that it will be

become the "Atari preferred" DTP pack

GmbH.

bundling its own package with the Mega
ST and Atari laser printer.
Some computer journalists have been

age he answered:"Neither".

Sales of Atari products in Germany
now account for nearly one third of the
parent company's worldwide sales

suggesting Atari will have to choose

volume.

between Mirrorsoft's Fleet Street Pub

to say: "Look out at the Atari Computer
Show if you want to know more".

Atari GmbH turnover increased by
134 per cent last year to £50.6 million thanks largely to sales of more than

lisher and American-designed Publishing

70,000 STs.

Alwin Stumpf, manager of Atari
GmbH, said: "This positive growth is
due to the product and price strate
gies of Atari. The ST series gained not
only considerable interest among
professionals, but also in the areas of
educational and private use.
"Prior to the advent of Atari com

But Katz would not comment on devel

opment of Atari DTP software other than

While Publishing Partner, released in

Partner.

the US two months ago, has the advantage

But they have ignored a third option - a
DTP package designed by Atari spe
cifically for the new Mega ST system.

of a laser driver its features are less
powerful than Fleet Street Editor. "This

And this is understood to be the route

a spokesman said.

Atari has taken.

Sources close to the company in
California

told

would not fit in with our company philosphy of offering power without the price",

Atari

ST

User

its

technicians "have got a laser engine
nearly finished and are hopeful of
producing a complete package before

"We'll settle for nothing less than a
package at least as good as PageMaker
for our system, which will sell for one-

third the price of the comparable Mac
intosh product".

puters in Germany there has never
been any possibility of acquiring peak

technology at such low prices. We are
now in a position finally to offer the
private user a top system for less than
DM1,000, when only a few months ago
he would have had to pay a few
thousand Marks to other suppliers.
"Regarding software, m Germany
more than 700 tested programs are
available for professional require

SPACE SHUTTLE
PRIZE WINNERS
THE January issue of Atari ST User

included a super Space Shuttle Compe
tition with prizes donated by Microdeal.

Electronic Pool and Trivia Challenge.
Stephen Carter from Upmmster wins
copies of Cornerman, Utilities, Softspool,
M-Disc, Pinball Factory and Trivia
Challenge.
Lastly, copies of Pinball Factory and
Utilities go to Stephen O'Kane from Derry

ments and this total is constantly rising.

The hundreds of entries, most of them

"At this year's Frankfurt Music Fair
approximately 90 per cent of profess
ional music systems on show were

correct, were put in a big hat and the
following lucky winners were pulled out:

based on the Atari ST series for the

Twickenham will soon be receiving:

in Northern Ireland.

reason that this is the first cdmputer

Cornerman, Utilities, Animator, The

with a built-in Midi interface".

Alternative, MiTerm, Pinball Factory,

Congratulations
to
them,
commiserations to everyone else.

Doctor K. Williams of Whitton near

and

Video digitiser for DIY artists
A NEW company, HB Marketing, has
been formed by Haba Systems to sell
complete micro solutions to specific mar
kets. Its first product is Realtizer, a video
digitiser for the Atari ST manufactured by
Print Technik of Germany.
The £199.99 device, aimed at the art

studio and desktop publishing markets, is
claimed to provide more facilities than
other products costing twice as much.
"Realtizer allows you to become a
graphic artist in your own home", said HB
Marketing managing director Mike Dale.
"It's the highest performance video
Atari ST User May 1987

digitiser available for the ST, but at a
remarkably low cost",

Realtizer plugs into the cartridge slot of
the ST, freeing the printer port for image
production. It connects easily to video
recorders and cameras and supports
both mono and colour screens.

An auto exposure feature allows rapid
digitising of video images in 2, 4, 8 or 16
grey levels. As each level takes only

allowing the image to be painted while
digitising.
There is a variety of tools to manipulate
images, and an integrated colour feature
allows the capture of images in their true
colours.

Images can be stored on disc in Neo-

chrome, Degas, Doodle, Art Director or
IMG formats. Hard copy reproduction is
possible with print drivers provided for

l/25th of a second to digitise it is possible

Epson, Canon colour ink jet, or HP Laser

to create moving images.
A palette of 512 colours is available for
adding false colour to the grey levels, and

Jet printers.

Full colour images can be printed any
size.
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Abacus IBM Software
GEM Programmer's Reference

INTERNALS
The authoritative insider's guide

MASd

TRICKS & TIPS

BASICTraining Guide

Introduction to MIDI Programming

Valuable collection ofsoftware tools

Everyone's titroduction to ST BASIC

Explore the infinite electronic
musical capabilities of the ST

andprogramming hirrts\\i/y£

[Hill II III II III HUH
Abacusaiiiiiii Software

ST Internals

GEM

(Formerly Anatomy of the Atari ST)

Programmer's Reference

An essential guide to the insider's infor
mation on the ST. Written for the pro
grammer wanting a thorough, complete
description of the inner workings of Atari's
outstanding ST computers. Detailed des
criptions of graphics and sound chips,

An indispensable guide for the serious ST
programmer needing detailed information
on GEM.Written especially for the AtariST,
it has an easy-to-follow format. Covers
choosing the right programming language,
introduction to Cand assembly languages; a
study of the Editor. C-compiler, Assembler
& Linker: programming the Virtual Device
Interface (VDI); Application Environment
Services (AES); Graphics Device Operating
System (GDOS), and interfacing to TOS.
Many example programs, Cross-referenced

hardware, the Centronics and RS-232
ports, GEM. important system addresses
and much more Included is a commented

BIOSassembly listing This reference work

is a required addition to your ST library.
Third printing.

AB450

446pages

£14.95

VDI/AES calls.

AB470

412pages

Abacus S

AbacusCS Software

Abacus iiiiiiiiil Software

Tricks & Tips
Fantastic collection of ST program tools and
techniques for the ST. Programs include
a super-fast RAM disk; time-saving print
spooler; colour print hardcopy; plotter
output hardcopy: accessories construction
- all of these programs and more are in
cluded in the price of the book! Learn how to
create brilliant graphics, use the VDISYS
commands, and master the powerful GEM
applications. Refine your BASIC,assembler

and C programs with advanced pro
gramming techniques.

AB455

ST BASIC

Introduction to

Training Guide

MIDI Programming

An educational, well-written introduction to

Your ST's built-in Musical Instrument Digi
tal Interlace (MIDI) lets you control any
MIDI-equipped digital synthesizer-and the
results can be phenomenal! This book
covers the fundamentals of MIDI operation
on the ST - how a synthesizer is actually
interfaced with the ST's MIDI ports. In
cludes C sourcecode listings for compre

Atari ST BASIC. You'll learn to program
your ST quicklywith the BASIC commands,
problem analysis, and algorithms presented
in the first few chapters. Quizzesthroughout

the book help you learn to "think in BASIC"
while you get a practical grounding in the
language at the same time Topics include
data-flow and program flowcharts, menus,
multi-dimensional arrays, sort routines, file

management, BASIC under GEM, advanced

260pages

£14.95

£14.95

Abacus'."^'

Software

hensive MIDI editor, driver and animated

player for any of the Casio CZ series, etc.
Written by the authors of XLENT Software's

programming techniques, and much more.

STMusic Box™ package

AB485

AB520

JJki

312pages

£12.95

250pages

£14.95

mik

MACHINE LANGUAGE

GRAPHICS &SOUND

Comoeientartjoxxi lomachine asscrtfylanguage on« Atari 51

MastertheTaphicsandsoundcapabtlibesoftheAtanST

ST Disk Drives
Move quickly beyond the BASICS
with the powerful C language

Inside
and Out

Abacus BUI Software

ST Machine

Peeks & Pokes

Language

Enhance your programs with the PEEK and

POKE examples in this book. Clearly ex
plains a number ol the most important
POKEs and their uses. At the same time,

you'll get a good look atthe architecture oi
the AtariST. Topics include: the ST's con
figuration and interfaces, its "intelligent"
keyboard; the mouse, pointer and stack,
diskettes;TOS. GEM,interpreter/compiler,
choice of programming languages, input
and output; much more.

AB480

175 pages

£12.95

[FAS?

Learn 68000 machine and assembly
language to make the fullest use of your ST.
Takes a systematic approach in presenting
number systems, logical operations and bit
manipulation; use of registers, structure
and details of the 68000 instruction set

and the ST system routines; explains the

Abacus VH Software

AbacusGBl Software

Graphics & Sound

ST Disk Drives:
Inside and Out

An in-depth look at creating sophisticated
graphics and surprising music and sounds
on the ST. Detailed guide features stepby-step introduction to graphics in all
resolutions: 2-D and 3-D function plotters,
Moire patterns, graphic memory, various
resolutions,

fractals,

recursion,

sound

waveform generation, MIDI. Example
programs written in C, LOGO, BASIC and

functions of the editor, assembler, linker,

Modula-2 ST. See and hear the audio-visual

etc. Contains many sample programs.

possibilities
computer.

built into this

AB460

255 pages

AB465

280 pages

£14.95

remarkable

£14.95

3-D Graphics

3D GRAPHICS

PROGRAMMING

Teaches ultra-fast 3-D graphics techniques
in 68000 machine language. Axial rotation,
zooming and shading of 3-D objects. Learn

Concepts and Techniques

the mathematics and data structures behind

ATARI ST

TRICKS4TIPS

351 pages

ming tools that allow you to further explore
the capabilities of these drives. Available
first quarter 87.

AB445

375 pages

ST BASIC to C
Move up from BASIC to C - in a hurry! It
you're already a BASIC programmer, you
can learn the fundamentals of C language

programming all that much faster, usually
in less than one day. Parallel examples
demonstrate the programming techniques
and constructs in both languages. Topics
include variables, pointers, arrays, data
structures, more,

AB515 250 pages £14.95

£16.95

Optional
Program Diskettes
Available for all of our ST Reference Library
titles. The diskettes contain most of the

programs found in the text of the book,
saving you the time and trouble of typing
them in on your keyboard

3-D graphics. Topics include transform
ation and projection of one dimensional
figures to 3-D, hidden line removal, sha
ding, introduction to 3-D CAD. Complete
with 3-D patternmaker and animator.

AB550

The definitive guide to the ST disk drives,
including the Atari ST Hard disk. This ex
haustive volume not only covers files, file
structures and data management, but
details both the programming and technical
aspects of the floppy drives, hard drive and
RAM disk. Includes program listings for
several full-length utilities and program

Abacusiniii

Each diskette

£16.95

liii
Abacus E l Software

Available from your local dealer or directly from

Precision Software Ltd. 6 Park Terrace,

Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ
Precision

Telex 8955021 Precis G

__
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Soil ware 01-330 7166
A.S.T.2.

mkrolioh
in association uith

TELECOM GOLD
r

t

MicroLink
Software
hotline
fills

BRITAIN'S 105-year-old
Rating and Valuation

A REVOLUTIONARY sup

port package for business
and communications soft
ware users which includes

membership of MicroLink

housing administrators,

Link will give us the means
to speed up our organis

Association has taken a

and chartered surveyors
and valuers - will benefit

giant stride into the 20th

from not only telex, but

moving documents to and

Century with the help of

and

MicroLink.

also electronic mail and
Telemessages.

Previously, the profes
sional organisation for

ducts a four year course

property experts in local
government and private
practice depended on

the gap

rates

phones and

letters to

communicate.

It didn't

even have telex.

Now its 5,000 members
town hall finance and

The

Association

con

leading to professional
exams, provides an infor

ational communications,
fro

between

our

Council members who are
located all over the coun

try, contacting our mem
bers and exchanging infor
mation with our affiliates

mation service, publishes
text books, and holds

in the US.

between 70 and 80 con

organise our conferemces, \

ferences a year.

book hotels and speakers
and make travel arrange
ments for delegates".

Assistant
secretary
Julian Price said:"Micro-

"It

will

also

hel

p us /

has been launched by sys

tems consultancy and soft

ware design firm Interlex.
It will provide previously
unavailable supportforthe
lower-priced - generally
under £150 -

software

packages.
In addition, MicroLink

will provide Interlex users
with the bonus of elec

tronic mail, telex and other
comunications facilities

MICROLINK was the cata

with antiquarian bookseller

lyst for language school
proprietor Duncan Baker's

Tony Swann.

Japan

latest venture - teaching

comes to

ness people.

Salop

English Centre in Shrop

Japanese to British busi
The new addition to the
curriculum at Lydbury
shire developed from a

sociable electronic mail
exchange on MicroLink

and databases.

Interlex managing direc

Swann revealed a long
cherished ambition to

study Japanese and sug

gested that Baker organise
a course.

This has now been done,

and after being advertised
on MicroLink half the

places were filled within a
week.

tor Mike Lane said:"As the
trend toward low cost
hardware and software

has gathered momentum,
the traditional dealer net
work
has
moved

High peak, low tech in Tibet

upmarket.
"Consequently the bulk

ACCORDING

of new business micro

mountaineer Chris Bon-

simply

users have been left totally

ington, "it's only a small

latest micro technology.

unsupported because the
High Street and volume
sellers supplying them are
not geared up for the task.

trip compared to climbing
Everest and I'm looking
forward to coming home
and getting to grips with

puter buff, he has joined
help him organise his

MicroLink".

expeditions.

"Interlex will

fill

the

vacuum by supplying
support at a price the new
generation of users can
afford.

"Initially this will be

provided through a tele
phone hotline, but we are
pushing ahead with plans

to

crack

He was speaking a few
days before leaving for
Tibet, hoping to add the
unconquered peak of
Menlungste to his own

collection of Himalayan
"scalps".

When he's not climbing
Bonnington

mountains

for an Interlex bulletin
board on MicroLink to

can often be found at a

extend the service
comms users".

computer keyboard writ
ing one of his numerous

to

books

and

articles

mastering

or

my publishers is a definite

the

possibility. They are a
rather old-fashioned firm,
but who knows, I may be

A self-confessed com

MicroLink because it will

"The telex facility will be

able to convert them to
Email. As a newcomer to

MicroLink I'm also looking
forward to exploring its
many sections just for the

absolutely invaluable in
this respect", he said. "At

fun of it.

present I have to rely on
the generosity of my

be able to use MicroLink

"Unfortunately I won't
to keep in touch with

accountant and use his

home while I'm in Tibet.

office telex machine if I

Where I'm going is so

want to send and receive

remote that my messages

messages, but obviously
this isn't always con

will have to be carried by
runner for three days

venient for either of us.

before they reach the

"Transmitting text to

nearest road".

YOUR chance to join MicroLink —turn to Page 31
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PCBoard

Designer
Create printed circuit board layouts

Features: Auto-routing, component
list, pinoul list, net list

PCBoard Designer
PCBoard Designeris a powerful,interactive computer-aideddesign toolthat automates the
layout of printed circuit boards. The remarkable PCBoard Designer drastically cuts the
cost, long hours and tedium of producinga working circuitboard. PCBoard Designerhas a
widerangeof sophisticated featuresand remarkable speed foundonlyon systems costing
thousands more. Exclusive to PCBoard Designer is its automatic routing capability - all
traces are automatically drawn on the screen, and redrawn as you delete, modify your
board design. In addition, it has options of 45° or 90° angle traces, differenttrace widths,
routingfrom pinto pin, pinto BUS, BUS to BUS, as wellas two-sided boards.
The rubberbanding feature lets you see the user-defined components during replace
ment - and you can repositionyour components at any time during the design process.
PCBoard Designer prints your completed layout to any Epson or Epson-compatible dot
matrix printer at 2:1. The high-quality printoutis camera-ready for final photo-etching.
PCBoard Designer also prints your component layout, and lists every component and
connection. Runs on Atari 520STor 1(MOST computers withmonochrome monitor. Epson
FX-80 or compatible, Hewlett-Packard plotters, NEC P6/P7 printers, or Toshiba 24-pin

printers required for photo-ready traces.

AB500

3

File

TextPro
"

— Randy McSorley
Pacus Report Dec '86

TextPro is the best wordprocessor

available for the ST."

The professional wordprocessing packagedesignedforthe STby professional writers.ST
TextPro combines great features with flexibility, speed and easy operation - but at a very
reasonable priceI STTextProoffers full-screeneditingwith mouse or keyboardshortcuts,

as well as high-speed input, scrolling and editing.You can createmultiple columnsoftext,
and choose up to 180 characters per line. STTextproeven generates an automatic index
and table of contents! Other features include 30 user-defined function keys; flexible printer
installation; sideways printing; loading and saving to RS232 port; and much more.

Unbeatable value at only

AB490

-, . —_ ,

£39.95!

Improved version now only *-
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PaintPro
Atrue GEM™ among ST graphic design/paint programs. ST PaintPro isvery friendly and
economical - but verypowerful. PaintProsupports up to three activewondows,and has a
complete toolkit offunctions; free-form sketching, lines,circles, ellipses, boxes, text,fill.
copy, move, zoom,spray, paint, erase, undo, help, as well as extensive textcapabilities.
You can even import "foreign" picturesfor enhancement using PaintPro's double-sized

picture format, andsendhardcopy to mostpopular dot-matrix printers. Works with either
monochrome or colour ST systems. ST PaintPro is a must for everyone's artistic or

graphics needs.
AB620

C/1Q QC
fc.*Kl.»0

PaintPro Library #1
A companion to the ST PaintPro package (and compatible with

Degas as well).This complete graphics library includes five new /<c-Jv\,
original fonts that can be used with PaintPro - Swiss, Computer/ v^
Chantal, Mixed and Thames (Old English) - and hundreds of / tj?'^
symbols, borders, ornamental lines, etc. for use in
/ ^ ^~
electronic, architectural and graphics design
AB622

Available from your local dealer or directly from

Precision Software Ltd. 6 Park Terrace,

Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ
Telex 8955021 Precis G

Precision ^_

______„

Software 01-330 7166
A.S.T.?.
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ST eye on the election
IT was radio that first brought election
night fever into the homes of the great
British public.
Then came television to transform it

into an event that could even give Coro
nation Street a run for its money.

Mike Cowley invites
you to use your Atari
ST to keep tabs on the
election results

Now its the turn of the computer to

mark another milestone - audience par
ticipation in the event itself.

The forthcoming general election will
see people able to log and assess the
results as they happen in the comfort of
their own living rooms.
For it is now possible to turn a micro
into a personal "Swingometer".
However, the facility is not available for
just any micro -. only the Atari'ST.
It's all thanks to Ken Hughes, associate

the + sign adjacent to the successful can
didate's party. The minus signs are
included in case of mistakes and clicking
on these will reduce the total by one seat
for each click.
The formulae used to determine the

projected results - lines 1660 to 1720 simply extrapolate the findings already
declared and scale them up to reflect the
final total of 650 seats.

screen until a total of 365 is reached.

Once it gets to this point the bar will
remain static. If this restriction was not

imposed, the totals boxes would be over
written .

"If, like me, you watch television elec
tion specials until Vincent Hannah has
interviewed the successful candidate, the
losers and the Returning Officer's dog,
then this is for you", insists Ken.
One person who is certain to be up into
the wee small hours of the day after the
next election is Ken Hughes himself.
"I'll be there, hopefully, ecstatic as all
my earlier predictions are confirmed", he
says. "Then it will be a question of
staggering off to bed happy m the knowl
edge that my trusty ST and I had seen it
through to the end".
Not that Ken Hughes will be bothered

the progress of the parties as the results

However, you can alter the prediction
specifications to take into account tactical
voting, marginal peculiarities, or any
other factor it is believed may influence
the choosing of the next Government.
All the results are recorded on the top

"I'm not really interested in politics", he
says. "Just computers in general and the

are announced.

four bars and in the four totals boxes in

ST specifically".

editor of Atari ST User, who has devel

oped State of the Parties, an ST Basic
program.

The software will allow users to chart

Such is the ingenuity of the program which runs in low resolution mode - that

ST users will be able to make regular
predictions of the number of seats likely
to be won by the parties.
"You will never need to envy Peter
Snow and his Swingometer again", insists

Ken Hughes.
"And just think of the fun you'll have

arguing with Sir Robin Day and his panel
of experts".

about who wins,

the lower right hand corner of the screen.
The four lower bars show what the out

come would be if the voting trend
identified at that stage was to continue.
As the number of results declared

This is

increases so the final predicted result
becomes more accurate.
The short line drawn at location 220 in
line 390 is the 325 seat marker. Once a

party has crossed this line, it
automatically has a majority in parliament

Once the program is running, the
results are entered by clicking the left

and so will form the next Government.

hand mouse button with the pointer on

tion. The bars will advance across the

State of the Parties has only one limita

IMAGINE if you can Election Night
on television without a computer
behind the scenes. No split-second
analysis as each result comes in from
the

constituencies.

No

animated

graphics showing the progress of the
poll. But that was how it was in the
early days of TV.
The first time a computer came to
the aid of the parties was at the Gen
eral Election of October 8, 1959.

Even then, Richard Dimbleby (BBC)
and Ian Trethowan (ITV) would have
given anything to have had the benefit
of a fraction of the computer power
used by the Atari ST as it runs the

State of the Parties program given free
with this month's Atari ST User.

On election night the BBC enlisted
the help of a computer called Ella. ITV
tried to go one better by roping in
Lucifer, which the press described in
awe as a "giant electronic brain", to

find out exactly how coverage on TV
had influenced the voters.

For this was to be known as the "TV

election" - the first general election in

which television was to play a major
role. The impact of the box in the
corner of the living room was to make
political history.
It was up to Lucifer to discover how
great an influence. And its answers

were to be eagerly awaited by the
The election results we recorded using the mouse pointer and projections are generated
12 Atari ST User May 1987
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Atari ST Users won't have to wait until

the date decided by Maggie ThatS

before they try out State of the Parties
Come May 7, they'll be able to test it
on the local elections being held

across the country.

TOWN HALL
RESULTS

n„ihthat
f necessaryls to change the
number of parliamentary seats to the

ON SCREEN

priate non-metropolitan or met

local election district has 20 wards a
scaling of *15 will provide a more

number of wards in either the appro

ropolitan district.

This will mean substituting the
number 650 on lines 1680, 1720 and
1940 for the correct number of local
seats involved.

It is also possible to adjust the bar

sensitive display.

Nor will watching the election using

Atari STs and this clever program be
restricted to computer buffs

Stockport Metropolitan Council is

SfS ^lm5 P^ameter - currently

conS1denng installing ST machines
equipped with the programs for the

1610, 1780, 1820 and 1860. So if the

local returns on May 7.

set at /1.5 in lines 1450, 1510 1550

;N'

benefit of the media covering their

SUBROUTINES
810
920
1040
1180

Score keeping.

1320
1420
1650

Print numerical score.
Plot actual seats Bars.

?* >v

VARIABLES

Bar Plot.

Call Bar plot primitive.
Read Mouse position.

Calculate and plot seats.

contot

labtot
alltot

othtot

xloc/yloc

Conservative total.
Labour total.

Alliance total.
Others total.

Mouse position.
r>

iow it all began
Derek Meakin
recalls a date

with Lucifer
leaders of the political parties, for
whom TV was still something of an
unknown factor.

But just what was Lucifer? To find
out, shortly before the election I went
to Leeds University to visit the "elec
tronic computing laboratory" where
the monster was housed.
I was introduced to Lucifer in what

had once been a Baptist chapel, an old
black-stone building with a high
vaulted ceiling.
I wrote at the time: "Where once

stood rows of pews now squatted
steel-grey cabinets containing the
brain's intricate memory patterns. To a

perpetual humming sound, green pin

Laboratory director Dr A S Douglas
proudly told me that he was planning
to feed Lucifer with 40,000 facts which
would then be converted into elec

trical charges and travel along the fine
tracery of wires to be digested,

analysed, compared and rejected - to
finally produce the answers the
political world was waiting to hear.
And the man in charge of the whole

operation, Joseph Trenaman, who had
recently taken up the newly-created
post of Granada Television Fellow at
Leeds University, was even more
impressed.
"The brain works at the rate of 1,000
operations a minute", he enthused. As
well he might, for that was going
something - 28 years ago.
Today the Atari ST carries out 2
million operations a second! (And

points of light flashed on the faces of

even that will soon become old hat.
Unveiled in San Francisco last month

the monitor screens on the control

was a new chip, the AMD 29000, that

desk as reel after reel of punched tape

can execute more than 29 million

were fed into the machine."

instructions a second.)

"Lucifer - £100,000-worth of winking

I can report that Lucifer performed
admirably, if rather slowly. But don't

lights, whirring wheels and miles of

ask me about those results that were

multi-coloured wires which link its
thousands of brain cells - can work out

Suitably impressed, I went on:

in hours a mass of complicated sta

so anxiously awaited. After nearly
three decades, and countless other
elections in which computers have

tistics that would otherwise take a life

played an increasingly significant role,

time to compile."

I just cannot remember,
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PROGRAMMING

1 REM *****************************
STATE OF THE PARTIES
*
2 REM *
3 REM *
ATARI ST USER
*
4 REM *
JUNE 1987
*

(c)1987 ATARI ST USER
*
5 REM *
6 REM *
1987
*
7 REM *****************************
8 REM

10 nme$="STATE OF THE PARTIES"+c hr$(0
)
20 POKE SYSTAB+24,1
30 a#=GB
40 GINTIN=PEEK(a#+8):P0KE GINTIN,PEEK
(SYSTAB+8)
50 POKE GINTIN+2,2:s#=GINTIN+4
60 POKE s#,VARPTR(nBie$)
70 GEMSYSM05)
80 POKE SYSTAB+24,0
90 CLEARW 2: FULLW 2
100 PRINT "STATE OF THE pARTy"
110 PRINT "An Election Plotter"
120 FOR n=1 TO 9
130 READ i,r,g,b
140 POKE contrl,14
150 POKE contrl+2,0
160 POKE contrl+6,4
170 POKE contrl+12,2

180 POKE intin,i
190 POKE intin+2,r
200
210
220
230

POKE intin+4,g
POKE intin+6,b
VDISYSd)
NEXT

n

240 DATA 5,1000,0,1000,2,1000,0,0
250 DATA 4,0,0,1000,6,1000,500,0

0,0,0,0,1,1000,1000,1000
7,0,1000,0,3,500,500,1000
14,1000,900,0
intin+10,1

680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820

GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB

POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE

1310 RETURN

1910
1180
810
1420
1320
1650

contr 1,122
contrl+2,0
contrl+6,1
contrL +12,hndL
intin,0

870
xloc>286 THEN posi

FREE for downloadinq on

GOTOXY 3,0

irik
1Miifrol
1 llllVJwH,
fi\

•

A

1660protot=contot+labtot+alltot+othtot
1670 IF protot=0 THEN RETURN
1680 prodiv=650/protot
1690 procon=INT(contot*prodiv)
1700 prolab=INT(labtot*prodiv)
1710 proalt=INT(alltot*prodiy)
1720 prooth=650-(procon+prolab+proall)
1730 x1=0

1740 IF procon>365 THEN x2 =INT(365/1.5)
ELSE x2=INT(procon/1.5)

1750 y1=100:y2=110:x1=0:x3=x2+1:x4=INT(
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100

GOSUB 1420

GOTOXY 5,7

PRINT "Projected Seats"

GOSUB 920

y1=47:y2=62:C0L0R 1,2,2,2,1
GOSUB 920

y1=65:y2=80: COLOR 1,6,6,6,1
GOSUB 920

'

y1=83:y2=98:COLOR 1,7,7,7,1
GOSUB 920
COLOR 14

"+CON-"
"+LAB-"
"+ALL-"
"+OTH-"

PANELS ***

y1 =110:y2 =125 :COLOR 1,4,4,4,1
GOSUB 920

y1=128:y2=143:COLOR 1,2,2,2,1
GOSUB 920

y1=146:y2=161:C0L0R 1,6,6,6,1
GOSUB 920

650 y1=164:y2 =179:COLOR 1,7,7,7,1
660 GOSUB 920:REM BAR PLOT
670 GOSUB 1320

RETURN

365/1.5) +1

X3=X2+1:X4=X2+2
COLOR 0

POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE
1110 POKE

REM *** INPUT PANELS ***

x1=248:x2=298:y1=29:y2=44
COLOR 1,4
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1550 Y1=61:Y2 =71:COLOR 1,6
1560 x2=INT(alltot/1.5)

1640 RETURN
1650 REM *** PROJECTIONS ***

LINEF 220,0,220,80

REM *** TOTALS

0 1590

1610 x2=INT(othtot/1.5)

programs now avai able

28,1:PRINT
28,3:PRINT
28,5:PRINT
28,7:PRINT

1510 x2=INTCLabtot/1.5)

1520 IF SGNCposi t) =1 THEN GOSUB 920
1530 IF SGN(posit)=-1 THEN GOSUB 1040
1540 IF alltot<0 OR alltot>365 THEN GOT

1620 IF SGNCposi t) =1 THEN GOSUB 920
1630 IF SGNCposit) =-1 THEN GOSUB 1040

CLEARW 2:FULLW 2
COLOR 2

GOTOXY
GOTOXY
GOTOXY
GOTOXY

1500 Y1=48:Y2=58:COLOR 1,2

1600 Y1=74:Y2=84:COLOR 1,7

340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640

PRINT " Seats Declared"
COLOR 1

0 1540

0 1640

VDISYSd)

•

1460 COLOR 1,4
1470 IF SGN(posit)=1 THEN GOSUB 920
1480 IF SGNCposi t)=-1 THEN GOSUB 1040

1590 IF othtot<0 OR othtot>365 THEN GOT

contrL,11
contrl+2,2
contr 1+6,0
contrl+10,1
contrl+12,hndl
ptsin,X1
ptsin+2,Y1
ptsin+4,X2
ptsin+6,Y2

4M^a

1440 x1=0:y1=35:y2=45

1570 IF SGNCposi t) =1 THEN GOSUB 920
1580 IF SGNCposit) =-1 THEN GOSUB 1040

RETURN

REM *** BAR PLOT ***

This is one of hundreds of

0

contot
tabtot
alltot
othtot

1490 IF tabtot<0 OR labtot>365 THEN GOT

RETURN

DATA
DATA
DATA
POKE

hnd L=2
contot=0:labtot=0:alltot=0:othtot=

28,10:PRINT
28,12:PRINT
28,14:PRINT
28,16: PRINT

1450 x2=INT(contot/1.5)

260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330

POKE intin+12,1
POKE intin+14,1

GOTOXY
GOTOXY
GOTOXY
GOTOXY

0 1490

xloc>254 THEN oosi

=contot +posi t
880 IF yloc<61 AND ytoc>48 THEN labtot
=Labtot +posit
890 IF yloc<78 AND yloc>67 THEN alltot
=alItot +posi t
900 IF yloc<97 AND yloc>84 THEN othtot
=othtot+posit

POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE

1370
1380
1390
1400

1410 RETURN

860 IF yloc<31 OR ytoc>97 THEN RETURN
870 IF yloc<42 AND yloc>31 THEN contot

910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020

REM *** PRINT SCORE ***
IF contot<0 THEN contot=0
IF labtot<0 THEN Labtot=0
IF alltot<0 THEN alltot=0
IF othtot<0 THEN othtot=0

1420 REM *** ACTUAL SEATS ***
1430 IF contot<0 OR contot>365 THEN GOT

VDISYSd)
GOTO 690
REM *** KEEP SCORE ***

IF xloc<260 AND
t=1 ELSE posit =0
830 IF posit=1 THEN
840 IF xtoc<292 AND
t=-1 ELSE posi t=0
850 IF posi t=0 THEN

1320
1330
1340
1350
1360

contrL,11
contrl+2,2
contrl+6,0
contrl+10,1
contrt+12,hndl
ptsin,x3

1120 POKE ptsin+2,y1
1130 POKE ptsin+4,x4
1140 POKE ptsin+6,y2
1150 VDISYSd)

1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300

COLOR 1
RETURN

REM ***

READ

INPUT ***

POKE contr 1,124
POKE contrl+2,0
POKE contrl+6,0
POKE contrl+12,hndl
butprs=PEEK(intout)
xloc=PEEK(ptsout)
yloc=PEEK(ptsout+2)

1760
1770
1780
ELSE
1790
1800
1810
1820
ELSE

COLOR 1,4:G0SUB 920
COLOR 1,0:x1=x3:x2=x4:GOSUB 920
IF prolab>365 THEN x2=INT(365/1.5)
x2 =INTCprolab/1.5)
y1=113:y2=123:x1=0:x3=x2+1
COLOR 1,2:GOSUS 920
COLOR 1,0:x1=x3:x2=x4:GOSUB 920
IF proalt>365 THEN x2=INT(365/1.5)
x2=INT(proall/1.5)

1830 y1=126:y2=136:x1=0:x3=x2+1
1840
1850
1860
ELSE
1870
1880
1890
1900

COLOR 1,6:GOSUB 920
COLOR 1,0:x1=x3:x2=x4:GOSUB 920
IF prooth>365 THEN x2 =INT(365/1.5)
x2=INT(prooth/1.5)
y1=139:y2=149:x1=0:x3=x2+1
COLOR 1,7:GOSUB 920
COLOR 1,0:x1=x3:x2=x4:GOSUB 920
COLOR 1,1

1910 COLOR 5

1920 GOTOXY 0,15:PRINT"Results In";prot
ot;"

";

1930 COLOR 3

VDISYSd)

1940 PRINT'To Come";650-protot

IF butprs=0 THEN 1190
POKE INTOUT,0
SOUND 1,10,8,6,10
SOUND 1,10,4,6,5: SOUND 1,0,0,0,0

1950 COLOR 14:PRINT

1960 PRINT ;"
1970 COLOR 1
1980 RETURN

(c) ATARI ST USER";

WORD byPLUS
GST
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FOOTNOTES
FOR STUDENTS AND
AU'IHORS

• Automatic numbering and
re-numbering
• Automatic same page
formatting
• Separate footnote r

The new standard
SPELL CHECKE
ERROR-FREE DOCUMENTS

• 40,000 word UKdictionary

MAIL MERGE
TOTAL MAIL-SHOT CONTROL

•

1ST Mail included as standard

• Full function interactivesystem
• Accepts data from most popular
database programs
• Multi-column output

• Foreign dictionaries available on
request

• Spell check either whole document
or as you type

• Dictionary browser with suggested
corrections

MULTIPLE
RULERS
FOR PROFESSIONAL DOCUMENTS

• Embedded rulers for total control

of margins, tabs and pitch
Simple add, delete and read
iler with flexible reformat control

GRAPHICS
FOR EXCITING DOCUMENT.

• Usesnapshotto import pictures
from any GEM application
• Special utility available for DEGAS®
• Move imageswith ease, even
overlay text and graphics

st Word
PLUS

all of this...
AATARI ST

GST produced 1st Word for the ST to great
acclaim. Since then users' enthusiasm has created

an ST standard for word processing. However
there were functions missing and you told us.
Not resting on our laurels we listened, thought
and then listened to you some more. Then
with all of your help we
developed 1st Word
Plus, compatible with
1stWord yet with all
this much more.

FT
Cromwell Business Centre, New Road, St. Ives, Cambs. PE17 4BG. Telephone (0480) 66433
1stWord Plus isa trademark of GST HoldingsLtd. Allother trademarks arc acknowledged.
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1

What flying's

1

all about . . .

Program: Flight Simulator II
Price: £49.95

Supplier: Sublogic, c/o Software Express,
514-516 Alum Rock Road, Alum Rock,

Birmingham B8 3HX
Tel: 021-328 3585

THIS program really needs no introduc
tion. The Cessna and Piper flight simu

lation programs produced by Sublogic
Corporation of Illinois have, over the
years, acquired a worldwide reputation
for such quality and realism that there can
be few PC owners who have not heard of

them. Sublogic's Flight Simulator is the
bench mark against which all others are
judged. So far, no one has bettered it.
Flight Simulator II, bringing new thrills

horizontal split, with the top half normally
showing the 3D view from the cockpit

and entertainment to what is already a

and the lower half the instrumentation.

Now to the Atari ST comes Sublogic's

classic program. FSII cannot really be
called a game - it is more of an experi
ence. Indeed, some people have made

playing Sublogic's Flight Simulators a life
time hobby.

Just listen to these features and try not

However, both halves are actually win

selectable menus. The mouse operates in
two modes, cursor and yoke. Double

The smaller the window, the faster it will
update.

clicking the left button or pressing the
right button toggles between cursor and

The lower window can also be moved

aircraft of the Cessna single-engine 182
type or take to the skies in a business jet
of the Gates Learjet 25G class. There are
120 airports in five different US scenery
areas (New York, Seattle, Los Angeles,

and even be be pulled down off the lower
edge of the screen, effectively giving
more space for the upper window. You
can also remove individual instruments

from the lower panel by blanking them
out.

The program uses the 68000 Precision
Graphics Driver which enables you to
view solid modelled images with hidden
surface elimination and surface shading.
What this amounts to in practice is a very

fast and impressive updating of graphic
images which, though not the most
detailed in the world, are certainly the
best I've ever seen in a flight simulator.

The neatly and clearly laid out instru
ment panel includes a cluster of the six
basic flight instruments (airspeed
San Francisco and Chicago).
Fly in daylight, dusk or night during

indicator, attitude indicator, altimeter,
turn coordinator, heading indicator and

any of the four seasons and through vari

vertical speed indicator) as well as a host
of engine monitoring instruments, radios,
control position indicators and others
(yes, there is a compass).
To be precise, there are 35 instruments
in all but don't worry. You only need to
concern yourself with a few to be able to
fly while some instruments you may never

layers, winds and turbulence. View the
scene from multiple viewpoint through
your cockpit window or from the tower
or, for added thrills and some really sen

sationally dramatic effects, from a spotter
plane.

And, to cap it all, there's even a special
multi-player option. Using separate
machines linked with each other via the
ST's modem port connectors, two or more

players can fly together.

functions are also available from mouse-

yoke mode.

In yoke mode the mouse is used as the
aircraft's primary control stick or yoke.
Moving the mouse forward or back
pushes the nose down or up. Moving it to
the left or right controls the ailerons and
causes the plane to bank left or right.
Holding the left button pressed while
moving the mouse forward or back in
creases or reduces throttle while moving

it left or right applies or releases the
brakes (the brakes are only effective on
the ground, naturally). Simpler it could
not be.

Alternatively, the numeric keypad
(arranged in a diamond ) serves the same
purpose and perhaps might be more
preferable since it can give you a more
delicate sense of control of the craft (you

can use single presses for micro-control
or hold the keys down for faster
adjustment).
For the more skilful and for advanced

flight techniques, there are a number of
secondary aircraft controls associated

wmsm.

need to learn at all (well, not unless you're
really serious about this thing).
That's one of the joys of this program -

you can play it at what level you like, from
the casual "let's take a quick spin even

Let's have a look at some of the many

though the only way I know how to land is

features in a bit more detail. The basic

to nose dive into Mother Earth" or to the

screen presentation uses the standard

dedicated "just off on a 500 mile aerobatic

16 Atari ST User May 1987

and/or keyboard. Nearly all keypress

dows. The top one can be moved around
the screen by dragging it by the title bar,
and expanded and shrunk as required.

to drool. You can fly a propeller driven

able weather conditions - fog, cloud

jaunt in the dead of night in gale force
winds. See you at breakfast" ace pilot.
You control the plane using the mouse

I'.i.n I.. .-.••;.

(SOFTWARE

Strike out

with the control icons and radios on the

right side of the instrument panel which
are mainly used for navigation, control of
the engine and of the simulator itself.
While in cursor mode, any of the menu
functions can be selected at any time this program is flexibility personified,

And what a lot of choices you've got!
The View Mode menu lets you choose
to view the action from inside the cockpit
or, if you prefer to stay outside the plane,
from a stationary control tower, a
"tracking" tower or a spotter plane. With
the latter you can select the distance,
altitude and direction of the spotter plane

(how far and where you wish the spotter
to be in relation to your own plane). Use
this for some breathtaking views and
great fun - it's worth buying the program
for this one feature alone.

In all modes you can zoom in and out
using fine or coarse control. While in
cockpit mode, you can view from any of

I

on your ST
Price: £24.95

the final level, Professional, where accur
acy and timing are all-important.

Supplier: Access c/o US Gold, Units 2/3,
Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6

The mam screen in the game depicts,
in true perspective, five lanes of a bowl

7AX.
Tel: 021 356 3388

ing hall. Poised to throw in front of the
centre lane is the bowler whom you con

Program: 10th Frame

FROM the team that brought you that
excellent golf simulation Leaderboard
comes yet another first rate game, only
this time the action is all indoors. 10th

Frame is a 10 pin bowling simulation
sporting quality graphics and outstanding
sound effects.

Like Leaderboard, the game comes

trol. Your view of the action is above and
behind the bowler.

Running right across the screen above
the lanes is the scoreline showing the last
five frames of the current player's score
Down at the far end of the lane, the pin
set-up mechanism (what is it called7)
slides down and deposits the 10 pins in
traditional formation. Again, this is
accompanied by realistic sound effects.
You are now ready to start bowling.

nine different directions - great for taking

with a security key which must be
plugged into the rear joystick port on the

a good look around.

520 ST or the right joystick port on the

A short distance m front of the bowler is

The Environment menu lets you choose
the season and specific cloud, wind and
turbulence levels. The Navigation menu
offers a map display (which can itself be
"zoomed") of your current flying area.
Included among the many other
options are the ability to save and

1040. The game won't function without the

a small, yellow mark which can be moved

reactivate a particular situation from and
to ram and disc (several preset situations
are already included for your use - I rec
ommend the flight around the Statue of
Liberty), instant replay of the last few
seconds of a flight position, fly a Cessna
or Learjet or even try your hand at being
a World War One ace in a dogfight. The
demo mode is well worth watching to see
the program being put through its paces.
As well as the comprehensive and
lucid 130 page large-format manual
accompanying the program, there are
three navigational maps and a quick
reference card.

The program, too, contains a lot of in
stant assistance. Pressing the Help key
while m cursor mode turns the pointer
into a question mark. When positioned on
any of the menu items or instruments and
clicked, an overlaid window pops up and
usually provides some useful information.
Flight Simulator II is the flight program
par excellence. It is realistic, exciting,
exhilarating, the nearest experience to
flying one's own plane that most people
are ever likely to get. If you genuinely
want to see what quality and entertain
ment on the ST are all about then you
really cannot afford not to buy it.
Bob Chappell

Sound

8

Graphics
Playability
Value for money

9
10
10

Overall

10

to the left or right using the mouse poin
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key but this method of protection does at
least mean that you can backup the disc
for archive purposes, or even backup to
hard disc.

The title screen is an impressive
frozen-action shot of a bowler having
launched his ball down the lane towards

the pins. It is accompanied by the aston
ishingly realistic sound of pms being
skittled over which is itself followed by

ter. It is towards this mark that the bowler

will hurl his ball. Similarly, the bowler
himself can be moved to the left or right.
At the bottom right of the screen is a
small window showing a pair of vertical
bars. If you've played Leaderboard, you
will be familiar with the way this
operates. The left bar has a speed zone at

the top and is used to determine the pace
of the throw while the second bar has a
hook zone at the bottom and is used to set

the amount of curve. The faster the throw,
the less effect will any hook have.
Holding down the left mouse button

causes the left bar to move rapidly
towards the top where the speed zone
lies. This zone contains an area covering
minimum to maximum speed, allowing
the indicator to move beyond the zone

some jaunty music.
You should note that the screer shots

shown on the package cover are clearly
stated to be from the Commodore 64 ver

sion and, need I say it, are not as impress
ive as those in the ST version.

An options screen allows league (team)
or open (individual) bowling. Up to eight
players may participate and a match can
be over three games for team play and
five for open play. There are three skill
levels. The lowest is not a beginners'
level and is really intended for children
since the speed of the ball is
automatically set by the program and the
ball will always go straight toward where
it is aimed with no hook (more of hooking
anon).
The next level is amateur (the true
beginner level) where the amount of
speed and hook is less critical than that of
May 1987 Atari ST User 17
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from the beginning with the same names,
abandoning a game and beginning
completely afresh, obtaining a printout of
the score sheet, and a demo mode.
The only doubt I have about the game
is whether it is likely to keep any but the

bowling enthusiast enthralled for very
long. After all, there's a limit to the var
iety you can get with this type of game.
In Leaderboard, for example, there's a

bowling lane is a bowling lane.
Having said that, 10th Frame is
undoubtedly a professional and enter
taining game. The sound effects are
remarkable and the graphics (realistic
perspective and animation) are of a high
quality. I enjoyed it immensely and I'm
sure many of you will, too.
Bob Chappell

choice of clubs, holes, courses and wind

results in a speed error in your throw.
Releasing the button sets the speed.
The indicator then moves rapidly down
the right bar towards the hook zone,

conditions to keep the player stimulated
and challenged. In a computerised bowl
ing simulation, there is simply not that
range of game factors available - after
all's said and done, a bowling lane is a

which covers straight throws to maximum
hook. A further press of the mouse button
sets the hook. Letting the indicator move

beyond this zone causes a direction error
in your throw.
The indicators move rapidly so you've
got to be nifty with your mouse button
handling. As soon as the speed and hook
have been set, it's too late for second

thoughts - the bowler strides forward and
releases the ball down the lane. The

bowler's animation is

Sound

10

Graphics
Payability
Value for money

8
8
8

Overall

8

Stylish karate
Program: International Karate
Price: £19.95

Supplier: System 3, Davis House, 29 Hatton
Garden. London EC1N 8DA.
Tel: 01-831 7403

impressively

smooth and natural.

The ball thunders down the lane -

again, accurate sound effects - and if
you've aimed well crashes into the pins further superb sound. If you haven't
knocked down all the pins the mechan
ism rattles down and resets the remaining
pins or, if the frame is complete, replaces
them all.

Each frame consists of two throws.

WITH the trend in martial arts games
more or less at an end on 8 bit home

computers, programmers of the world
now unite to create the ultimate karate

masterpiece for the Atari ST, With
competing titles already available from
Eidersoft, Microdeal and Gremlin, the
question is what does International Karate
have to offer?

Knocking down all the pins with your first
ball (a strike) or clearing all the
remainder with your second (a spare) is
greeted with a wild burst of applause and
excited murmuring - a further example of

In the area of graphics, it must be
stated immediately that nothing matches
the superlative style, presentation and

the sound effects used in this program.
Indeed, close your eyes while playing
and you could almost swear you were
actually in a 10 pin bowling hall.

Set against the superb animated
backdrops which include France, Egypt,
Australia, USA, Venice and Hungary, the
gameplay (one or two players) is very
closely modelled on the original Fist
game from Melbourne House.
Using 16 possible move combinations,
including chest kick, front somersault,
roundhouse and footsweep, the two
exponents of the martial arts attempt to
earn points by, basically, decimating

Scoring is handled automatically. As
well as the scoreline being updated as a

player is throwing, a large overall score
board is brought on when all players
have completed a frame.
Scoring is quite simple when you know
how. A strike scores 10 pins plus the total
number of pins knocked down with your
next two throws. A spare scores 10 pins

plus the pins knocked down with your
next throw. If it is neither a strike or a

spare, in other words, there are still one
or more pins remaining at the end of your
frame, you simply score the number of
pins felled.
If you get a spare or a strike in the final
tenth frame (each game is 10 frames long)

you get an extra one or two throws
respectively. A perfect score is 300,
which can only be scored by getting 12
consecutive strikes (10 frames of 30
points). That should give you something
to go for!
Additional features include restarting
18 Atari ST User May 1987

attention to the minutest detail that Inter
national Karate boasts.

each other.

Most physical movements and reac
tions are depicted, from the facial expres
sions (I'd iove to know the words being
mimed here) to the audible grunts and
groans which serve to indicate even the
slightest sensation of pain.
You can later earn the chance to take

puter does its utmost to provide the
human player with a taxing and challen
ging opponent. This is where Inter
national Karate comes slightly unstuck.

There were many occasions where the

computer, for reasons of its own, decided
to fight an invisible opponent on the other
side of the screen.

Only by the use of short, sharp jabs was
I able to persuade it to engage me once
more in combat. Of course, in the two

player mode this criticism will not apply,
unless your real opponent has forgotten to
wear his glasses, then it will be all too
easy to take advantage,

I always thought that for feel and real
ism, the original C64 version of Fist has

long been the mark by which to judge
variants such as this. It is always very

easy to be swayed by graphics and pres
entation.

And feel, so essential in a game of this
type, is one thing that International Karate
seems to lack. On the surface, everything
seems to be right, but during gameplay

you are left with the feeling that you have
never really been in control of your

part in the tile smashing stage, where the
on-screen judge, a portly little Chinese
gives you your starter for ten. Bamber
Gascoigne, eat your heart out.

destiny.

While the animation, background

Sound

graphics and sound effects are all of the
highest quality, the overriding require
ments of any computer karate game is
that in the one-player mode, the com

Victor Laszlo

Graphics.
Playability

8

10
7

Value for money

7

Overall

7
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Program: Typhoon
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Gremlin Graphics, Alpha House,
10 Carver St, Sheffields SI 4FS.
Tel: 0742 753423

Typhoon's a bit
of a

WITH the interest in arcade type space

now, obligatory use of punchy digitised
music on the colourful title page, would

shoot-'em-ups on the lesser 8 bit
machines continuing unabated, the Atari

have made for a much more playable

ST has quite rightly been targeted as the

game.

computer to produce something akin to
the real thing.

My frustration was largely due to

having to return to Zone 1 after losing the
last ship, a feature to continue play from

With hi-res graphics, high-speed
processing and a superb colour palette,
the ST is the most likely popular con

the last zone achieved would have been
more than welcome.

tender to produce the ultimate in Gal-

Amid the growing number of really

axian style games. But how does Typhoon

zappy arcade-quality games on the ST, I

really rate?

On the surface it appears to have
everything going for it, but after playing it
for a few hours I was left feeling rather
disappointed, and a mite frustrated.
The problem with Typhoon is not the

beautifully-detailed vertically-scrolling
backgrounds, the masses of attacking

I

more snazzy orange asteroid belts, and

quite enjoyed the action.

The problem is purely one of speed:
The attackers are much too slow, their
size too small, and more importantly, very

feel that Typhoon, while visually quite
appealing, will not satisfy those looking
for long-lasting interest and fun. I did like
the name though!
Victor Laszlo

poor choice of colour makes it near

aliens, nor indeed the ground based

impossible at times to distinguish the
aliens ships from the pretty backgrounds

Sound
Graphics

7
8

flashing obstacles. I managed to fight my

scrolling smoothly beneath.

Playability
Value for money

6
6

Overall

J

way through the starbelts, the asteroid

More attention to this kind of crucial

fields, the jungle landscapes and yet

detail and perhaps less to the almost, by

Leisurely line
from France
Program: MGT
Price: £24.99

Supplier: Loriciels, c/o Activision, 23 Pond
Street Hampstead, London NW3 2PN.
Tel: 01-431 1101

your way to the conclusion of the mission

the Room of Enlightenment.
MGT is presented in the forced 3D
graphic perspective common in French
games of the genre, with just a hint of the
style Ultimate Play The Game were
renowned for.

MGT is one of the new ST titles dis

tributed by Activision, but programmed
by the French software company Loriciels. As with many French titles, it has a
style and atmosphere of its own, owing
little to American or British influences.

The scenario in MGT puts you in con
trol of the Magnettle or MGT, the tank of
the future. Your mission is to travel

around the Crystal Palace (the French

one that is) which has been invaded by
alien bacteria. These nasty little germs
obviously belong to the super-tough one
per cent that Domestos cannot cope with.
MGT is basically a hovercraft-type
vehicle under joystick control, and very
manoeuvrable. It tends to drift as it floats

through the palace rooms and it does take

a while to learn how to guide it accu
rately.

But the luxurious PVC upholstery
affords you the ease and comfort to
negotiate the many and varied hazards on

You have possibly realised by now that I
have not become overly excited by MGT.

But here subtle shades of blue are the

It is a competent conversion of an

order of the day, giving the game an air

Amstrad CPC original, with no advantage
being taken of the ST's amazing
capabilities in terms of graphics and
processing power to enhance the game.
Indeed, the packaging actually features

somewhat similar to that of a Gitanes

cigarette packet.

Play is relatively simple, and conforms
closely to the original Amstrad version.
Avoid the lurking scanners, slide across
the slippery iceblocks, which have an
annoying tendency to jump up and down,
blast the droids and hazards, and make
sensible use of the lift pads to raise you on
to the upper levels.
The temptation while playing MGT is to
take your time and explore the palace at
your leisure, except for the motto of the

EVL Corp who have kindly instructed you
to switch the life support systems in the
palace back on: "Finish the job or we'll
break your neck!"
Some element of intelligence is
required - for example you must shoot
the correct symbols on the walls to free
the laser-guarded doorways.

Amstrad screenshots.

Sound effects are just about adequate,
with what appears to be a modest attempt
at sampled sound on the title screen.

If you like fast action games, respon
sive, noisy and full of adrenalinproducing excitement, with a wide selec
tion of options available, then MGT is not

the game for you. If you cannot cope with
all of the above, then you might just like it.
Victor Laszlo
Sound

5

Graphics

8

Playability
Value for money

6
6

Overall

6
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THE WORLD OF PERSONAL
PUBLISHING ON YOUR ATARI ST
WHETHER AT HOME OR AT THE OFFICE, FLEET STREET PUBLISHER
BRINGS THE POWER AND FLEXIBILITY OF DESKTOP PUBLISHING TO

FLEET
STREET

THEATARI ST.

Now you, too, have aprofessional, low-costalternative to expensive and
time-consuming typesetting andartwork services from the company with the
professionalpedigree in National newspaperprint and production.

CITY OF LONDON

This is what STUser magazinehas tosay aboutFleetStreet Publisher:
"there is little doubtthatFleetStreet Publisherprovidestheentree into desktop

EC4

pamw

publishing which the SThas been crying outfor. Ithink the average user will be able to
use itaftera veryshorttime... atthe price, which includes 90 daytelephone support, It
represents amazing value. Ifyou do anypublishing ofany kind you should think
seriously aboutthis program."
Text

• Full professional textcontrol from a single character
to a whole article.

• "Anothermajor feature - hyphenation isautomatic
andintelligent" (STUser magazine)
• Sixdifferenttypefaces ina variety ofstyles andpoint
sizes

• UseGEM fonts- a GEM fonteditor is inpreparation
• Search andreplace words andphrases

Graphics
• Graphics library disksupplied
• Importgraphics from Art Director, Neochrome,

Degas, Haba Video Digitizer oranyGEMprogram
producing. IMG files

• Pixel editor forgraphics creafion andadaptation
• Rotate andscalegraphics tofitspace allocated

7

L

Page Make-up
• Full pagecomposition with multiple columns
• Picture sizingandcropping inpage make-up
• Variable page sizes

• Function keys canbe usedtohold text attributes and
pre-formatted textsuch asheaders andfooters

Output
• Currently 8-pin with the following underdevelopment:
24 pin, Postscript, HP Laserjet, GDOS printer drivers
(including Atari laserprinter)

FleetStreet Publisher is available now price£115
including VAT.

L

Please send me details of FleetStreetPublisherfortheAtari ST.

S

Name
Address.

Tel

.

DeptFSEMirrorsoftLtd, Freepost BS4382, Purnell Book Centre, Church Street, Paulton,
Bristol BSI8 5BR

MoxwellHouse, 74 Worship Street,
London EC2A 2EN Telephone 013774645
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^enr^^a-ensional
board'
When

14-t an^te
an item
you select

mouse you must hold do

using
the
button

normally

^rb^Xreasictakesawhile
^caSnupwlthySa^nJuteryou

lfy0UPlaYdXut to bJS and should

W1U
is dlfflfcfnt0Even
find it
gWefind
you ithours
ofun Even if ,you ^^

Tne program swrfttensh « ^ &
ution display. H you

medium lesolution You mu

tne

d^ ^

t>

VanabM
2 of the text -ft alsothe
havecorrect
to be
S^edSSftUarsm
place on the screen.

ISnebreakdown
880-930

60

Dta„sab«a,.hemmOTei)osiIion

70-190

200-230
240-310
320-360
320-430
440-470
480-520
530-570
580-820

Watts lot the m0Use ""essage.
Prints a message.

Sfr'—rWe, hashed and

SsaSedCe^bhtoconnects the layers.
wines out the cross.

940-1030
1040-1080
1090-1130
1140-1380 Computer moves.
1390-1530 Delay routine.
1540-1570 DispW the tale »<;»tol, ,,a„dtes the
1580-1630
1640-2360

?iaraafreePOstoon on the board,

ShtcUorttongposmons.

2370-3180

moves

The program's data.

830-870
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micR^smps
Telephone: 051-630 3013 (Enquiries)
051-691 2008 (Phone Orders)
520 ST UTIUTIES
ACTIVISION
Paintworks
ARIOLASOFT

Print Master

£24.99

£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£15.99
£27.95
£19.99
£19.99

International Karate

Habawriter
Habadex

£47.95
£39.95

LittleComputer People
Shanghai

Habamerge

£31.95

Tass Times In

Habaview

£59.95

Habaspell

£32.95

AMS

Strip Poker
Tee Up

INFOGRAMES

£63.95

Skyfox

£39.95
£79.95

£39.95

Menu

Menu Plus
Pascal

£15.95
£71.95

MICRODEAL

Alternative
Animator
Bulletin Board
Clock Card
Corner Man

£23.95
£23.95
£23.95
£27.95
£23.95

DiskHelp

£23.95

Direct File Transfer

£23.95

Desktop Calendar

£15.99

£31.95

War Zone/Fireblast
FIREBIRD
Jewels of Darkness
Star Glider
GREMLIN

£19.99

Trailblazer

£19.99
£15.99

£15.99
£19.99

Typhoon
INFOCOM

Ballyhoo
Hitch Hikers Guide
Leather Goddess of Phobos
Planetfall
Mindshadow
Moon Mist

DOS Shell

£24.99

Kissed Debugger

£24.99

M-Copy

£39.95

M-Disk
Mi-Term

£10.50
£23.95

Twin Pack (S-Spool/M-Disk)

£15.95

INFOGAMES
Eden Blues

The Utilities

£31.95

McAdam Bumper

Zorkl

£47.95
ATARI XL/XE

Crusade in Europe

£11 95

Decision in Desert

£11.95

F15 Strike Eagle

£7.95

Spitfire40

£7.95

A.C.E.

£7.50

Mercenary
Football Manager

£7.95
£5.95

Silicon Dreams
Arcade Classics
* All new Releases Stocked*

£11.95
£7.95

Black Cauldron

King's Quest II
S.D.I.
MIRRORSOFT
Strike Force Harrier
MICRODEAL
Cards

£15.99
£15.99
£24.99

Flip Side
Time Bandits
NOVAGEN

£19.99

PSION
Chess
PSYNOSIS
Arena
Brattacus

£19.99

Deep Space

£23.95
£27.95
£27.95

RAINBIRD
Jewels of Darkness

£15.99

Pawn

£19.99

Silicon Dreams

£15.99

ROBTEK

£19.99

SOLAR
Terrestial/Encounter

£11.99

MICRODEAL
Electronic Pool
Lands of Havoc

£15.99

£15.99
£15.99
£15.99
£19.99
£15.99

MASTERTRONIC

Ninja

£8.50

TYNESOFT
Liberator
Plutos
Time Blast
U.S GOLD

£10.50

£11.95
£7.95

Apshai Trilogy
Alternative Reality
Championship Wrestling
Fantasy 2
Leaderboard
Leaderboard Tournament
Phantasie 2
Q-Ball
Quest Probe

Ftogue
Sujper Huey
Super Cycle
Winter Games
World Games

Branded - Lifetime guarantee

£239.95

£639.95

£19.95 for 10

£22.99

£15.99
£15.99
£19.99

KA03.5"SSDD

Branded - Lifetime guarantee

20 Megabyte Hard Disc Drive
£639.95

£16.95 for 10

Monitor(SM-125)

80 Column Dot Matrix Printer (inc lead)

AXIOM 5.25"DiscsDSDD

£459.95

£189.95

£8.99 for 10

£369.95

£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99

KA03.5"DSDD

1040STF With 10OK Drive built in
and Monochrome monitor

500K Single Sided Disc Drive
£139.95

£19.99

£15.99
£15.99
£19.99
£19.99

520STM Comprising Gem desktop basic &
desk utility software + 10 free disks

520STFM Inc. 500K Disk Built
in and a mouse controller for Gem

£19.95

£23.99
£23.99
£19.99

£15.99

Pinball Factory
Trivia Challenge

£31.95
£36.95

£19.99

Colour Space

Mud Pies

£17.95
£14.95
£31.95

RIO PROM
Wanderer

LLAMASOFT

Major Motion

£19.99

Compendium

£19.99
£19.99
£12.99

Turbo G.T

Film Director

£19.99

Crusade in Europe
F 15 Strike Eagle
Hellcat Ace (French or German)

£23.99
£23.99

£23.99
£27.95
£23.99
£23.99

Trinity
Wishbringer

M1RRORSOFT

MICROPROSE
Silent Service

Mercenary
£15.99
£19.99

Protector/Space Station
Pro Sprite

£79.95

£119.95

Macro Assembler +

£19.99

EIDERSOFT
Karate

METACOMCO

Lattice C Compiler

£15.99
£11.95

ARIOLASOFT

HISOFT

Lisp

051-691 2008

ATARI 520 ST

Hollywood Hijinx

HABA

BCPL

L45 4QN

II
m

ACTIVISION
Borrowed Time
Basketball
Hacker
Hacker 2

£27.99

£32.95
£55.95

DevpacST

Wallasey, Merseyside

ATARI 520 ST

Degas
Degas Elite

ExpertSystems

37 Seaview Road

520STFM Inc. Hi-Res Monochrome

Send SAE for full lists

'miCRD
snips

MAIL ORDER

Cheques/P.O. payable to:
MICROSNIPS LTD
Phone orden alio locepted with:
LOkGARD
TRicmr

CHMGE
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POSTAGE AND PACKING

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS

Items
Items
Items
Items

Full price shown willcover
carriage and free tax

under £10 add £1
under £50 add£2
under £100 add £5
over £100 add£11

PROGRAMMING

1: REM wipe out any border
560 gotoxy xp/xlim-lenmess/4, yp/ylim:

10 REM 3D 0X0

20 REM by K. Leech
30 REM (c) 198? Atari ST User.

40 if peek(systab)<>1 then print "Pie
ase use in High Resolution" else 60
50 stop
60 goto 1650
70 REM draw box at position given by

print spc( lenmess )

580 REM determine players move
590 getmv:

90 color 1,0,0: linef x,y,x,y: color
1,0,1

100 linef x,y-6/ylif»,x +12/xlim,y-6/yli
in

110 tinef x+12/xlim,y-6/ylim,x,y+6/yli
in

120 linef x,y+6/ylim,x-12/xlim,y+6/xli
m

130 linef x-12/xlim,y+6/ylim,x,y-6/xli

600 mo=one: if mvid=one then mo=2

610 xp=30: yp =8: mess$="Your move "+pl

b bordermess

140 linef x+12/xlim,y-6/ylim,x+12/xlim
,y-4/ylim
150 linef x+12/xlim,y-4/ylim,x,y+8/yli
HI

160 linef x,y+8/ylim,x-12/xlim,y+8/yli

640 if pass then mess$=" Wait ": gosub
prmess: gosub compmove: goto 720
650 REM Check to see if valid move
660 move=one : while move<65

670 if abs(xpos-k(move,one))<5 and abs
(ypos-k(move,zero))<5 then 690
680 move=move+one: wend : goto 630
700 REM If valid, flash cross then
710 REM wait until okay or cancel
720 gosub wipe
730 xp=32:yp=11 :mess$="ok": gosub bord
ermess:x1=xs:x2=xe:y1=ys:y2=ye

740 xp=31: yp=13: mess$="cancel" : gos

rn

170 linef x-12/xlim,y+8/ylim,x-12/xlim
,y+6/ylim
180 linef x,y+8/ylim,x,y+6/ylim

ub bordermess: sta = one

750 gosub flip: for i=one to 10
760 gosub mouse : if ( pntr and one )

190 return
200 REM draw a circle at the move

= zero then 820

210 REM position given by x,y

r ypos>ye then 790

1120 if b(move)=0 and moveoi then retu

1130 next j: stop
1140 REM check for winning positions
1150 Check:

1160 chk2=chk/2: pass=zero:pri=4
n 1290
1180 cnt=zero:cnt1=zero

1190 for j=1 to 7: a=u(i,j): if a=zero
then 1240
1200 b = no(a): c=c(a)

1210 if c=chk and b=2 then cnt=cnt+one
1220 if c=chk2 and b=one then cnt1=cnt1
+ one: In1=a

1230 next j

1240 if cnt>one then move=i: pri=one: g
oto 1290

1250 if cnt=zero or cnt1=zero or pri =on
e then 1280

1260 pri=2: if block then move=i else g
osub find

1270 goto 1290
1280 if cnt1>2 and pri=4 then pri=3: if

block then move=i else gosub find
1290 next i

770 if xpos<xs or xpos>xe or ypos<ys o

1300 if pri<4 then pass=one
1310 return

780 gosub wp: gosub wipe:xp=32:yp=11:

220 ci re:

1110 for j=one to 4: move =t( ln1,j)

1170 for i=one to 64: if b(i)ozero the

630 gosub waitmouse:

690 if b(move)ozero then 630

rn

1090 REM find free position in line

rn

620 xp=3B: yp=10: mess$=" Hint ": gosu

80 box:

1080 return
1100 find:

570 Ienrness= 1stlenms: return

$(mo): gosub prmess:t1=lenmess

x,y

1320 REM see if there is a winner

gosub wipe:goto 620

1330 checkwin:

1340 pass=zero:for p=one to 76: if c(p)

320 REM call mouse until button press

790 if xpos<x1 or xpos>x2 or ypos<y1 o
r ypos>y2 then 750
800 gosub wipe: xp=32:yp=11:gosub wipe
810 lenmess=t1:yp=8:xp=30:gosub wipe:
goto wp: REM return via wp
820 next: goto 750
830 REM put cross marking position
840 putcrs:
850 xt1=k(move,1):yt1=k(move,0): adx=
6/xlim: adx1=6/ylim: ady =6/ylim
860 linef Xt1-adx,yt1,xt1+adx,yt1
870 tinef Xt1+adx1,yt1-ady,xt1-adx1 ,yt

330 waitmouse:

1+ady: return

230 petlipse x,y,6,5: return
240 REM work out where

the mouse is

250 mouse:

260 a#=gb: cntrl=peek(a#)
270 glbl=peek(a#+4): gtin =peek(a#+8):
gout=peek(a#+12)
280 addin=peek(a#+16): addout=peek(a#+
20)

290 gemsys(79)
300 xpos=peek(gout+2): ypos=peek(gout+
4)-38/ylim: pntr=peek(gout+6)
310 return

340 gosub mouse: if ( pntr and 1 ) = 0
then 340

350 pass=0: if xpos>xs and xpos<xe and
ypos>ys and ypos<ye then pass=1
360 return

450 bordermess:

480 REM

510 1stlenms=lenmess:
ess$ )

520
print
530
540
550

lenmess = lent m

gotoxy xp/xlim-lenmess/4,yp/ytim:
mess$ : return
REM erase last message from screen
wipe:
color 1,1,0: gosub bdr: color 1,1,

1410 if nmv<5 then 1440: REM if less th

an 5 moves don't bother checking

1420 chk=3*mvid: gosub checkwin: if pas
1430 chk=-chk: gosub checkwin: if pass

eck: if pass then return

990 xa2 = xa2 + one:if
010

490 REM print message in mess$
500 prmess:

1390 REM

1400 compmove: REM computer moves

900 flip: REM flash the cross
910 sta = -sta : if sta=1 then putcrs
920 color 1,1,0: gosub putcrs: color 1

930 linef k(move,1) ,k(move,0),k(move,1
),k(move,0): return
940 REM draw a layer of board
950 layer:
960 xa1=x1/xlim: ya1=y1/ylim:xb=280/xl
im:yb=60/ylim:xa2=xa1+xb
970 linef xa1,ya1,xa2,ya1: linef xa2,y
a1,xa2+yb,ya1-yb
980 linef xa2+yb,ya1-yb,xa1+yb,ya1-yb:
linef xa1+yb,ya1-yb,xa1,ya1

460 gosub prmess
470 goto bdr:

1370 next i

1380 stop

then return

380 bdr:

400 xs=17.083*(xp-(lenmess+3)/4 - .4)
410 xe=17.083*(lenmess/2+0.7)+xs:ys=(y
p-1)*18.105:ye=(yp+.5)*18.105
420 linef xs,ys,xe,ys: linef xs,ye,xe,y
e: Li nef xs,ys,xs,ye
430 linef xe,ys,xe,ye: return
440 REM print message

1350 next : return

1360 for i=one to 4:move =t(p,i): if b(m
ove)=zero then pass=one: return

880 wp: REM wipe cross out
890 sta = 1: REM fall through to flip

,1,1

s.

=chk then 1360

s then return

370 REM put border round message
390 REM xs,xe,ys,ye = box start/end po

I

xlim = 2 then 1

1000 linef xa1+1,ya1+1,xa2,ya1+1:linef
xa2+yb,ya1-yb+1,xa1+yb,ya1-yb+1
1010 if ylim = 2 then return
1020 linef xa2,ya1 +1,xa2+yb,ya1-yb +1: li
nef xa1+yb,ya1-yb+1,xa1,ya1+1
1030 return
1040 REM draw dotted tine
1050 dtline:

1060 for i=y1/ylim to (y1+255)/ylim ste
P 2
1070 linef x1,i,x1,i: next

1440 block=zero: chk = 2*mvid: gosub ch
1450 block=one: chk = -chk : gosub chec
k: if pass then return
1460 REM no good moves found, so go for
the highest placed position
1470 max=0: ptr=one: for i=1 to 64: if
b(i)<>0 then 1520

1480 a=zero: j=one
1490 p=u(i,j): if p<>0 then a=a+1+abs(c
(p)):j=j+1:if j<8 then 1490
1500 if a>max then max=a:mvp(1) =i: ptr =
one: goto 1520
1510 if a=max then mvp(ptr)=i: ptr=ptr+
one

1520 next i

1530 move=mvp(int(rnd(1)*ptr)+one): ret
urn

1540 REM

1550 delay: REM cause a delay
1560 for de=1 to 3000: next: return
1570 REM

1580 title: REM print out the title
1590 clearw 2

1600 xp=18:yp=6:mess$="Three D Noughts
and Crosses": gosub prmess

1610 yp=8:mess$="Wri tten by K. Leech":
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mvid =-mvid: if mvid =one or pt =2 th
sub getmv: goto 2120
2090 xp =28:yp=8:mess$ =pl$(1): gosub prm

gosub prmess
1620 return
1630 REM

en

go

1640 REM The program

ess

1650 fullw 2: color 1,1,1: one=1: zero=

xp=29:yp=10:mess$="wi 11 now move":
prmess
2110 gosub compmove: gosub wipe:xp=28:y
gosub wipe
P
2120 x=k(move,1):y =k(move,0): if mvid=1 the n gosub box else gosub ci re
2130 b(move)=mvid:for j=one to 7:p=u(mo
ve,j) : if p=zero then 2180
2140 c(p)=c(p)+mvid:no(p)=no(p)+one
2150 if c(p)=-4 then 2210
2160 if c(p)= 4 then 2230
21

gosu b

0

1660 xLim=1:ylim=1:Rem xlim and ylim =2
for low res

1670 gosub title
1680 xp = 18: yp=12 : mess$="Please wai
t whi le I read in data"

1690 gosub prmess
1700 REM random number generator
1710 gosub mouse: randomize xpos*ypos/1
00

1720 dim t(76,4),u(64,7) ,c(76),b(76),k(
64,1),no(76),rrivp(20),pl$(2)
1730 for p=one to
read t(p,i): next
1740 for s=one to
ead u(s,j): next :
1750 REM work out
r of each position

76 : for i=one to 4 :
i,p
64: for j=one to 7: r
next
the screen x and y fo

1760 for i=0 to 3: t1=i*16: t2=i*85: fo

r j=zero to 3
1770 t3 =j*4 +t1 + one: 14 =15*j + 45: t5=

( 344 - (19+t2+14*j))/ylim
1780 for k=zero to 3: n = k+t3: k( n,on
e)=( 80*k+t4 )/xlim

1790 k(n,zero)=t5 : next k,j,i: gosub w
ipe

1800 REM Find out who plays who, then g
et names

2170
2180
2190
2200

next

nmv=nmv+one:

wend

REM All position used - a draw
xp=29:yp=7:mess$="The game was a d
raw": gosub prmess: goto 2280
2210 if pL =2 then xp=29:yp=7:mess$="Con
gratu lations" : gosub prmess
2220

xp=29:yp=8:mess$=pl$(1)+" Wins": g

oto 2 250

2230 xp=29:yp =7:messS="And "+pl$(2)+" w
ins"
2240 REM line connecting winning pos.
2250 gosub prmess: for i=1 to 3:m1=t(p,
i):m2 :t(p,i +1)
2260 linef k(m1,1),k(m1,0),k(m2,1),k(m2

,0) :

next

2270 REM See what the player(s) want
2280 xp=29:yp=10:mess$="Do you wish to

1810 xp=18:yp=13: mess$=" Play the comp
uter": gosub bordermess

1820 x1=xs:x2=xe:y1=ys:y2=ye
1830 yp=15: mess$=" Play an opponent "
: gosub bordermess
1840 gosub waitmouse :if xpos<x1 or xpo
s>x2 then 1840

1850 if not(ypos>ys and ypos<ye or ypos
>y1 and ypos<y2 ) then 1840

1860 xp=18:yp=15:gosub wipe:yp=13:gosub
wipe

1870 if ypos>y2 then 1910
1880 pl$(1)="The Computer" : pl =1
1890 gotoxy 10/xlim,15:input " Enter yo
ur name ";pl$(2)

1900 goto 1950
1910 gotoxy 10/xlim,15: input "Enter pi
ayer 1's name ";pl$(1)

1920 gotoxy 10/xlim,17: input "Enter pi
ayer 2's name ";pl$(2)
1930 pl=2

1940 REM Setups for each game
1950 nmv=0: for i=1 to 76: c(i)=zero: b
(i)=zero:no(i)=zero: next
<

1960 clearw 2: color 1,1,1: REM clear t
he screen then put the board up
1970 x1=20:y1=334: gosub layer: y1=249:
gosub layer : y1 =164: gosub layer
1980 y1 = 79: gosub layer: gosub dtline
: x1=300: gosub dtline
1990 y1=19: x1=80: gosub dtline: x1=360
: gosub dtline

2000 for i=1 to 64 : linef k(i,1),k(i,0
),k(i,1),k(i,0): next:REM put points
2010 REM decide which player goes first
2020 mo = intlrnd * 2)+1: xp = 28:yp=8:
mess$=pl$(mo):gosub prmess
2030 yp =10:mess$="goes first": gosub pr
mess

2040 gosub delay : gosub wipe: yp=8: go

This is one of hundreds of

programs now available
FREE for downloading on

mkfoLiDk
:": gosub prmess

2290 xp =28: yp= 13: mess$="Play Again":
gosub bordermess

2300 x1=xs:x2=xe:y1=ys:y2=ye
2310 yp= 15: mess$=" Quit ": gosub bord
ermess:x3=xs:x4=xe:y3=ys:y4=ye
2320 yp =17: mess$="Change Players": gos
ub bordermess

2330 gosub waitmouse: if pass then gosu
b title: goto 1810

2340 if xpos>x3 and xpos<x4 and ypos>y3
and ypos<y4 then end

2350 if xpos>x1 and xpos<x2 and ypos>y1
and ypos<y2 then 1950
2360 goto 2330

2370 data 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13
,14,15,16,17,18,19,20
2380 data 21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30
,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40
2390 data 41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50
,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60
2400 data 61,62,63,64
2410 data 1,5,9,13,2,6,10,14,3,7,11,15,
4,8,12,16,17,21,25,29
2420 data 18,22,26,30,19,23,27,31,20,24
,28,32,33,37,41,45

2430 data 34,38,42,46,35,39,43,47,36,40
,44,48,49,53,57,61,50,54,58,62

2440 data 51,55,59,63,52,56,60,64,1,6,1
1,16,4,7,10,13,17,22,27,32
2450 data 20,23,26,29

2060 REM loop until win or draw

2460 data 33,38,43,48,36,39,42,45,49,54
,59,64,52,55,58,61,1,17,33,49
2470 data 2,18,34,50,3,19,35,51,4,20,36

2070 whi le nmv<65

,52,5,21,37,53,6,22,38,54

sub wipe
2050 mvid=one: if mo=2 then mvid=-one
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2480 data 7,23,39,55,8,24,40,56,9,25,41
,57,10,26,42,58,11,27,43,59

2490 data 12,28,44,60,13,29,45,61,14,30
,46,62,15,31,47,63
2500 data 16,32,48,64,1,21,41,61,2,22,4
2,62,3,23,43,63,4,24,44,64

2510 data 8,23,38,53,12,27,42,57,16,28,
40,52,15,27,39,51,14,26,38,50
2520 data 13,25,37,49,9,26,43,60,5,22,3
9,56,1,18,35,52,4,19,34,49
2530 data 16,31,46,61,13,30,47,64,1,22,
43,64,4,23,42,61,13,26,39,52
2540 data 16,27,38,49
2550 data 1,17,33,41,57,69,73
2560 data 1,18,42,58,0,0,0
2570 data 1,19,43,59,0,0,0
2580 data 1,20,34,44,60,70,74
2590 data 2,17,45,68,0,0,0
2600 data 2,18,33,46,0,0,0
2610 data 2,19,34,47,0,0,0
2620 data 2,20,48,61,0,0,0
2630 data 3,17,49,67,0,0,0
2640 data 3,18,34,50,0,0,0
2650 data 3,19,33,51,0,0,0
2660 data 3,20,52,62,0,0,0
2670 data 4,17,34,53,66,72,75
2680 data 4,18,54,65,0,0,0
2690 data 4,19,55,64,0,0,0
2700 data 4,20,33,56,63,71,76
2710 data 5,21,35,41,0,0,0
2720 data 5,22,42,69,0,0,0
2730 data 5,23,43,70,0,0,0
2740 data 5,24,36,44,0,0,0
2750 data 6,21,45,57,0,0,0
2760 data 6,22,35,46,58,68,73
2770 data 6,23,36,47,59,61,74
2780 data 6,24,48,60,0,0,0
2790 data 7,21,49,66,0,0,0
2800 data 7,22,36,50,65,67,75
2810 data 7,23,35,51,62,64,76
2820 data 7,24,52,63,0,0,0
2830 data 8,21,36,53,0,0,0
2840 data 8,22,54,72,0,0,0
2850 data 8,23,55,71,0,0,0
2860 data 8,24,35,56,0,0,0
2870 data 9,25,37,41,0,0,0
2880 data 9,26,42,70,0,0,0
2890 data 9,27,43,69,0,0,0
2900 data 9,28,38,44,0,0,0
2910 data 10,25,45,66,0,0,0
1
2920 data 10,26,37,46,61,65,76
1
2930 data 10,27,38,47,64,68,75
1
2940 data 10,28,48,63,0,0,0
1
2950 data 11,25,49,57,0,0,0
1
2960 data 11,26,38,50,58,62,74
1
2970 data 11,27,37,51,59,67,73
1
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020

data

data
data
data
data
3030 data
3040 data
3050 data
3060 data
3070 data

1
11,28,52,60,0,0,0

1
12,25,38,53,0,0,0
12,26,54,71,0,0,0
1
1
12,27,55,72,0,0,0
1
12,28,37,56,0,0,0
1
13,29,39,41,66,70,76
1
13,30,42,65,0,0,0
1
13,31,43,64,0,0,0
1
13,32,40,44,63,69,75
1
14,29,45,61,0,0,0

3080 data 14,30,39,46,0,0,0
1
3090 data 14,31,40,47,0,0,0
1

3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170
3180

data
data
data
data
data
data
data
data
data

1
14,32,48,68,0,0,0
1
15,29,49,62,0,0,0
1
15,30,40,50,0,0,0
1
15,31,39,51,0,0,0
1
15,32,52,67,0,0,0
1
16,29,40,53,57,71,74
1
16,30,54,58,0,0,0
1
16,31,55,59,0,0,0
1
16,32,39,56,60,72,73

Back-Pack

Clock and alarms

V cartridge-based pack
)f general purpose

Analogue/digital clock

showing time and date. Two
time zones, four separate
repeatable alarm settings,

itilities for every ST
>wner. When plugged

nto the cartridge port of
my ST, all Back-Pack

fll

etc.

facilities are available

Diary

whilst using GEM

A comprehensive diary
md, because it resides in allowing categorised
entries on any day of the
R.OM, it occupies no
year. Simple controls make
valuable RAM space.

compatible applications

it easy to move forward or

Scientific calculator
VIore comprehensive than

backward one day, month,
or year.

leaving the computer ready

x, XAY, XVY, 1/X, a memory

to use, whilst Back-Pack

store, etc. However, it also

feeds the printer when it is
ready.

has programmer's features
such as operation in Hex,
Binary and Octal, plus

A computerised database

result can easily be

of names, addresses and

transferred into the current

telephone numbers,
allowing fast 'search'
facilities to locate any

application.

Note pad
Thirty selectable pages of
any information can be
stored in the note pad, with
cursor controlled editing
and the ability to transfer
information back to the

CARTRIDGE

id
CARTRIDGE

Address book

logical operations. The

U

direct output to a printer at
any time.

Uses memory to 'queue'
output for the printer,

such as Sin, Cos, Tan, Log,

incl.

A simple utility allowing

Printer Buffer

most real calculators - this
nffers all the usual features

Price: £49.00

Typewriter

entry.

Ramdisc
Uses an area of memory, of
specified size, to act as an
extremely fast disc drive. A
startup disc is easily
configured to copy any list

current application or

of files into the Ramdisc

accessory in use.

automatically.

§
Linked to the memory editor
are many other useful
features, including: Copy
memory block, Print block,
Save block. Fill block,

3T Doctor
his is a new desk

Search for any character or
string of characters,
Memory map - showing a
pie chart of memory usage.

ccessory, providing a

Disc editor

ost of useful

rogrammer's utilities
Similar to the memory
>r examining and
editor described above, this
flanging memory or disc allows any disc sector or
sntents directly,

complete file to be loaded

ecause all the features

into free memory and

re desk accessories,

examined/edited. Other
ley are available within related features include:

le current application
issuming that it
orrectly handles GEM
ccessories), e.g. Fast

contents. Save a file, Join
files, Search disc or file for a

ASIC or First Word™

specified string, Show free

Fast disc formatting, File
recovery, Print file

disc space, delete file, Show
file size, move to and

examine any specified track

[emory editor
lis is a complete scrolling
ndow-based memory
itor, allowing any area of

f memory to be displayed

and sector.

Key recorder and
editor
This unique facility allows
up to ten sequences of
key-presses to be stored
and assigned individually to

specified keys. For
example, common command
sequences can be typed

once and stored, one per
function key. When
required, pressing the

function key will 're-play'
the stored sequence. Any
sequence can be later
Price: £19.55 incl.

edited, deleted, replaced,
saved to disc, re-loaded

ASCII, Hex, Decimal,

from disc, etc.

nary or disassembly

ting. Any area of
;er-accessible RAM can

so be edited, allowing
try in the current mode
ccept disassembly).
cess/Barclaycard
'phone orders
welcome

%
Computer Concepts

Supplied with fully
illustrated instruction
manual.

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX, England. Tel: (0442) 63937

ALLMODELS

ATARI ST SPECIAL DEALS
We give YOU the option to get the best deal
OPTION 1

Pay the recommended price for the computer and we will give you software of your choice
FREE to the value stated.
OPTION 2

Take advantage of our discounted prices to save money.
Allcomputers come supplied with

OPTION 1

with 5 Discs containing CPM and
public domain software.
Atari 520ST-FM Keyboard only
Atari 520ST-FM With 12" High res mono screen

OPTION 2

Computer Price

Free Software

£399.95

£599.95
£699.95
£799.95
£899.95

£50.00
£60.00
£90.00
£90.00
£90.00
£90.00
£90.00
£100.00

£369.95
£459.95
£539.95
£629.95
£539.95
£629.95
£729.95
£819.95

£149.95
£299.95
£399.95

£30.00
£40.00
£50.00

£134.95
£269.95
£369.95

£199.95

£40.00

£179.95

£149.95
£199.95
£699.95

£30.00
£40.00
£90.00

£134.95
£179.95
£629.95

£499.95
£599.95
£699.95

Atari 520ST-FM With 14" Low res colour monitor
Atari 520ST-FM With 12" Med res colour monitor

Atari 1040ST-F Keyboard only
Atari 1040ST-F With 12" High res mono screen
Atari 1040ST-F With 14" Low res colour monitor
Atari 1040ST-F With 12" Med res colour monitor
MONITORS

SM12512" High res mono monitor
SC1424 14" Low res colour monitor
SC1224 12" Med res colour monitor

PRINTERS

SMM804 Atari 80cps
DISC DRIVES
SF354 500K3.5"
SF3141000K3.5"

SH204 20 Megabyte Hard Disc
BOOKS

Sundog Frozen

£25.00

Karate Master

£12.00

Music StuoSo
Paintworks

Kings Quest II

£25.00

Lands of Havoc
Leaderboard

£17.00

Little Computer People

£25.00
£30.00
£30.00

International Karate

£17.00

Leaderboard Tournament

Tee Up Golf

£17.00
£25.00

Leather God of Phobos
Liberator
Lode Runner

Anatomy of the Atari ST
Atari STProgrammers Guide
Atari STTricks and Tips

£1295

Gem of the Atari ST

£12.95

Graphic Applications Atari ST
Graphics and Sound Atari ST
Machine Language Atari ST
The Atari STCompanion

£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

Hitchhikers Guide
Seastalker

£12.95
£14.95

Using STBase on the Atari ST
SOFTWARE
Ring of Ziflh
Roadwar2000

Rogue
Shangai

Shard of Spring
Shuttle II

Silent Service
Sificon Dreams

£9.95

Wishbringer

£25.00

£7.95

Sorcerer

£20.00

Spell Breaker
Bally Hoo
Trinity
A Mind Forever Voyaging

£25.00
£25.00
£29.00
£29.00

Night Ore
Ninja

£20.00
£20.00

Brattacus
Quest Probe

£29.00

Pawn

£20.00
£20.00
£17.00

Hacker
Hacker II
Mindshadow

£17.00
£21.00
£21.00

Phantasie II
Phantasie

£21.00
£9.99
£40.00

Pknetfal
Plutos
Q-Bal

STGor

£20.00

Renegade

£14.00

S.D.I

Star Cross
Star Glider

Star Trek
Strike Force Harrier

£20.00
£20.00

£20.00

Alternate Ready

£20.00

Star Raiders

£20.00

Arena

joust

£17.00
£20.00
£20.00

Black Cauldron
Boulderdash Construction Set
Breakers

£25.00
£25.00
£20.00

Brimstone

T.T.Racer
Tenth Frame

£20.00

Chess

£20.00

Thai Boxing
Trivia Challenge
Typhoon

£17.00
£17.00

Wanderer
Winter Games

£20.00

£17.00

£20.00
£20.00
£20.00
£14.00

£20.00
£17.00
£17.00
£25.00

£29.00
£14.00
£21.00

Arkanoid
Gauntlet
BUSINESS AND UTILITIES

Integrated Accounts MAP

Cutthroats

£20.00
£20.00
£20.00

Nominal Ledger MAP
Purchase Ledger MAP
Sales Ledger MAP

Deadline

£20.00

Stock Control MAP

Deep Space

£29.00

Payroll MAP

Essex

£20.00

Accountant SAGE

Flight Simulator II

Accountant Plus SAGE

Football Fortunes

£40.00
£20.00

£20.00

Hollywood Hijinx

£25.00

Dbasell

£20.00

Jewels of Darkness

£20.00

Journey into the Lair

£20.00

Karate Kid Part II

£17.00
£85.00
£20.00

Art Director
Film Director

£20.00

Wizards Crown
World Games
Zorkl
Zorkll

£20.00
£20.00

£20.00
£20.00

Strip Poker

2on2Basketbal
Adventure Twin Pack

Championship Wrestling

£20.00
£25.00
£14.00
£9.99

Pinball Factory

£17.00

£20.00

£20.00

Mindwheel
Moonmist

£17.00

£17.00

£12.00
£17.00
£20.00

Macadam Bumper
Mercenary Compendium

£20.00
£20.00
£20.00

Sky Fox
Space Pilot
Spiderman
Spitfire 40

Super Cycle
Super Huey
Suspended

£20.00

£20.00
£9.99
£25.00

£129.00
£45.00

£45.00
£45.00
£45.00
£45.00

£150.00
£199.00
£99.00
£99.00

Bookkeeper SAGE

£35.00

£40.00
£50.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POST & PACKING TO UK.

i
_

Comtec Systems

* Please send me the following items:

1 Qty.

Product

Price (incVAT)

58a Wellingborough Road Northampton NN1 4DN Tel: (0604) 24463
• ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT& POST& PACKAGING

• Phone now for details of our service contracts and repair costs.
• County Council, Local and Education Authorities. Orders Welcome.
• Corporate and Export Orders Welcome.

TOTAL

1 Pnstmrin

OVERSEAS ORDERS

Tol Nn

1 1enclose (please tick) Dchequafc.o.or, please debitto my

Please add the followingto your order and make all payments in Sterling

1 DAccess iJVisa Card Expiry Date

Software, Books, Discs, Leads
Printers, Disc Drives
Computers

'

£2.00
£20.00
£40.00

| 11 I 11 11 i 11
Send to: FREEPOST

i

•*•••

1 Comtec Systems
| NORTHAMPTON NN1 4BRTel: (0604) 24463,21763
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Making ST music
THE introductory manuals don't have a lot
to say about those two ports on your

mega bank balance.

Find out all about

machine labelled Midi In and Midi Out.

the Midi interface

They tell you that Midi is an acronym for

with Ian Waugh

Musical Instrument Digital Interface and

Midi can transmit and receive infor

mation on up to 16 channels which means
it can control up to 16 Midi instruments.
These are tuned to a channel number

that these ports give you access to the

rather as you would tune a TV set into a

latest generation of musical instruments -

TV station.

and that's it.

The Midi Out socket transmits infor

Apart from the other excellent aspects

cation system which allows musical

mation and the Midi In socket receives it.

of the ST, the inclusion of Midi sockets

instruments to "talk" to each other. They
do this with digital signals which flow
between the Midi ports. Midi uses serial

also another socket called Midi Thru

plus its memory capacity have made it
the premier micro for music control. In
the short time since its launch, upwards of
30 Midi programs have appeared, which
shows how much confidence software

data transmission rather like the RS232,

only faster and much more advanced.

That's straightforward enough. There is
which duplicates the data arriving at the
Midi In socket and this is used to pass on
instructions to other synthesisers linked to

Parallel transmission would be faster
still and much more efficient but serial is

the Midi Thru.

Midi control centre. Let's dive behind
those sockets and see what's there.

cheaper which means it can be included

such but the Midi Out has been wired to

on low-cost instruments, making Midi

As the manuals say, Midi is a communi-

available to those of us with less than a

provide a Midi Thru function which will
be very useful in many situations.
Midi messages can appear quite
complex if you translate them into their
constituent bits and bytes.
The

producers have in the future of the ST as a

Desk

File

Functions

Control

Midi

Options

Copy

il'lttttfl IWM KSH B D 0JISZ3 MEM WHS ROT IHOQHE
" IKick
Snare

5 Strophe
3 Strophe

t„ s»6

16

3 w

16

12 Refrain

17 Strophe
17 Great Solo
17 Percussion

I 1 1 1 ll
I 1 1 1 ll
Screen shot from C-Lab's Creator showing
Pattern and Track allocations

Comand

Display-Paraneters

Fast Fourier Transfornation
Kane of Sound : Klick Bell

t" ; j

the

Midi

sockets

lies

an

let you get right down there among the
bits and bytes if you wish. It is, however,
sometimes handy to know that a complete
note on instruction comprises three bytes
which inform the system of the function,
the Midi channel, the key number of the
note and the key velocity or volume.
You can see that Midi crams quite a lot
of information into a relatively small space
and that's just about as technical as we're
going to get in this article.
What can you do with it? Well, Midi
programs tend to fall into two mam areas
- sequencers and voice editors. A
sequencing program allows you to record
a piece of music a part at a time, even a

Refrain
Refrain
Exit
Stop

<t\

behind

system, but some editing packages will

21 Strophe
25 Strophe
2? Strophe
33
33
37
38

technically-minded may like to know that
optoisolator and a UART (Universal Asyn
chronous Receiver-Transmitter) which
operates at 31.25 Kbaud with a start bit,
eight data bits and a stop bit.
Fortunately, most Midi software
protects you from the intricacies of the

j|f"2TUS PATTERN: 1 c"~~l

ARRHH6E

1 Intro

The ST doesn't have a Midi Thru as
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note at a time, so you can build up a
recording exactly as you want it.
There are two ways of entering notes
into a sequencer: Real-time and steptime. In real-time, the program records
what you play exactly as you play it. With
step-time you input each note or chord
one at a time. This is obviously slower but
good software will make the process as
fast as possible and you know the result
will be note perfect.
Some ST sequencers give you up to 60
tracks to play with and most have sub
stantial editing facilities so you can easily
build up a song from any part of the tracks
you've recorded.
You can program voice changes,
tempo changes and control external
drum machines and Midi effects units

Screen shot from C-Lab's X-alyser showing
a 3D (fourier) analysis of a DX7 sound

from the mam program. Most programs
simulate a tape machine in operation so O
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< the jump from audio to digital recording is

Atari ST Midi Software Programs

not going to give you future shock.
Voice Editors help you to program a

Sequencers

synthesiser. For example, most digital
synths, magic beasties though they may
be, only display and allow you to alter
one parameter at a time. A Voice Editor
gives an on-screen display of all the par
ameters, and special features such as
automatic scaling help make the pro
gramming process as painless as pos
sible. Voice Editors also let you store
banks of voices on disc which can save

you the cost of the program in ram car
tridges alone.
A fascinating feature of many of the
new generation Voice Editors is their in
built artificial intelligence which will
create totally new voices for you. Some of
them will tweak an existing voice if it's not
quite right, too. Others such as X-alyser
will sort and store voices for you by
timbre to help you find a particular sound
quickly. This program will also transfer
DX sounds directly to a sampler.
One of the new exciting applications
which has found a home in the ST, is

sampling. Hybrid Art's ADAP is a profess
ional sampling system based around the

ST which produces CD quality results.
There are also Notation programs

Company

Product

Trks

Comments

Dr. T

KCS
PRO-24
Creator

48
24

£250.00
£285.00
£285.00
Real- and step-time editing £ 99.95

Steinberg
C-Lab

Passport
Hybrid Arts
Hybrid Arts
Hybrid Arts

Company

Product

Dr. T

FB-01 Ed.

£ 59.95
£349.95

Smptetrack + SmpteMate

£539.95

GenPatch

Synth(s)

Comments

Price
£120.00

FB-01

CZ-101 Ed.
DX Heaven
Kawai K-3 Ed.
Matrix 6 Ed.

CZ-101
DX7

Steinberg
Steinberg
Steinberg
Steinberg
Steinberg

PRO-Creator
S-900 Soundworks

DX/TX
Akai S-900

Mirage Soundworks
Prophet 2000

Mirage
Prophet 2000

Emax

Emax

Available soon

C-Lab

X-alyser

DX7

3D display of voice

CZ

Creates voices
Creates voices

Dr. T
Dr. T
Dr. T
Dr. T

Company

room to include Midi soundtracks with

Introductory program
Includes Hardware

DX 100/27/1

code standard used in films and video

can control a 16 track mixer and can be

SyncTrack
SmpteTrack Pro

32
20
60
60

Voice Editors

Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid
Hybrid

expanded to handle up to 64 tracks.
Applications such as these were
unthought of when Midi was first devel
oped but now, partly thanks to the ST
they are a reality. New applications will
no doubt continue to be developed. With
all that memory, even games writers have

EZ-Track

64

+

which print out a score of your music and
can produce very professional output.
Moving a little more upmarket although not all that far up - are sequen
cing programs with SMPTE (Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers)
interfacing facilities. SMPTE is a time

recording which helps composers to sync
their music to the images on a film - and
you know how important that is.
Finally, mixing programs are starting to
appear which give automated control
over a mixing desk. C-mix by Jellinghaus

MidiSoft Studio

Price

Arts CZ-Android
Arts DX-Android
Arts GenPatch
Arts Midi Utilities

Kawai K-3

DX/TX

£120.00
£120.00
£120.00

Oberheim
Matrix 6

£120.00

Creates voices

£150.00

Available soon

£285.00
£285.00
TBA
TBA
£199.00
£89.95

Generic patch librarian
Programs Genpatch files

£219.95
£139.95
£49.95

Resolution

Comments

Price

16-bit

44.1kHz Sampling Rate

£2499.00
TBA

Comments

Price

Available soon
Available soon

TBA

Comments

Price

Sampling
Product

Hybrid Arts ADAP 1
Hybrid Arts ADAP 2

Notation

Company

Product

Dr. T
Copyist
Steinberg
Music Notation
Hybrid Arts EZ-Score

£230.00
£89.95

Recording

Company

Product

their programs, for example, Little Com

puter People and Starghder. It 'adds
another dimension to the game.
The ST is already finding favour with
professional musicians and is being used
by bands such as Dire Straits and Manllion. Ashley Ingram of Imagination is
using the Hybrid Arts programs for a cur
rent project and many musicians, profess
ional and amateur, are buying an ST
specifically to use for making music.
There is no doubt that the ST has the

most powerful potential for music produc
tion of any personal computer and the
coming year is going to see the release of

Hybrid Arts SmpteMate

Syncs external recorder with £479.95
SmpteTrack Midi Recorder

SUPPLIERS

Dr. T: Take Note, Unit 7, 43 Carol Street, Camden Town, London NWl OHT. Tel: 01-4852988.

Steinberg: Steinberg Research UK, The Spendlove Centre, Charlbury, Oxford, OX7 3PQ. Tel:
0608 811325.

C-Lab: Sound Technology, 6 Letchworth Business Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth, Herts,
SG6 2HR. Tel: 0462 675675.

Passport: Rittor Music Europe Ltd., 24 Broomgrove Gardens, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 5SJ.
Tel: 01-952 5302.

even more exciting products. We'll be

covering them in detail as they arrive. •
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Hybrid Arts: Syndromic Music, 24-26 Avenue Mews, London, N10 3NP. Tel: 01-444 9126.
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ST SOFTWARE
Typhoon

18.50

Phantasie II
10th Frame
Liberator

22.50
22.50
12.95

Sky Fox
Alternate Reality

22.95
24.95

S.D.I.
Gato

42.50
29.95

Championship Wrestling
Super Cycle

24.75
24.95

Strike Force Harrier
Karate Kid II
World Games
Donald Duck

24.95
23.95
23.95
22.95

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Video Library Program
for film hire

Available shortly P.O.A.
Dealer Enquiries Welcome

Megamax C
K-Spread
K-Resource

Degas Elite
Fast Comm
1st Word Plus

Hard Drive Back up
Fast Basic
K-Switch
K-Word

Thai Boxing

19.75

Harrier Strike Mission

42.50

Shanghai

22.95

Degas

Int. Karate
Make It Move

19.95
39.95

Trimbase
D.B. Calc
D.B. Man
Thunder
VIP Full Version
VIP Gem Version

147.00
47.50
37.95
75.00
45.95
75.00
23.95
84.95
27.95
47.50
37.50
84.95
47.95
89.00
37.50
179.00
205.00

Mercenary

23.95

Joust

27.95

Pinball Factory
Starglider
A Mind Forever Voyaging

27.95
22.50
32.50

Chess

24.00

Sundog

29.95

Printmaster

35.00

Can be removed without doing any

Art Gallery

25.00

damage to your machine

Time Bandits
Cards
Leader Board
Winter Games
Paintworks
Mean 18

27.50
19.95
23.50
24.99
34.99
42.50

ST HARDWARE

Colourspace

18.95

Silent Service

21.95

Word for Word
Hacker II
Arean

35.50
42.50
27.95

Deep Space

32.50

ST Karate

23.95

Space Station

24.95

Hitchn Hiker Guide

27.95

99.00
159.00

Cumana Twin 1meg
Drive
A.S.T. 5.25 Drive

269.00
124.00

Philips 8533 med/res
col monitor

285.00

20 meg Hard/Disk
20 Meg Hard Disk

650.00

Turbo (coming soon)
Haba Digitizer

279.95

Casio CZ230s

279.95

688.00

Centronics GLPII NLQ Printer

RX 80 Compatible
Pro Draw Graphic tab

155.00
343.00

Dealer for

AST PRODUCTS
17.50 for 10
22.50 for 10

HV Battery Back Up Clock 39.95

Mitsubishi 3.5 DS/DD

28.50 for 10

InternalFittingIncludes Software

Maxell 3.5 DS/DD

28.50 for 10

All Packs include 16 Discs, 6 of
them include software

1040STF Including Hi-Res b/w
monitor and printer
799.00
1040STF Including Hi-Res b/w
monitor

699.00

1040STF Keyboard only
(inc mouse)
599.00
520STFM Including built in half
Meg drive and Hi-Res b/w
monitor

499.00

520STFM Including built in half
Meg drive
399.00
520STM Including mouse

29.00
27.50

Tass Times

23.95

Maps & Legends

27.50

Trivia Challenge

18.95

+16 discs plus 1Meg

Basketball 2 on 2
The Animator
Protector

22.95
27.95
18.95

memory
Atari Med-Res.Colour
Monitor

Superhuey

37.50

Atari SF3141 Meg Drive

would like to order:

Drive

149.00
239.00

Blank Disks 3.5 DS/DD

B.B.S. bulletin Board System

Marry^ more available

Eidersoft 1 Meg drive (single)
Eidersoft 1 Meg drive (twin)
A.S.T. 10001 meg Drive
Cumana Single 1meg

Blank Disks 3.5 SS/DD

Leather Goddesses of
Phobos

1.

OME
IEW

Atari 400,800,600XL, 800XL, 130XL, 520ST, 1040ST (callers welcome)
8 Bit Software. All latest software stocked, ring for details

+16 discs

Enquiries welcome call in or phone with any
problems for friendly advice regardless of where
purchased Phone orders send same day - open 7
days a week: Mon, Tues, Wed, Frl and Sat Open
till 8.00pm Thurs till 6.30pm. Sun 11am-3pm.

HOMEVIEW BBS

(01-692 7767) 300/3001200/1200
BBS Enquiries only
8 bit none parity 1 stop bit.
10pm - 10am

Prices Include VAT and FREE
P&P on most items • Overseas
orders welcome

CALL FOR BEST PRICES.
CREDIT CARD

299.00

520STM+ Includes mouse
24 Hour Answer Service
399.00

379.00
189.00

Please send orders and make

cheques/P.O.'s payable to:-

HOTLINE 01-691 0207
RING HOMEVIEW NOW
296 BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY,
LONDON SE4 2RA

Name
Address.

Homeview

296 Brockley Road, Brockley
London SE4 2RA
Tel No.
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Now availableworldwide:
Prospero's professional language compilers
forSTs
Prospero compilers are used at more than

PRO PASCAL &
PRO FORTAN-77:

10,000 sites around the world.

It's easy to order!
Credit card holders phone 01-741 8531.

FOR ATARI ST AND SINCLAIR QL

Mastercard, Visa, Diners & Amex

USE THE LANGUAGES THE
PROFESSIONALS USE:
PASCAL AND FORTRAN.

accepted. Prospero's compilers are also
available from good software dealers and
distributors worldwide.

Pascal is excellent for education and for

longterm projects. Fortran gives you
access to hundreds of existing
programs - and uses established
programming skills!
ISO-PASCAL

Pro Pascal is validated to ISO 7185 /

ANSI 770X3.97 Class A (no errors) on

the Z80 processor under CP/M and the
8088 processor under PC-DOS. This
provides a guarantee that the compiler is
complete and works perfectly.
FORTRAN-77

Pro Fortran-77 is a full implementation
of ANSI Fortran-77 with no omissions

and many useful extensions. Validated
(no errors) on the 8086 processor under
MS-DOS.

Ideal for

• software developers
• universities and colleges
• government and industry
• students of computing
• development of personal skills
• solving technical problems
• training institutions

16 digit accuracy
Single and double precision IEEE format
arithmetic gives 7 or 16 digit precision.
50,000 Lines Big
Compiles big programs >50,000 lines...
>5,000 identifiers ... Separate
compilation to build libraries and
massive program suites.
Compilers include
• compiler
• linker
• run-time libraries
• librarian

Prospero Compilers Work!
No known bugs when we ship - so you
don't have to program around the holes.

• X-ref program

"Lazy I/O" for interactive use.

• sample programs
• 200+ page manual

Good Housekeeping
All files closed on exit from procedure.
Hand-coded library

Produces compact and efficient
programs.

reviews.

New: Pro Fortran-77 for MS-DOS is
now available.
Software distributors
Contact us for our Worldwide
Distribution Guide.

UK trade distributors:
PC: Xitan 0703-871211
Software Ltd 01-278 2377
First Software 0256 463344
Atari: Silica Distribution 01-309 0300

QL: Strong Computer 0267-231246
Micro Aovika 01-636 2547
Call for worldwide distributor list.

GEM

Mail order service
Send this coupon with cheque to Prospero

Pascal «-» Fortran

9DH, England. Add 15% VAT in UK or £5
shipping outside UK.

Interlinkable code means you can use the
best of both languages. Ask for details.

programmers a secure base on which to
build.

Quote: "Pro Pascal is not only ISOvalidated, it is also a superb-quality and
very full software development tool".

Personal Computer World Nov 1985.

Prospero Software
^PLANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTER PROFESSIONALS
190 CASTELNAU, LONDON SW13 9DH. ENGLAND TEL 01-741 8531 TELEX 8814396
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info pack with datasheets and magazine

Full GEM AES and VDI bindings
supplied with Atari products.

We Specialise
At Prospero we specialise in writing
language compilers. We produce the best
possible compilers, conforming to the
appropriate standard, and give

Prospero compilers:
portable source code

Reviews & Info
Call 01-741 8531 or write in for a free

Software Ltd, 190 Castelnau, London SW13

Please supply (enter number required):
Pro Fortren-77 for Atari ST st £129
Pro Pascal for Atari ST st £129
Also available:

Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro
Pro

Fortian-77 for Sinclair QL at £86.91
Pascal for Sinclair QL at £86.91
Fortian-77 for MS-DOS at £420.
Pascal for MS-DOS at £320.
Pascal for CP/M-86 at £320.

I enclose payment of £
Name
Address

Country

Telephone No
In case of query call 01-741 8531 or telex
8814396. Tick product name if you just
require information!
ASTU5/87

e^v°.
in association with 1 TELECOM GOLD
Join MicroLink - and use your, micro to send and receive

electronic mail, telexes, telemessages, go teleshopping, book
theatre and rail tickets, read the latest micro newsKform youj
own exclusive closed user group . ..-even go via satellite to the
-USA to chat in real time to other users with similar interests asi
yourself. And it's all as easy as making a-phone call!

AD you heed to access MicroLink with your micro is a-modem,
appropriate software and a telephone.Hoiv much does\li cost?

"•: '

'# Standing charge of •£& a month. • Connect .charges of 3:5p a
minjute(between;7pm" and Sam weekdays and all Saturday and
Sunday), or lip a.minute during office Hours. •Cost of total
.phone call'(London-area), or cheap-rate' PS.8 (extra 2.5p a

minute).

•

•"

.-

.

"#

.

°

These are Basic charges, Mesf MicroLink facilities are free,
Including sending messages-to other people on the system. Extras are:'
*' • •.
'
.•

Te/ex:.5.5p per 100 characters (UK), Upper 100 (Europe), lSp

perlOO.jN. Anieriea),£1;25 per40Q (r,est of the world), £2.75p
per 400 (ships at sea). Plus a once-only telex registration fee of

«io. '• .', .;•••''.' .;'• .:'••> .-•;

• ... . •.. • '•_• '•

.-

Teiemessagei: £1.45 for up to 360 words. An illustrated
greetings card (for weddings, birthdays, etc) costs an extra75p,
Delivered anywhere in Britain first post the following day.
Overseas mall; 20p (Germany,'Denmark'), 30p (USA, Canada;
Australia,. Singapore, Hong Kong. Israel)

for

first 2,048

characters. For additional 1,024 characters,.lOp and 15p.

To join MicroLink simply fill in and return the fftrm below. Within days you will receive your
personal mailbox number and password, an easy-to-understand Quick Guide to MicroLink, and

the phone number of the Heiplinesjfhere you can get additional assistance should you require it.

Your personal passport to the wide world of communications
Application Form
Name
1 1 1 II 1 1 II
Position II 1 1 II 1 II
Company |_ i
Address

M 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 I 1
1 II ' 1 1 1 I 1 1 '
. i 1
i !

I I I I I I I 1 1 1 II

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 II

A. Direct Debiting Instruction (Enterfullpostal address of UKBank Branch)to:

1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

I/We authorise you untilfurther notice in writing to charge to my/our account with

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

you on or immediately after 15th day of each month unspecified amounts which
may be deited thereto at the instance of Database Publications Ltd - MicroLink by
Direct Debit. Bills are issued 10 days before debit is processed.

1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II II
Postcode 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 rwim«rpl- M I N I M
Commencement of Service
Please indicate month of commencement

Allow 7 days for validation of mailbox

II

toTeed0efb«eCd°Unt I I I I I I I I
Account Number

'

\

I IIII
Sort Code PnfTTfTI

19

Date of first payment to be on 15th of month following commencement. Please
complete billing authorisation form A, B or C.

* Telecom Gold is a trademarkof British Telecommunications pic.

B. Please debit my/our
Access/Mastercard/Visa/
American Express
'Overseas subscribers only

No.

I/We authorise youuntil further notice inwriting to charge to my/ouraccount with
you on or immediately after 15th day of each month unspecified amounts which

I/We hereby apply to join MicroLink
(V)D I enclose my cheque for £5 payable to
Database Publications as registration fee
to MicroLink.

(y)D I also wish to use Telex. I authorise you
to charge an additional £10 to my initial
bill for validation.

D I confirm that I am over 18 years of age.
D I confirm that I accept the terms and
conditions for the time being in force,
copies of which are available on request

may be debited thereto at the instance of Database Publications Ltd - MicroLink.

Bills are issued 10 days before charge is applied to your account.
Signature

Date

C. Please invoice the company/authority.
(-/)D If you select this option, which is ONLY AVAILABLE to government
establishments and Public Limited Companies, we willrequire an OFFICIAL
ORDER to accept unspecified amounts.

Send to: MicroLink,

Database Publications,
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:

1 intend to use the following computer model

Europa House,

Signature

68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove,

Start date

Date

Stockport SK7 5NY.

Password

Mailbox assigned

ST5

I

Burglars and
bureaucrats

COMING soon from Rainbird is

Guild of Thieves, an adventure by
Magnetic Scrolls. It was these very
same people, you will remember, who
wrote The Pawn so it promises to be
very good.
Guild of Thieves is set in Kerovnia,

as was The Pawn, and like its
predecessor contains many complex
puzzles and 30 of those superb illustr
ations which made everybody gasp
when they first saw them on the ST.
The adventure begins as you apply

to join an elite band of professional
brigands, the Guild. To be admitted,
you must pass a test that will tax your
wits and ingenuity to the limits.

yourself hanging upside down from a
tree in the heart of the Zalagasian
jungle, you'll realise that you're well
and truly caught up in the bureaucratic
system.

As usual, the Infocom presentation
and packaging is superb and includes
an official letter from your boss, a
credit card application form (in
triplicate), a skinny pencil, a helpful
brochure from your bank and a charter
membership flyer for Popular Paranoia
magazine. Can't wait to get my hands
on it.

Activision has something very
unusual about to hit your local com
puter store. Portal is a sort of computer

The head of the Guild leaves you
alone on an island with the express

novel and has been heralded as ush

order to loot the place and return with
the spoils. But nothing is straight

literature.

forward. On the island you'll meet up

with a bewildering assortment of birds,
beasts and other inhabitants. But

which are friend and which are foe?

Priced at £24.95, Guild of Thieves is
something to look forward to with great
anticipation.
Infocom has a new text adventure,
Bureaucracy, ready for shipment now.
Written by Douglas Adams (he of Hitch
Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy fame),
Bureaucracy is an hilarious journey
though a labyrinth of red tape.
You start in your posh new apart
ment, getting ready to go to Paris on a
combined business and pleasure trip.
Always provided, of course, that the
money order your boss has posted to
you turns up in time.
What ensues has you enmeshed in a
series of bureaucratic bungles and
frustrating fiascos. Along the way,
you'll tangle with an officious bank and
traipse round an airport of the most
bewildering kind.
Included in the eccentric cast of

characters are a greedy llama and a
paranoid owner of a camouflaged
house. And when you eventually find
32 Atari ST User May 1987

ering in a new era of computer

Set in the year 2106, Portal has you
returning from a 100 year voyage only
to find a peaceful but apparently
deserted world. The only way you
might find out what has happened is to
delve into the innermost recesses of

the Worldnet databases.

As you scan the records of vanished

civilisations, the slim threads of your
knowledge begin to widen and grow.
Homer, the sole survivor of the lost
world, is revived as the game unravels.
But he is not a

human: Homer is a

biological computer.
Apparently, Portal does not demand
the solving of puzzles in a linear fash
ion as so many adventures do. Rather,
the construction of the game allows the
player to direct his own research and
so controls the development in what
seems to be quite an original way.
Although it may sound a little like
Infocom's A Mind Forever Voyaging,
Portal is a mixture of graphics and text,
the graphics being mainly icons used
to drive the interaction of the game.
The game is so large that it comes on
multiple discs. Judging by what I've
already seen from the Commodore 64
version just released, the ST edition of
Portal looks set to be a winner. Watch

this space for a review soon.

ADVENTURES

I
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Infocom

goes to

Hollywood
Program: Hollywood Hijinx
Price: £24.99

Supplier: Infocom c/o Activision, 23 Pond
Street, Hampstead, London. NW3 2PN
Tel: 01 431 1101

DO YOU remember these classic B

movies?: Meltdown On Elm Street, It
Came From The Neighbour's House,
Vampire Penguins, A Corpse Line, The
Seven Dwarves Do Dallas?
And what about that famous series

featuring the ail-American fighting
mailman, Buck Palace? Who could

forget Postage Due, where Buck took
on five New York Mafia families who
tried to cheat the Post Office out of

eight cents postage?
And Address Unknown in which
Buck tracked down and rescued some

US POWs still held in Vietnam, retur
ning them to safety by mailing them to
the Pentagon disguised as parcels.
Surely you recall these Hollywood
hits?

No? Well, I can't say I'm surprised.
Art they ain't. These masterpieces of >
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<3cinematic slush have all sprung from
the fertile imaginations of those adven
ture experts over at Infocom.
According to their very latest text

adventure, Hollywood Hijinx, these and
many other successful, low budget pot
boilers were all produced by your

uncle, the one and only Buddy Burbank
of Hollywood.

Many's the happy time you spent as

a child with your uncle and his wife,
your Aunt Hildegarde, down on their
luxurious ocean-front mansion at

™Sc£of Mel^r, on Elm

Mailbu. The only fly in the ointment
was another regular visitor, little

cousin Herman, as mischievous and
precocious a brat as you could ever

to begin to make some sense when

No good trying to map it out by the

wish to kick up the pants.

you're well into the game.

tried and trusted method of dropping

Sad to say, Uncle Buddy passed away

At the entrance to the house and

a while back and now Aunt Hildegarde
has shuffled off this mortal coil to join

grounds is an imposing stone statue of

him.

They were both very fond of you. In
fact, you were their favourite nephew
and Aunty has therefore left
everything to you in her will... on one
condition (where there's an Infocom
will, there's always a catch).
The stipulation is this: In order to
inherit the Burbank bundle, you've got
to find - within 12 hours - 10 "treas
ures" that have been hidden in the

Malibu house and grounds. The treas
ures take the form of memorabilia

lifted straight from the sets of some of
Buddy's old films.

Now some say the place is haunted
but you know better. Uncle Buddy
loved nothing more than to fill the
place with outlandish booby traps,
goofy gags and kitsch of the most
excruciating kind. I know for a fact

objects; for this maze you'd need more
objects than are contained in all the

Buck Palace, the fighting mailman,

Infocom games put together. There

showing him armed to the teeth and
ready for action. His shoulder-high

must be an easier way.

bazooka is pointing north.
The oak front door is locked, as is the

sworn the bazooka on the statue was

patio door, and there seems no obvious
way to gain entry to the house. The
mailbox opens up easily enough,
though, revealing a yellowing piece of
paper that looks like a map of some
kind, a business card and a copy of

ouser and curiouser. Just time now for

Hello, what's this? I could have

pointing north when I arrived. Curia brisk walk down these rickety

wooden steps to the beach. Darn,
there's a gap here. Shall I try to jump it
or shan't I? Oh, go on, be a devil. Fade
to black and cut!

Status Line (the latter being really a

It did take a while, but I finally got

plug for Infocom's new newsletter,
formerly called the New Zork Times).

into the house but I've hit another brick

The gardens are attractive and a cur
sory exploration reveals a small shovel
and an orange punched card. Hmmm.
Don't know what the pond is for

though. Wonder what would happen if I
throw the yellowing piece of paper in
it?

That weedy-looking rose bush draws

wall as it were. Yes, Infocom has
ensnared, baffled, entertained and
frustrated me yet again.
I have only one small gripe: The
command parser doesn't seem to be

quite as tolerant as usual. I found it a
little annoying when in the maze to be
met with the response "With what?"
every time I tried to dig the ground,
even though the only digging imple

that there's a private screening room,
and the gold-plated taps in the
bathroom are shaped like Oscars.
The game begins with you being

attention to itself. Wonder what it
smells like? Yukkk! You now recall
that it's the very same one you were

dumped outside the house, armed with
a photo of Buddy, a letter from your

a child!

Still can't get into the house. What's

Without a shadow of doubt, Hollywood

aunt and a flashlight. A copy of the
letter and photo come with the pack

this cannon with a fuse sticking out?
Aha! There's a small compartment
under one of the wheels. A quick push

Hijinx is another excellent Infocom

age, which is as sumptuously
presented as only Infocom knows how.
Included with the package are a

copy of Tinsel World, a glossy gossip
magazine that gives you the low down

sick on when you once played here as

and ...dam! Can't shift the cannon - it's

too heavy. A quick walk down the cliff
path and, hooray, someone's left a

ment I had was a shovel -

Infocom

usually takes that sort of thing for
granted.

But enough of this nit picking.

adventure and can be confidently rec

ommended to players new to adven
tures and particularly to all fans of this
company's immaculate products.
Music to crescendo and

roll the

on the characters and locations fea

ladder here. Great! Just cart it up the
cliff and ... darn. It's too heavy and I

tured in the game, and a lucky palm

just keep sliding back down when I try

tree swizzle stick.

to carry it up.
But what's this? A hatch. Darn, it

Presentation

10

Atmosphere

9

won't open. Ah well, let's try a walk
around the hedge maze. Oh crumbs, I

Puzzlement

9

Value for money

9

Overall

9

On the back of the photo, Buddy has
scrawled some weird, home-spun
verses which he hopes will give you a

few clues. I guess these are only going
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wish I hadn't. This maze is enormous.

credits.
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DataRetrieve (Formerly DataTrieve)
"DataRetrieve isthemost versatile, and yet simple
data base available for the Atari 520ST 1040ST
on the market to date."

— Bruce Mittleman
Atari Journal
Nov. '86

Asimple-to-use and versatile database manager, ST DataRetrieve's drop-down menus
allow you toquickly define your file and enter your information through screen templates.
ST DataRetrieve has fast search and sorting capabilities, a capacity of up to 64,000

AssemPro
"Thewholesystem is well designedand makesthe
rapid development of68000assembler programs

-Jeff Lewis

Input

very easy."

Dec. '86

ST AssemPro is a complete machine language development tool for the professional
developer. The Assempro package makes assembly language programming easier and
quicker than ever before, because it takes full advantage ofthe ST'sGEM environment.
AssemPro includes afull-function screen editor with search and replace, block operations,
upper/lower case conversion, and user-definable function keys. The fast 68000 macro

records, and allows numeric values with upto 15significant digits. This package indexes

assembler assemblesto either diskormemory, and featuresinteractive error correction,

access up to fourfiles simultaneously. Supports multiple files and seven different-sized

AssemPro sendsanassembler and /or symbol table listing toprinter ordisk, and features a
powerful debugger with single-step, breakpoint, 68020 emulator, and much more.
STAssemPro gives the programmer online help including instruction address mode and

up to20different fields per file, and has complete, built-in reporting capabilities. Lets you

RAM disks on the 1040ST for lightning-fast operation, DataRetrieve includes seven pre-

prepared data base templates that you can customize to your own uses. Interfaces to

TextPro files. Easy printer control, many help screens, and complete manual.
AB505

GEM parameter information, disassembler and reassembler, and a comprehensive
175-page manual.

Unbeatable value atonly£39.95 !

Nowonly£49.95!

AB625

Forth/MT

Forth/MT

Chartpak
Chartpak isaversatile package for theST that lets you make professional quality charts and
graphs last. Designed totake full advantage oftheST'sGEM features, Chartpak combines
speed and ease of use unimaginable until now. You enter, edit, save and recall your data
easily through options on menus. Then you specify scaling, labeling and positioning.

Chartpak instantly draws the chart in any of8 different formats - and you can change your
format or resize it immediately to draw a chart of another type. Other features include
statistical routines for average, standard deviation, least squares and forecasting, Interface
with spreadsheet programs. Import clip art from PaintPro files. Send hardcopy to most
popular dot-matrix printers. Works with either monochrome or colour STsystems. Chart
pak is a mustforall yourcharting or graphing projects. DEGAS compatible. Available first
quarter'87.

AB600

Apowerful, multi-tasking Forth package designed exclusively for the ST. Forth isnot only a

programming language, but an operating environment - you can program, assemble ,

and edit. Used for more than 15 years in industrial and scientific applications, Forth /

,-.

rp1

dramatically reduces program development time compared to assembly language /,,$'
or the high-level programming languages. Since Forth is so fast, compact, /•£
flexible and efficient, it is particularly well-suited to solving real-time prob- /<•
lems. Our ST Forth/MT is acomplete, 32-bit implementation based on the / lb
Forth-83 standard. Features include afull screen editor, monitor, and /-6'
macro assembler. Forth/MT has over750 words in the Kernal with /
a 1500+ disk-accessible word library. Complete TOS commands
LINEA commands, floating pointand complex arithmetic avai

Wa

able. Utility descriptions are stored on disk - you canchange
them to suit your needs Machine languagesections added
for high speed.

Top value at only £ 39.95!

AB495

£49

•.<?

Available from your local dealer or directly from

Precision Software Ltd. 6 Park Terrace,
Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ
Telex 8955021 Precis G

Precision X, 2Znr,\XX

Software 01-330 7166

o
A.S.T.2.
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REVIEW

Andre Willey takes a
look at the prototype
ST Video Controller

HAVE you ever thought about video
recording the output of your ST? I'm
sure that many of you would like to be
able to use your machine to add really
professional looking captions and titles to

your favourite video tapes, but short of
simply recodmg the output from the
modulator there isn't an awful lot you can
do with it.

Wouldn't it be great to be able to mix

text and superimpose graphics over the
video picture - thus opening up a whole
host of new markets for the machine in

the amateur and professional video
business.

Most people will probably be familiar
with sound mixers, the units musicians
use to link all of their instruments into in

order to adjust each portion of the music
to just the right volume,
Each slider control on the mixing desk
alters the volume level for one instrument

only, so it is possible to blend the sounds
in exactly the way the artist wants. Mixers
can also be used to fade between differ

ent recordings, and to add new record
ings to an exisiting piece of music.
All a simple mixer needs to do in
essence is to fade down the voltages
provided by one microphone and fade up
another, just like turning the volume con

trol up or down on a domestic hi-fi.
If you watch any television broadcast the news is an excellent example - you
can see the same basic techniques being

applied to video images. Watch the way
the editor can fade one picture out and
36 Atari ST User May 1987

Muppets meet the desktop-an
The

replace it with another, or add scrolling
captions to form the end credits.

Unfortunately, mixing video is much

start a new picture when it's only halfway
through the old one, and the picture
collapses into a mess of confused static,

trickier than mixing sound. An audio
recording is made up of nothing much
more than a constantly changing voltage,
whereas video signals form a series of
separate still pictures, which when
played back fast enough appear to move.
In the UK our television system dis

plays 25 full pictures a second, each
made up of 625 lines across the screen. If
you look very closely at your TV set you
might just be able to make out these faint
horizontal lines.

Similarly a video recording or com
puter output must also be made up of 25
frames of 625 lines a second. Before each

new set of picture information starts a
short pulse tells the television to go back
to the top of the screen and start again
(known as frame blanking), and there is a
similar pulse before each horizontal line
begins.

Now imagine two such signals playing
into a conventional type of mixer. When

one signal is at full strength there is no
problem, but as soon as you start to fade
in the second recording then there are
two sets of frame blanking pulses at dif
ferent intervals.

The TV can't cope with being told to

Remarkable effects can beobtained byusing m

; REVIEW

So now we know how not to mix video,

Instead of waiting for its own crystal

let's take a look at how it should be done.

Put simply, all you need to do it make
sure that the two pictures are synchro

oscillator to start the cycle for each frame
to be drawn, the ST just checks the video
input for a similar pulse and then carries

nised with each other so that the frame

on as normal.

blanking pulses on each of the images
occur at the same time. Such images are

I recently spent a morning with Rod
Welburn at Rendale, and he explained

I

the normal computer screen, but the
monochrome display can't be mixed
because of the faster blanking rate it
requires.

There are three modes that the unit can

operate in; video-only, white-transparent
and computer-only. In video-only mode
the composite monitor connected to the
new output socket will show only the

said to be Genlocked to each other.

how it works. "We found that we could get

One simple way of doing this is to store
each frame electronically from one
recording (normally in a digital form), and
only release it when the sync pulses

nearly all of the signals and connections
we needed by tapping into the video
shifter chip.
"Our board plugs into the socket that the

video image being provided by the ex

match

second

shifter is normally in, and the shifter goes
back into an empty socket on our board.

simply show the computer's text and

Unfortunately, every single picture
contains 625 lines of around 400 separate
dots of colour. That's a quarter of a million

Only four other connections have to be

locked to the input image so that it can

those

found

in

the

recording.

dots, or 750,000 bytes of red/green/blue
data each twenty-fifth of a second. The
data transfer rate works out to almost 20
million bytes a second, and even our

trusty ST running at 8 Mhz is outclassed
here.

The sort of equipment used by the
professionals - known as a time base

corrector (TBC) - would set you back
many thousands of pounds, and is out of
the question if all you want to do is use
computer graphics on your home videos
or add titles to a wedding recording.

made, plus the two new video sockets".

The device I saw was most definitely a
prototype, with masses of wire and

components hanging all over the place. It

was fully functional, but prone to slight
picture interference from the rest of the
equipment on the bench.

The final PCB should be no bigger than
6 inches by 4 inches and will fit inside the
metal screened casing of a 520 STFM or

ternal recorder or camera.

In computer-only mode the output will

graphics screen. This signal is fully Genthen be fed into a standard video mixing
desk.

But the really exciting option is whitetransparent. In this mode, anything that
normally shows up as pure white (colour
7-7-7) will become transparent, letting the
input video image show through it. If, for
example, you drew a Neo or Degas pic
ture of a spaceship with a white
background then you would see the
spaceship suspended over any videorecorded or camera-generated image

from the tiny country village of Cottington,

1040STF. At present there are no plans to
design a special version for the straight
520 STM due to lack of internal space.
Rendale recommends dealer fitting,
but there shouldn't be anything too
complex involved apart from removing
the chip and soldering a couple of wires

near Corby.-Their ST Video Controller

on to the main board. In addition to these

to your latest homemade science fiction

turns the whole problem on its head, and

provides a solution at a tiny fraction of the

internal modifications you will also need
to cut two small holes in the plastic casing

cost of a full blown TBC.

to accomodate the new Video-in and

They reasoned that since the ST has to
generate its own sync pulses from a

tale. We've printed photos of some other
interesting possibilities for the device.
All this is remarkable enough in itself,

mixed Video-out phono sockets.

but Rod then demonstrated an interesting

After connecting a video signal to the
input socket and a composite TV/monitor
or video recorder to the output, all you
need to do is place a small program in the
AUTO folder on your bootup disc. All this
does is select the external sync function
and set up a couple of interrupt driven

side-effect of the Genlock board - a

At this point, enter Rendale Limited

special crystal on the motherboard, why
not simply replace this internal clock with

one which derives its timing from an
incoming video signal?

routines to scan the keyboard for userdefinable Alt- key combinations to con
trol the picture mix.

The RGB monitor output is not affected

by the device and continues to display

rs with a digitised image

you choose.

Imagine the possibilities for adding
captions or extra graphic details to

wedding videos, or adding an electronic

phaser beam in Neo's colour cycle mode

colour video digitiser capable of framegrabbmg images at a rate of 50 times a
second.

A standard video frame is made up of
two interlaced fields of 320 lines, which in
plain English means that the unit can grab
a complete image in one-fiftieth of a

second. This picture will be in low resol
ution monochrome, with 16 grey levels.
If you want colour, the system will
automatically take three consecutive

™lZZZTd7eGeT,
the ^eriSatoptheST
ra and the Genlock unitmts
on the tgb]e ^.^
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effects by changing the record and
playback speeds. Given enough ram you
could store whole animated sequences,

or perhaps download them to a hard disc.
The initialise routine placed in the
AUTO folder will allow you to digitise a
new frame at the touch of a key. There
would appear to be no reason why you

:

':

:

: •':'!••' "

Genlocked image.

The fact that the digitised image is then
displayed real-time on a Genlocked
screen also allows you to use your ST's
colour palette to generate the same sort
of video effects that can be regularly seen
on Top of the Pops-.
This Paintbox effect of superimposing
extra detail on to some portions of a pic
ture and not others is normally extremely
expensive, but with this package some
spectacular results can be achieved at a

<1 fields for the red, green and blue levels

couldn't grab a video frame straight into
Degas or Neo, for example - though we

and then sort out the best image it can

didn't have a chance to try it while I was

from the results.

there.

The strange thing is that the image
grabbed really has 4096 colours, but must

The most amazing thing of all is that ah
these facilities don't even use up a single

fraction of that cost.

then be mapped into the limitations of the
ST's display, which only allows 16 colours

CPU cycle - the whole digitise effect is
hardware mapped straight into the video
ram during the video fetch cycle (when
the processor is dormant anyway). This
means that you can be grabbing up to 50

but Rod did promise that they would
undercut the competition considerably which means less than £200 for both the

full images a second and still have

version.

another program running at full tilt.
The digitiser is capable of such
amazing feats only because the computer
is already locked to the input source, so

Both versions will be on display at the
Atari Show in London at the end of April,

a line.

As the whole process is handled by just
a couple of special software registers
there is no reason why you shouldn't write
your own software very easily. POKEing
one location will select the type of Gen
lock mode, and another will request a

red, green or blue frame grab at the cur
rent screen ram pointer. It's as simple as
that.

The software to be provided with the
unit is still under development, but it
should allow you to make time-lapse

recordings and/or achieve slow motion

no additional timing program need be
run. Although Genlock alone will be
available as a separate option, the two
digitiser versions (black-and-white or
colour) will only come in package form they can't function without an already

There are no confirmed prices as yet,

Genlock and the digitiser - and signifi
cantly less than that for the Genlock only

and they should be available through
dealers about a month later.

Product: ST Video Controller

Supplier: Rendale, 7 Coverdale, Brampton
Park, Northampton NN2 8UU.
Tel: 0604 8432

WWW

Auto loading text and data
WE have had many inquiries as to the
best method of auto loading text and
other data files into programs. There are
certain programs, such as Atari Basic,
which will allow you to set them up so that
all you have to do is double click on a
data file and the program will
automatically be run with the data loaded.
To set up a program to be used in this
way, click on the program's icon once

and choose the Install Application 6ption
from the Options menu. Now type in the
desired file extender -

.BAS for Atari

Basic files, and leave the dialog by
clicking on the OK button.
Now when
you double click on a file with the chosen
extender the mam program will be
loaded and the file will automatically be
loaded into it. You can also use the Save

Desktop option to make this work every
time you boot your ST.

• If you have any useful tips which
you would like to pass on to your fellow
ST users, then why not send them to:
PSSSST!, Atari ST User, 68 Chester

Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SKI 5NY.
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QUALITY SOFTWARE at
SOFTER PRICES!

ATARI ST

WHY PAY MORE - FOR LESS!
FOR USE WITH ALL COMPUTERS IN THE
ATARI ST SERIES

ATARI REAL TIME CLOCK CARTRIDGE

ATARI MACRO MANAGER

Constantly keeps time and date accurate to the second. Plugs into

Gives you the ULTIMATE personal time management tool for
your daily work environment. Now you can incorporate true
desktop organization, information mgmt., time accounting and
auto dialing to your Atari ST computer system.. . and do it all in

cartridge port. Software included to set system clock and
calendar. Never lose track of files again.
£49.95
ATARI ST TOOLKIT

conjunction with most other ST programs.

ROBTEK TOOLKIT consists of 6 utilities that use the GEM

environment. They will help you in a very simple way to get more
speed and power from your St computer.

# PRINTER SPOOLER: Thisutility makes it possible to use your
computer while you are printing.

# RAM DISK: Thisutility willspeed up your fileoperations,
saving you hours of time.

Robtek's version of sidekick

£29.95

ATARI DB-CALC

An excellent easy tCuse database with built in calculating
facilities specially designed to take full advantage of the Gem
Environment and other elegant features built into your ST
computer. "Best database programme of the year in Holland and
Belgium".
£49.95

# DISK COPY: Is a utility that helps you make backups and
format disks at a much easier and faster speed than normal.

# DISK UTILITIES: Area set ofthree programsthatwill help you
to control and organise your disk directories. Itis now very easy to
keep an accurate library of all your disks.

£19.95

CHECKMATE

CHESS... the classic game ofstrategy and logic, joinsthe high
speed efficiency of the personal computer to create an ideal
chess program CHECKMATE ... for even the most serious of

ATARI ST-KEY

players.

Marvelously versatile GEMDesk Accessory for Function-key
macros. Customize 20function keys (normal and shift)for up to

This program offers you the challenge and intrigue of
traditional chess - plus a wide variety of sophisticated features
such as:-

2000 keystrokes from within any application. Save and load
settings.
£14.95

• 3 different game play modes - PLAYER/PLAYER, PLAYER/

THE 8 TRACK PROFESSIONAL MIDI SEQUENCER

•7 different levels - from easy to professional level.

Equal to a professional recording studio. Includes step-time

•
•
•

COMPUTER & COMPUTER/COMPUTER.

recording, auto-correct, edit phrases, filter, auto punch-in for
track editing, MIDIset, includes fulland easy to use tutorial, hints
and tips.

£69.95

Game replay mode.
Program analysis.
Famous opening moves.

• ICON EDITOR - make your own chess pieces. ONLY £14.95

ATARI COLOR WRITER

GEM-based, full featured, word processor. Also includes

ATARI ST GAMES COMPENDIUM

multicolor screen text, and high-lighting capability. Multipleways

Robtek's Games Compendium consists of 10 exciting games that
willgive you hours ofenjoyment. Monochrome only.

to select a screen block. Unique insert/replace mode. Search
Color feature and much more.
£24.95

ONLY £14.95

EAZY CALC ONLY £49.95
EZ CALC™ is a fully implemented GEM™ based spreadsheet for
home and business use. Thisis by far the mostpowerful spreadsheet
available for the price. Better yet, all commands are mouse

memory than other spreadsheets for the ST, leaving more room for
your data and formulas. Ifyou've never used a spreadsheet before,
you'll be amazed how easy EZ CALC™ is to learn and use. The
experienced user will love the speed of a mouse controlled
FEATURES

300 colums by 999 rows
Extensive use of GEM™ windows
All commands are under mouse control

Built in 10 keypad calculator

Extensive use ofthe GEM™ windowsmake EZ CALC™ a fast,
extremely easy to use spreadsheet. With over 50 commands

controlled for speed and ease of use. EZ CALC™ also uses less

spreadsheet.

MOUSE CONTROL

available from the mouse, the ease of use is unsurpassed. Imagine
being able tomove or copy an entire'columnoffigureswitha simple
mouse control.

CALCULATOR

EZ CALC™ includes an easytouse 10 key calculator that can be
pulled down at anytime and operated either by mouse or keyboard.
With the point of a mouse, the results of the calculation can then be
transferred to the cell of your choice,
NOTE PAD

EZ CALC™ lets you attach apersonal note ofupto 4lines to any cell.

On-line help windows (No commands to memorize)

The cell is then highlighted to remind you there is a note attached.

Built in sort routine

For example, you could attach a note to the insurance cell of your
personal finance spreadsheet reminding you that the cell applied
only to car and home insurance. The note pad can be pulled down at

Developed exclusively for the Atari ST
10macros controlled by the function keys
Split-screen capabilities

any time.

Note Pad

GEM is a Trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH, INC. EZ CALC
is a Trademark of ROYAL SOFTWARE.

Robtek Ltd., Unit 4, Isleworth Business

Complex, St. Johns Road, Isieworth, Middx.
TW7 6NL. Tel: 01-847 4457

3 NEW BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Integrated Business Software for the Atari ST. Possibly the most powerful set of programs

Accounts

Stock Control

Jnvmcing/Order Processing

Sales, Purchase and Nominal Ledgers.

Choice of three re-ordering systems
two bin, periodic review, ROL

Invoicing either manually, from price list,
stock control or quotation.

Powerful search and enquiry facility
Analysis of sales & purchases per
department, product and sales area or
representative.
Wide range of Standard reports
• Aged debtors
• Outstanding balances
•

Exceeded credit limits

• and many more.

R.R.P.

Purchase order processing

Sales order processing

•

• Stock written-off after invoicing

Assemble and disassemble of stock

• Up to 6 sales prices per item
• Up to 6 suppliers per item
• For each supplier up to 6 purchase prices

•

\ pA

Automatic reservation of stock

• Short-fall flagged for re-ordering
•

Multi VAT rate on same invoice

• Full stationery design facility

Wide range of searches including:
• own code and supplier code

Software working together
from

Calculations:

Report generator,

with facility for calculations between
columns

Forecasting choice between:
• Moving average,
• Extrapolation,

• Linear regression

R.R.P. £25U

SEE US ON STAND No. 1

•
•
•
•

Economic batch quantity (EBQ)
Optimum batch quantity (OBQ)
Optimum production frequency
Optional buffer stock

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Analysis:
• Financial (Sales & Purchase)
• Quantity discounts
•

Trend

•

Past demand

• Cost of stock holding

143-145 Uxbridge Road
Ealing, London Wl3 9AV
ENGLAND

R.R.P. fl50

S

01-567 6288

. VAT

800 ST. ALBANS ROAD, GARSTON, WATFORD,
HERTS WD2 6NL. Tel: 0923 672102

£316.25*

Panasonic Dot Matrix P1080

£281.75a

COMPUTER CONCEPTS SOFTWARE

COMPUTERS

FAST ST BASIC: The new BASIC interpreter for the
Atari ST overcomes many of the limitations of

CX. VAT

S20ST-FM without Monitor
520ST-FM Med-Res Colour Monitor
1040ST-F without Monitor
1040ST-F Med-Res Colour Monitor

Epson Dot Matrix LX86

£347.00

£399.05*.

£608.00
£521.00
£781 JO

£699.20a

£599.15a

existing BASICS.
BACKPACK Rom Cartridge
ST DOCTOR

£78.00

E89.70C

£42.60
£17.00

£19.55c

E4S.99C

£899.07a

SWITCHING UNITS

PHILIPS MONITORS: Including Lead

RGB. CVBS + Linear Inputs, IBMComp.
Med-Res Colour CM8533 + Lead

£270.00

Professional Range:
Med-Res Colour CM8852 * Lead
Hi-Res Colour CM8873 + Lead
MONO MONITORS AVAILABLE

£290.00

£333.50a

£570.00

£655.50a

^te ^ffi

Philips Tuner Module AV7300

£65.00

£74.75a

READY MADE LEADS

Atari ST to 6 pin RGB
Atari ST to 7 pin RGB (Hitachi)
Atari ST to 7 pin RGB (Ferguson)
Atari ST to Scart (Euro)
Atari Printer Lead (1.5 metre)

£1200
£1200

£11.50c
£11.50c
£11.50c
£13.80c
£13.80c

Single 3.5" 1Mb + PSU

E1X.00

£149.50b

Dual 3.5" 2 x 1Mb + PSU
20Mb Hard Disc with PSU
20Mb Hard Disc + 3.y. 1 Mb + PSU
40Mb Hard Disc + PSU

£200.00

£230.00b

£10.00
£10.00
£10.00

Centronics 2 to 1 + Lead
Centronics 4 to 1 + Lead

£33.00

CPX2 2 Computer to 2 Printers
RS232C2to1 (25 way D)
RS232C4to1(25wayD)

£60.60

£70.00

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

JOYSTICK

£1.80
£17.00

3.5- OS D/D Discs (PW 10)
5.25" D/S D/D Discs (Pkt 10)

A" Pro** inclusive of VAT.

I

use your ACCESS/VISA.
cOr
Please allow 7 days for delivery.

p

Please add carriage. a-£10.35 b-£5.75 c-£1.15 d-£2.30

V
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£4370d
£80.50d

£940

fCJ

£2.07c
£19.55c
£1265c

£10.35c
£10.81c

OPEN

Pj 9am 5pm Mon-Thu
fn\ 9am-4pm Fri-Sat

GOVERNMENT & EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME.

•

£11.00
£9.00

SEE US
ON STAND 70
ATARI USER SHOW
24-26 APRIL

£11.00

ByPost. Encloseyourcheque/P.O. made payableto CARE ELECTRONICS.

£37.95d
£80.50d

MAGNETIC MEDIA

3.5" D/S D/D Disc

ELECTRONICS

Voltmace Delta 3S

EEEESISnUsI

£38.00

£70.00

3.5" Storage Box(Holds40)
5.25" Storage Box (Holds SO)

DISC DRIVES

*>

2 Micros to 1 Printer

1 Micro to 2 Printers

Convert any Colour Monitor into a
12 channel Colour TV/Monitor.

^

A412

WATFORD

1REVIEW

THERE are two very good reasons for
using a computer to store information
for business purposes - ease of access

I

Sheer
volume

and speed of operation. That said, have
you ever sat and silently cursed as the

3.5m drive whirrs quietly to itself and you
are left with nothing but a busy bee on the
screen?

The problem is the sheer volume of
data that the machine is being asked to
cope with, and the fact that a floppy disc
has a rather limited access speed. One

Andre Willey puts
Supra's hard disc

more pronounced - this shows up best
when using a database.
The manual also quotes the Degas
slideshow as being able to run 32 pic

solution would be to use a ramdisc, but

to the test

tures in 10 seconds and I have been able

this still requires its data to be loaded
from floppy m the first place - and you
must transfer everything back again
afterwards if you don't want to lose it all
when you turn the computer off.
By far the best answer is to use a more
advanced type of disc drive - a hard disc.
This differs from a normal floppy drive in
that the magnetic media (the disc itself) is

and the other to tell you when the drive is
busy.
The first thing you must do is format the

unit in exactly the same way as you would
a floppy. As you can store 20Mb of data

read/write head to float far closer to the

on the one disc, Supra has provided a
utility which allows you to split that mas
sive space into up to four smaller units
which Gem will treat as separate drives.
I set up my first 8Mb "drive" for appli
cations such as word processing, data

surface without risk of dust or dirt

bases,

not removable and is sealed inside a

special airtight housing.
This allows a much more sensitive

communications and

so

on.

damaging the delicate surface. Such a

Another 5Mb went on graphics and

disc can store more than 50 times the

demos, four more on utilities and the rest

amount of data you could get on to a 3.5in
floppy, and access it considerably faster.
I have spent the last month or so evalu
ating the new Supra Corp 20Mb hard disc

on programming languages.

to obtain similar figures. The 30Mb unit
can apparently run 34 pictures, and the
60Mb units will flash up an amazing 45
Degas pictures in those 10 seconds.
The cooling fan used is a little guieter
than Atari's, but that said the track-totrack stepper motor seems a bit noisier.

And it's much higher pitched - the sound
is more of a squeeky bleep than the more
traditional clunking noise from the SH204.
Software compatibility is the same as

with any type of hard disc, which means
that most protected software will not func
tion without the master disc in floppy
drive one. This seems to be a very
shortsighted attitude on the part of the
software producers. While protection is

At first the unit seems incredibly fast -

useful and important for games packages,

easily 10 times faster than a standard

let's hope we will soon see it removed
from expensive business packages.

Frontier Software. Having already used

drive. However, as you fill the disc up and
space is allocated over the whole mag
netic surface access speed slows down a

treated by Gem exactly as if it were just

an Atari SH204, I was amazed at the size

little.

another floppy and you can use all the

of the box that the Supra arrived in . . .
surely this couldn't actually contain a hard
disc? The cardboard packaging was m
fact slightly smaller than Atari's drive.
After unpacking I found that the box

The data transfer itself hasn't really
slowed down, but more time is being
taken searching for the correct piece of

accessories and the DESKTOP. INF file

unit which is now available in the UK via

did indeed contain a hard disc - but an

information. This is known as the seek

time and varies considerably depending
on how carefully you allocate your space.

amazingly compact one. No bigger than a
standard floppy drive from the front, and
only a little deeper, the Supra is
apparently based on a 3.5in hard disc

Even now, after I have about half filled
the available space on my applications

mechanism. Atari's own SH204 is based
on the more standard 5 inch mechanism

faster than the Atari, and I can well

and hence is slightly larger than the
average shoebox.
The Supra's design is very clean, with
the power socket, switch and data cable
hidden away on the rear panel and just
two LEDs on the front - one for power

As an example, from clicking on the
First Word program icon to being

drive, the unit isn't exactly sluggish. The
specifications indicate that it runs slightly
believe it.

In all other cases, the hard disc is

normal

folders

and

icons.

Desk

can be stored on the hard disc, but you
do need a small AUTO folder on your first
floppy drive to boot the system drivers
into place.
In fact, I never remove my bootup disc
from drive one these days - after all,
there's very little else you'll want to do
with a standard drive when you've got a
20Mb hard disc on tap. .
Hard discs are extremely delicate, so
one of the programs on the driver disc
that comes with the unit is called PARK,

presented with the file selector box takes

and will lock off the tiny read/write head

around four seconds. On floppy that time
is nearer 20 seconds, and when writing
data the speed improvement is even

away from the sensitive disc surface
ready for transportation. There are also a

couple of other utilities such as zero par
tition and a bad sector check.
The unit will even function with Atari's

own hard disc driver software, but you'd
be better off using the Supra version - it
has far fewer undocumented features to

hold you up.
Price wise, the Supra and the Atari
drive are the same at £699.95, and both

should be available from all the major ST
dealers. On that basis, I see no reason for

anyone to want buy the larger, noiser and
marginally slower SH204 drive when they
could be the proud owner of a Supra. •

Product: Supra 20 Megabyte Hard Disc
Price: £699.95

Supplier: Frontier Software, PO Box 113,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG2 OBE.
Tel: 0423 63400
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SUPERTEC COMPUTER OFFERS
Software for the ATARI ST
Deadline
The Pawn
Red Alert
Winter Games
Golf

£22.95
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£29.95

QBall
ST Protector
A Mind Forever

Voyaging

£44.95
£89.95

Bridge

£29.95

T-R-l-M

Time Bandit

£29.95

ST Accounts

Sundog
Major Motion
Deep Space

£29.95 H&D Base
£19.95 Datacomm
£34.95 dBman

Star Glider

£24.95

Music Studio

ST Karate

£19.95

Degas
Easy Draw

Temple of Apshai

Trilogy

£19.95
£19.95
£119.95

Warzone

£150.00
£99.95
£44.95
£113.85
£29.95
£39.95
£149.95
£19.95
£295.00
£49.95
£99.95
£49.95

£24.95 Colourspace

Strike Force Harrier
World Games
Karate Kid II

£24.95
£24.95
£24.95

Cashlink Accounts
KComm
V.I.P. Lite

Trivia Challenge

£19.95

Fastcom

PRINTERS. . . PRINTERS. . . PRINTERS
Including: EPSON • BROTHER • MANNESMANN TALLY

ATARI
MANY ST SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE FROM

STOCK-CALL FOR DETAILS

ST GAMES

ST SOFTWARE

E.G.STAR GLIDER

Including:

DEEP SPACE - ARENA
SUNDOG-THE PAWN
HACKER-SILENT SERVICE
FLIGHTSIMULATOR II
PLUS MANY MORE

KUMA-HABA-ATARI-PHIL0N
CASHLINK-SOFTWARE PUNCH

CUMANA D/D DRIVES

TRIANGLE D/D DRIVES

CSA 354 (single)
CSA 354 (twin)

STOP PRESS!

CHIPS0FT (ST ACCOUNTS)
BATTERIES INCLUDED
Call for details and prices

1 Meg (single)
2x1Meg (twin)

£159.00
£269.00

£148.35
£240.35

MODEMS by Miracle Technology

Call for details of NEW Mannesmann MT910

DISKS

LASER PRINTER

51/4 " SS/DD (Pack of 10) £7.50

WS2000

£125.00

31/2" ds/dd

£2.50 ea.

31/2"sd/dd

£1.95 ea.

WS4000
Auto-dial/Auto-answer

£195.00

PERSONAL SHOPPERS WELCOME
MON — FRI

BULLETIN BOARD

0268 293639 (24 HOURS)

9a.m. — 5 p.m.

300 BAUD

SUPERTEC LTD. cornwallis house, Howards chase, basildon, essex ssm 3bb Tei (0268) 282308

[J]gg MIKES COMPUTER STORE
SPRING OFFERS
1. ATARI 520STM
+ SF354 Disk Drive
+ SM125 Monitor
+ Mouse
+ 1st Word WP
£449
ATARI 520STFM

Including:
Built-in Disk Drive
Mouse
£359.95

ATARI 1040STF

Including:
Built-in Disk Drive
Mouse
£554.95

Atari 520STFM Computer

£359.95

SAVE £20-

520STFM + SM125 B/W Mon.

£455.95

Buy

520STFM + Philips 8533
Col. Mon.

£649.95

FAST ST BASIC

Atari 1040STF Computer

£554.95

1040STF+SM125 Hi-Res.
B/W Mon.

with any Atari ST
pack for

£646.95

ONLY £69

1040 STF +Philips 8533
Col. Mon.
Atari 500K Disk Drive

£838.41
£134.55

Atari 1 Meg Disk Drive
Atari 20 Meg Hard Disk
Atari High Res. Monitor B/W
Cumana 1 Meg Disk Drive
Cumana Twin 1 Meg Disk Drive
Philips 8533 Med. Res. Mon.
Philips 8501 Low Res Mon.
Epson LX-86 120 cps Printer
Epson LX-86 + Tractor Feed
Epson LQ-800 24 pin Printer

£180.09
£647,95
£134.55
£143.10
£242.10
£283.46
£219.55

Brother 1109 NLQ Printer
WS4000 Miracle Modem

£199.95
£159.95

£259.95
£279.95
£599.95

Courier delivery +
Insurance £10

SHOP OPEN

Monday-Saturday
9.30am-5.30pm
(Closed Wednesday)
Allprices are correct at time of
going to press. We reserve the
right to change prices and
specifications without notice.
Educational Discount
Available

SHOP

MAIL ORDER

292 London Road Westcliff-on-Sea,

P.O. Box 31, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex

Essex SS0 7JJ. Tel: 0702 332554

SS0 3LQ Tel: 0702 335379
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VISA

If you've written any useful or interesting five line pro
grams in either Atari Basic, Fast Basic or Logo, why not let
us know?

We pay £25 for each one published. Simply send a copy
on disc along with a clear listing and good explanatory
notes to:

ST Five-liners, Atari ST User, Europa House, 68 Chester
Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

WHEN
you write ±™%*^>l
Atari Basic it can often be P q{ ^

LINERS

"You can also ^^ff^

ChangerSs° ^cCmg tne last 2
*r,^ the number of the relevant
window.

1 headers

art**""'

2 headers
16b

#S££^M

b+8

to\es^

. i\ie ^

!>*?%*»the

headed

ad* ess aW

siting

ano-

\Y\e
tYie

fttari ST User

Five •Lin

headers t CHR$<0): «

3 Gintin = PEEKCft#-^

4 GH# = Sintin

'-

J): sS=PEEKCSysta

+4: POKE Gintin,S

°KE VpOKEn+2,2
3it#,V^PTR(headerS)

GEHSYSC

j FULLW 2

xonnne

They are supposed to convert adecimal
jo

This small routine will convert anv

?cmZ7TeXr° ltS ta"S a"!
20
10 i"Put "Enter de
,er decimal

number: 'dec

n~u :-TUb 100:b« -hex
um$• nun
nn -",!•
9°SUb 100
l00: octn«* =hexn
ubj.
= 16: gosub
xn

30

3Iprint bfnnuil;" B", octnu™$;- 0",
iaa
£ hexnura$; H"-- 9oto 10
100 hexnum$ = ""• vailip - .,

alue 0 n- r -

1

..,
dec: "hlle 1/
h„

°iJiarv

"umber

hexa^clrna[ oc^i a„;
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BBB a B
The BASIC Interpreter For the Atari ST

ROM cartridge

k. ATARI

emos

comprehensive
BASIC

available

Full details from

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP26EX, England. Tel: (0442) 63937

52QS.

•MrThe most

comprehensive wordprocessor/
desk top publishing
program

for the
Atari ST?
TO BE RELEASED LATER IN THE YEAR.

FEATURE

B8IW65

:

8»8»»w»f

Figure 1: The Mandlebrot set

MM OMm Wi
Roland Waddilove takes

you into the world
of the Mandlebrot set

just an approximation), on screen and
magnifying it by zooming in on a small
section. The more you magnify it the
more fragmented and irregular it
becomes.

FRACTALS, recursion and the Man

This behaviour has been used to great
effect in several arcade games to create

delbrot set are three related topics
that have been cropping up recently on

impressive scenery and background
landscapes. In one game involving a

various micros.

They all have their roots firmly
embedded in mathematics and are often

used by computer programmers as the
basis for generating impressive graphic
displays.
What makes them so fascinating is the

way in which a simple mathematical
formula or algorithm can give rise to a
beautiful pattern or picture.
The programming techniques involved
are generally quite straightforward and
seldom require large amounts of code.
This results in short, neat and structured
listings. So the programs, like the maths,
are also short and simple.
Fractals are strange beasts sometimes
called- monstrous curves. They can be

described as lines of infinite length
bounding a finite area - a seemingly
impossible object.
Examination of these fractals has

revealed a rather strange and puzzling
phenomenon: The closer you look the
more detail you see. This unusual nature
can be shown by drawing a fractal (really
46 Atari ST User May 1987

Monitoring x and y reveals that one of

two things is likely to happen: Either the
function will rapidly grow, eventually
ending up infinitely large, or it will remain

stable and small. It can be shown (see
The Fractal Geometry of Nature by
Benoit Mandelbrot), that all the points
within the set are such that:

flying sequence the hills and mountains

x*x + y*y < 4

are simply fractals. The closer you fly
toward them the more detail you see.
Rescue on Fractalus written for the 8

bit-Ataris used this technique to create
the rocky surface of the planet.
This clever technique of creating land
scapes from simple mathematical
formulae saves vast amounts of precious

Obviously we can't repeat the process
an infinite number of times, life is just too
short, so we restrict ourselves to some
arbitrary number, say 40. However, the

limit condition may be exceeded long

ram which would otherwise be filled with

before 40
completed.

compressed screen data.
The Mandelbrot set, the subject of the
accompanying program listing, is named

To obtain the impressive screen dis
play shown in Figure I what we do is look
at the points that lie within and just out

after Benoit Mandelbrot who has studied

side the Mandelbrot set.

the behaviour of one particular class of

iterations

have

been

The black area represents those points

fractals.

that lie within the set and the colours are

To find whether the point a,b lies within
the set the following function is applied

points outside the set shoot off towards

repeatedly to itself an infinite number of

infinity.

generated by measuring how quickly the

The main difficulty experienced by

times:
x =

0

y = 0
x = x*x - y*y +
y = 2*x*y + b

programmers when coding fractal
generators is that of achieving a reason
able speed. The screen in low resolution

is 320 pixels wide by 200 deep. Of course,
not all the points lie within the set but

those that do will require the full 40 iter-

r t/A I UKc

0ijBt;fc0BtiMiiM&

REM The Mandelbrot Set
REM *** Fast Basic ***

Lx=-2:Rx=0.8:Ty=1.2:By=-1.2
xf=320/(Rx-Lx):yf=200/(Ty-By)
ox=-Lx*xf:oy=-By*yf

IF SCREENMODE>0 THEN PRINT "Low res only": END

ENDPROC

REM * By R.Waddilove *

ON ERROR

GOTO here

here:

PROCinitialise
PRINT' Load a screen

I

(Y/N)"

PALETTE 0,0,0,0
PALETTE 1,1000,1000,1000

REPEAT

IF ERR=4 THEN

K%=GET OR 32

LASTERROR

END

IF K%=121 THEN PROCscreen

UNTIL K%<>121

DEF PROCscreen

PROCmandel

CLS:DIR

GRAB 0,0,320,200

INPUT"'Enter f i lename:"name$

REPEAT

CLS

PROCzoom

BLOAD nameS,PHYSBASE

PROCmandel

ENDPROC

UNTIL FALSE
END

DEF

PROCzoom

PUT 0,0,3
PROCmandeL

DEF

ations of the function - this means around

32,000 pixels. As you can imagine this
takes quite some time to calculate even
on a relatively fast micro like the ST.
The version presented here is written
in Computer Concepts' Fast Basic and

wi|l generate a full screen display in
around 45 minutes.

When the program is first run you are
given the opportunity to load a screen.
Since you haven't created any yet press
N. Now you'll be asked to enter a
fitename and this will be used to save the

screen when the program has finished.
Mer entering this the Mandelbrot set

MOUSE X%,Y%,B%,K5£:B%=0

PRIN t'Tll save the screen when finished.
INPU T'"What shall I call it:"nameS

mouse u,u,n,u

CLS

U =W*W. DIV 40):Y% =25*(Y% DIV 25)

FOR

i=Lx

TO Rx STEP (Rx-Lx)/321

i=By TO Ty STEP (Ty-By)/201
NX=- 1:x =0 :y=0

FOR 1=1 TO 500:NEXT

REPE AT

y2=y *y:x2 = x*x
y=2*x*y +j:x =x2-y2 +i

U =U

N^=N 7. +1

xf=320/(Rx-Lx):yf=200/(Ty-By)
ox=-Lx*xf:oy=-By*yf

UNTI L fi7,= 40

AND N%<12 THEN MARKCOL 10
IF N X>11 AND N%<15 THEN MARKCOL 11
IF N i>n AND N%<19 THEN MARKCOL 12
IF

IF

AND N!k24 THEN MARKCOL 13
AND NZ<40 THEN MARKCOL 14
THEN MARKCOL 15

N

IF N

drawn and you can move this around the
screen using the mouse. Use this to select

NEXT

ami due to the nature of fractals the new

display will show even more intricate'

detail. Obviously, there's not much point
in looking at the black area in the centre
of the set, the edges are most interesting.
Remember: The nature of fractals

meians that you can create an infinite
number of different screen displays by
zooming in and magnifying sections of the
set so get cracking and explore this fasci
nating world.

DIV 40:Lx =-2 +0.35*xriRx =Lx+0.35

Y% =Y% DIV 25:By=-1.2+0.3*Y%:Ty=By+0.3

ENDPROC

N %>10

PLOT ox +i*xf

The program will now zoom in and
magnify the highlighted portion of the set

OR x2+y2>=4

K<11 THEN MARKCOL W.

IF

saved the display a small box wll be

the; mouse button down until the screen

LINECOL 1A :PROCbox

LINECOL 15: PROCbox
UNTIL (B5! AND 1)

IF N

clears.

REPEAT

FOR

will be drawn. When it has finished and

an interesting portion of the set and hold

LINEWIDTH 2

CLS

,oy+j*yf

NEXT
BSAV E

DEF

LINE
LINE

LINE
LINE

DATA

WHIL E INKEY$o":WEND

DATA

BEEP « =GET

DATA

ENDP ROC

DATA
DATA

DEF PROCinitialise
RESTORE
FOR i=2 TO 15

DATA

DATA
DATA

READ A%,B%,C%

DATA

PALETTE i,A%*1000/7,B%*1000/7,C%*1000/7

DATA

NEXT

DATA

HIDEMOUSE

DATA

TXTRECT 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIGHT
GRAFRECT 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIGHT

DATA

CLS:INK 14

u,n TO U 39, ll
X%+39, U TO U* 59 n >24
X%+39y Y% + 24 TO a n H24
X%,Y%+ 24 TO U, a

ENDPROC
DATA

name$,PHYSBASE,

'ROCbox

0,0,7
2,0,5
4,0,3
5,0,2
7,0,0
7,3,0
7,4,0

7,5,0
7,7,0
7,5,2
7,3,5
7,0,7

7,4,7
3,4,7
DATA 7,7,7
DATA 0,0,0

MARKTYPE 1

•
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A spreadsheet that's
easy on the mouse
A Gem of a program?
Andrew Williams

investigates EzCalc
EZCALC (pronounced Easycalc) is a
fully fledged 999 by 300 cell
spreadsheet program which makes full
use of Gem and the ST's mouse. It comes
with a 40 page manual which devotes

much

to

complete

tutorials

on

spreadsheets and Gem - the file selector
in particular.

The mouse or the cursor keys can be
used to move around the sheet using the
scroll bars, by clicking on the reguired
cell or by moving the cursor around using
the cursor keys.
Having multiple choices for movement
and selection of cells is what Gem is all
about - ease of use and the inclusion of
command methods for advanced users.

Scrolling as you move the cursor around a
window is both fast and smooth.

By using the split window command
you can display the same sheet in two
separate windows which lets you view
different sections of the same sheet at

once. Full moving and copying of blocks
of cells is also possible between the two
windows.

A set of function key definitions dis
played on the bottom of the screen give
one-key equivalents to some of the main

menu selections. A help menu provides
quick support on all points of possible
problems ranging from formulae through
ranges to the exact function of some of the

keys such as Undo. The help and
resource files are also supplied on the
disc in German and French, so using
EzCalc in a foreign land should be no
problem.
Data entry couldn't be easier. Simply
move the cursor to the required cell using
the mouse or keyboard and then type in
the required formula. When you press
Return after entering some data, the auto
cursor option makes the cursor
automatically move in the direction in
which it was last moving, making the
entry of rows or columns of numbers very
straightforward indeed.
In addition, you can point at other cells
and

their

reference

numbers

will

automatically be entered. Most of the

which can handle up to 120 characters

gram comes with various financial func

about each cell in the sheet. This note can

tions built-in, which make it easy to

be anything from a reminder about how

calculate most normal spreadsheet func

the cell's formula is arrived at to the exact
meaning of the cell's contents. A built-in

series of cash flows and mortgage calcu

desk calculator allows you to grab the
result from the calculator window using
the mouse and paste it into a cell.
The program allows you to produce
different spreadsheet templates and save
the layout and formulae of the various
cells without saving the numbers in them.
This means that you can easily set up a
spreadsheet for use by a number of
people in the same company in
calculating, for example, their expenses.
One useful set of options - which it
would be nice to see appear in more ST
Gem programs - carry out simple disc
operations from within the program.
EzCalc provides menu options to format

tions. These include discount, profit of a
lations.

Operators include the usual plus,
minus, multiply and divide and logical
operators along with a very flexible

if...then construct which lets you set the
value of a cell dependent on the values of
a group of others.

Is EzCalc any better than its K-Spread
and VIP competitors7 For most light to
middle spreadsheet usage, it is certainly

feature-packed and comes at a very
reasonable price. Its only drawback is its
inability to display more than one sheet at
once, but this is a feature most users won't

find a use for anyway.

ematical commands with VIP Professional
and Lotus 1-2-3, which should make it

EzCalc, which operates in high or
medium resolutions, is certainly easier to
use than K-Spread, but if you want to
draw graphs and use the facilities of a
database you will have to decide whether
you would be better off buying VIP

easy to pick up. There is also a separate
conversion program which will convert

Professional, which costs almost five
times as much.
•

discs and rename and erase files without

returning to the desktop.
It shares some keyboard and math

files from VIP to EzCalc format.

Maths commands include sum, range,
exponent and square root. Trigonometric

Product: Ez Calc

commands include the usual normal and

Price: £49.93

arc functions along with the value of Pi. A
smaller range of statistical functions are
also provided in the form of max, min and
average, In addition to these, the pro

Supplier: Robtek, Unit 4, Isle worth Business
Complex, St Johns Road, Isleworth,
Middlesex.
Tel 01 847 4457

Desk File Cownands Print Recalculation Defaults Help Functions
$\
D7

EZ CRLC

11755.73

READY

E
**************** ****************:
BALANCE SHEET
td's TirsmE

itS OF 12/U/85
ASSETS

. Cash in Bank (12-31-85)

fcash-Payro.l1 Account

HBtaKi
5B.B8

$2,352.58

Cash on Hand
Accounts Receivable

KIPS COD's outstanding

$6,103.B3j
$6,281.55:
$325.IB

Postal COD's

Interest Receivable
jAllpMance. for bad debts

{inventory Value

$8•88
$0.00

$256,315.16

jp> I

available mathematical functions are

available as options on the main menu.
One very useful feature is the notepad,

JUSTIFY

STRT

ROW

ENO

ROM

RECRLC
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CITIZEN PRINTERS

UTILTIES

C'rtizen 120D 80 Column/NLQ £155.65

ST Developers Toolkit £325.00
K-Resource
GST-Edit

1040 STF Mono System
1040 STF Colour System
520 STM Computer
Includes language disk
520 STFM Computer

i

£599.00
£770.00
£225.00

2S WORDPROCESSING
2 ^ 1st Word Plus
50 HabaWriter II

£330.00

f*2 SPREADSHEET

Includes basic and additional

software

520 STFM System
£425.00
With High Resolution Mono
Monitor, Mouse and Basic

12" Colour Monitor
Mono Monitor (SM125)

£301.74
£113.05

ATARI DISK DRIVES
£113.05

Jj^ K-Word II

^Q K-Spread II
2|P2 vlp Professional

£69.52
£169.00

5Q VIP LITE

5P3 Loyistix

£130.39

£169.00

ATARI LEADS

GRAPHICS

Paintworks

£30.39

Graphic Artist

£173.87

CAD-3D

SWIVEL BASE

Tilt and swovel base for 12" or 14"
monitor or TV.
£13.00

DISKS

£16.52

Double sided

double density

£21.22

PRINTER STAND

Fits nearly any width of printer.
Allows paper storage and gives
ideal viewing position. Can also be
used for computers and monitors.
Steel construction prevents

£43.43
£60.83
£160.00

Fleet Street Publisher

Typesetter Elite

£100.00

£43.43

MUSIC
EZ Track ST
£52.13
Music Studio
£30.39
Pro-24
£247.83
K-Minstrel
£26.04
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

bending or buckling

£15.65

LISTING PAPER

11" 9T6 2000

£12.17

Teleprinter Roll
Teleprinter Roll Holder

£3.91
£12.17

PRINTER LABELS

1000 90 x 36mm
2000 90 x36mm

1 across £4.95
2 across £10.43

£43.43

K-SEKA

£43.43

interface.

BASIC
Fast ST Basic

£78.21

LDW Basic Compiler

£86.91

GFA Basic

£52.13

AMSTRAD PRINTERS
DMP 4000 Printer 15" wide carriage
PC Compatible Dot Matrix Printer.
Epson compatible control codes.
IBM graphics character set. Prints up
to 233 Xharacters per line. Over 100
different typeface combinations in
cluding NLQ. Prints at 200 cps and
50 cps NLQ.
£303.48

Megamax C

GSTC

£86.91

£86.91
£156.48
£137.00

£52.13

FORTRAN

Pro-Fortran 77

£129.00

FORTH

GEM Forth ST
H & D Forth

£65.21
£43.43

LISP

CamLridge Lisp

£130.39

LOGO

You can purchase any of the
items listed. All you have to do
is write your requirements on
a sheet of paper, and we will
despatch your goods within 24
hours, subject to availability.
Please add the following
amounts for Postage, Packing

£745.00

mode. 35 cps in NLQ mode. 75 cps
in correspondence mode. Ultra high

resolution graphics.

Friction

and

traction feed. Compatible with all
major micros. Quiet and easy to use.
2 Year warranty. Epson or IBM com
patible control codes.
£173.00
MP 200 Dot Matrix Printer. 200 cps
in draft. 40 cps in NLQ mode, 7K buf
fer as standard (128 downloadable

£43.43

characters in NLQ) optional 8K mem
ory. IC font cards. Auto insert loaas

Modula 2

£86.91

User friendly control panel
easy
print pitch selection. l/F board
quick change of interface to match
applications. Cut sheet feeder (op

Pro-Pascal

PROLOG
LPA Prolog

paper automatically to top of form.

tional double bin auto sheet feeder).

IBM comaptible.
£239.00
MP 201. Same specifications as MP
200 with 136 columns

£277.00

below £10.00
below £50.00
below £100.00
over £100.00

add
add
add
add

£1.50
£2.50
£3.50
£8.00

(UK Mainland only)

All prices exclude VAT

Please add 15% for VAT

Prices correct at time of going
to press but subject to change
without notice.

Please make cheques payable to:

TWILLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD.

Access/Visa Card Holders:

Welcome. Call now on:-

01-571 5938 or 574 5271
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120 cps in draft mode. 24 cps in NLQ
mode. Fully Epson RX80 and IBM
Matrix and Graphics Printers com

patible. Standard friction and tractor
feed. Operator accesible print mode
switch. Standard 8 bit parallel inter
face. RS232 interface

is optional

£155.65

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

I

BROTHER PRINTERS

Brother

HR

20

The

new

Brother

Daisywheel HR 20 8K standard buffer
upgradable to 16K. Comes standard

with serial and parallel port.
£320.88

JUKI DAISYWHEEL
Juki 6100. 20 cps printer with graphics
mode and word processing function.
Print standard is letter quality with easy
to change 100 character wheel. Stan
dard memory 2K with optional expan
Built in Centronics interface. IBM chara

cter code compatibilty. Options include
RS232C interface, out sheet feeder and
bi-directional tractor.

£251.30

PANASONIC DAISYWHEEL
Panasonic KX-P3131. A fully formed se
rial impact printer with print speed of
17 cps. Diablo compatible print wheels.
Print pitches available are: 10, 12, 15,
and proportional spacing. Standard
friction feed and optional tractor. Paper
width 13.5". Standard Centronics op

tional RS232C. Built with 6K text buffer

expandable to 32K buffer.

£251.30

STAR DAISYWHEEL

Star Power Type

£199.13

QUENDATA DAISYWHEEL
Quendata DWP 1120. With optional
tractor/sheet feeder and 13" paper
width facility. 20 cps. 96 character
printwheel compatible with QUME.

Standard Centronics interface.

(Optional RS232 C)

and VAT.

Items
Items
Items
Items

£456.50
£369.57

sion to 8K. Reliable with low noise level.

MICRO MP PRINTERS
MP 165. 80 columns. 165 cps in draft

ST Logo
MODULA-2

PASCAL
Personal Pascal
UCSD Pascal

NLQ

NEW PANASONIC NEW

£234,00

£34.74
£43.43

Multi

Panasonic KX-P1081 Just released
the faster and enhanced KX-P1081.

£199.13
£199.13

Devpac ST

mode.

Panasonic KX-P3151

NL-10 offers full compatibility with
most popular computers through plug
in interface cartridges.
£199.13
NX15 NL10 with 17" feed £329.56

NB15. Outstanding print quality at
300 cps in draft mode and immacu
late 24 pin Letter Quality at 100 cps.
Fully featured front control panel.
Centronics parallel or RS232 serial

emulation

terface are both standard.

printer. For quality, ease of operation
and dependability, nothing beats the
Star NL-10. You get outstanding print
quality at 120cps in draft mode and 30
cps in near letter quality. Plus,the sleek

GST ASM
Macro Assembler

BCPL

630

fonts. Automatic paper loading func
tion. Centronics parallel and serial in

Letter-Quality, 100% compatibility and

NL10 with Serial l/F
NL10 with IBM Interface
NL10 with Commodore l/F

£329.57

Panasonic KX-P1595. 240 cps in draft
mode, 51 cps in NLQ mode. IBM
MAtrix, Graphic printer and diablo

£43.43

total reliability all In one easy to use

BCDLComplier

function.

£199.13

Fastcom
Terminal ST
Punchnet

£260.00

Panasonic KX-P1592. 180 cps in
drat mode, 38 cps in NLQ mode.
IBM Matrix, Graphic printer emu
lation mode. Full character pitch
feature. Word processing com
mands. Automatic paper loading

selectable at front panel (NLQ/draft,
Pica/Elite, enlarge, emphasize, con
dense, italic, 11 Language international
character font is internalized- Both IBM

STAR PRINTERS
Star NL10 with Parallel l/F. Fine Near-

C
Lattice C
Mark Williams C

able characters.

modes are available. Both download

and inprint buffer can exist simultane
ously. 7Kinput bufferstandard can be
expanded to 15K. Printing modes

Maps & Legends
£26.04
COMMUNICATIONS

ASSEMBLER

3]/2" in packs of 10
Single sided
double density

text mode. Offers emphasized, double

and Epson compatable.

£329.57

PANASONIC PRINTERS
Panasonic KX-P1092. 180 cps in draft
mode, 28 cps in NLQ mode. IBM Mat
rix, Graphic printer emulation mode.
1" paper cut mechanism. Reverse
paper feed. Draft and NLQ down load

lo operate, Standard 80 column. Print
ing speed of 180cps and NLQ speed
print, super script, sub script. 9 graphic

£43.43
£130.39

I
I
£52.13

printer.

£86.91

DB-Calc
Zoomracks II

DESK TOP PUBLISHING

Lead for ST range
£10.44
Graphics AT and XT Printer l/F

matrix

Superbase

£69.52
£34.74

£499.00

Dot

36 cps- Bi-directional, Logicseeking in

£26.04

Dual 2 x 1Mb

VP1814.

£43.43
£86.91
£52.13

Neochrome

20Mb Hard Disk

Teco

RS232

dB Master One
dB Man
Habaview

Degas Elite
Easydraw

£99.00

TECO PRINTERS
VP1814 is fast highly reliable and easy

£155.65

complete with cables and cased

patible. 8k of standard buffer built in.
Standard Centronics are optional

£86.91

£550.00

matching Atari ST finish
Single 1Mb

graphics capability. Standard 8K buf
fer. Proportional spacing.
£233.91
Citizen MSP15E 17" wide carriage
136 Column operating at 160 cps and
at the push of a switch will print NLQ
at 40 cps. Fully Epson and IBM com

£52.13

20Mb Hard Disk

SOURCE ST DRIVES

speed draft output. 160cps. Outstand
ing NLQ: 40 cps. Built in IBM and
EPSON compatibility. Full bit image

SM354 VzMb Disk Drive
SM314 1Mb Disk Drive

For Atari ST Range, 1Mb with PSU

£34.74
£21.70

£86.91
£65.17

! DATABASE

MONITORS

Citizen MSP10E 80 Column. High

£146.96

Quendata Serial DWP1120

APEX HOUSE.

BLANDFORD ROAD.
NORWOOD GREEN,
SOUTHALL,

MIDDX UB2 4HD

Tel. 01-574 5271

01-571 5938 Telex 25247
Telex G attnTIL

I

173.05

ALSO AVAILABLE

Citizen HQP45

£539.13

Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson

£320.87
£433.91
£404.35
£473.91

FX800
FX1000
EX800
EX1000

Taxan KP915

£346.96

Canon A-50

£233.91

Canon A-55

£346.96
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Exploiting Gem's
natural resources
IN the first article in this series on Gem
programming we looked at its overall

Ray Jackson looks at

structure and how to use some of its sim

Gem's more complex

pler features. We shall now dig rather
deeper into its complexities, looking at

and flexible facilities

box and you will already have used these
on your ST - the RS232 and printer con

figuration options from the desktop menu
are good examples.
Dialog boxes are far more flexible

the operation of simple dialogs and the

than alerts: You can design your own

resource data structures.

layout with text instructions, buttons and

The alert box is a useful tool for dis
playing a small amount of information and
can also be used to input a choice of two
or three options through its buttons.

obtain a more complex input we must
design our own form and provide the
necessary software to interpret the result.

each part of it is to work. The alert is

However, if we wish to use Gem to

This type of form is known as a dialog

simple enough to define as a single text
string, but the dialog box allows too much
complexity for that to be feasible. Instead,
a special data structure is used, known as

editable text fields.

^KSSBBBBI

Meaning of ob_spec

G BOX

20

G TEXT

21

G
G
G
G
G
G

22

Graphic box
Graphic text
Graphic box with text

23
24

Programmer defined

BOXTEXT
IMAGE
PROGDEF
IBOX
BUTTON
BOXCHAR

Graphic bit image

the resource data structure.

Colour and thickness
Pointer to TEDINFO
Pointer to TEDINFO
Pointer to BITBLK
Pointer to APPBLK

Invisible box

Border colour, thickness

Graphic text with box
Graphic box, single char
Graphic string
Formatted graphic text

Pointer to string

Pointer to TEDINFO

resource constructor will save the data

As 29 with box
A GEM icon
Menu title

Pointer to TEDINFO
Pointer to ICONBLK

that defines it to disc as a file.

27
28
29

G FBOXTEXT
G ICON
G TITLE

30
31
32

Char, colour, thickness

Pointer to string

Pointer to string

Table I: Object types

Description

Bit

IlKttSS^jHI

0

Selectable

Will invert when clicked on and set state.

1

Default
Exit
Editable

Selected by return key.
Returns control to the program when clicked.

RButton
Lastob
Touchexit

Radio selecting deselects other rbuttons.
Indicates last object in a tree.
Returns control if button pressed in object.

Hidetree
Indirect

Object and descendents not drawn or found.
ob_spec is a pointer to the real ob_spec.

6
7

8

To create such a file we must use a pro
gram known as a resource constructor

26

G_STRING

2

Many programs use resource files,
they have the file extension .RSC, con
taining all their resource data definitions.

25

G FTEXT

3
4
5

Clearly we must somehow tell Gem
how the form is to be laid out and how

set.

This allows you to design your forms
and menus graphically with the mouse.
When the layout has been defined the

If you use Megamax C you will already
have a resource constructor. Digital
Research also supplies one, but it is only
available as part of the developer's tool
kit. For Modula-2 users, Modula-2 soft
ware includes a version of the Megamax
constructor set on its additional toolkit

User-editable field.

disc. Perhaps the most flexible alterna
tive is Kuma's K-Resource, reviewed in
the March 1987 issue of Atari ST User.

Virtually all resource data structures
are based on the resource tree. This is

made up of a number of objects, which

can be one of several types including
buttons, strings, and boxes. Figure I
shows the data making up an individual
object in a tree.

Each element in the tree is defined by

Table 11: Object flags

12 words. The first three elements are
. '

anin

Selected
Crossed
Checked
Disabled
Outlined
Shadowed

Description

Object will be drawn inverse.
Will be drawn with an X (boxes only).
Drawn with a tick (usually in menus).
Drawn faintly to indicate not available.
Box outlined, defined by colour in ob^spec.
Drawn with a shadow (usually boxes).

concerned with the relationship between
objects in the tree and we will return to
them shortly.

The next entry, objype, identifies the
type of object to be drawn. The possible
values for objype are listed in Table I.

The ob_flags word contains a set of flags
which specify details of the object oper
ation and are listed in Table II.

A similar set of flags is contained in
Table III: Object states

ob_state and these are concerned with
May 1987 Atari ST User 51
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/*

A simple resource data structure demonstration */

appLinitO;
/* set mouse to arrow */

main 0
{

graf_mouse(0,0);

/* declare and initialise the object tree */
/* reserve screen area */

static int tree[6][123 ={

{ -1, 1, 5,20,0,
{

0X0010,0X0002,0X1000,30, 30,200,100

2,-1,-1,27,0X0007,0,

flfl,5, 5, 20, 20 },
{ 5, 3, 4,25,fl,
0,
>,
{ 4,-1,-1,27,0X0011,0,
flfl,5, 5 ,20, 20 },
{ 2,-1,-1,27,0X0011,0,
f Lf1,55, 5 ,20, 20 },
{ 0,-1,-1,27,0X0021,0,
f Lf 1,175,5 ,20, 20 }

/* draw dialog box */
objcdrawUtree,0,99,0,0,320,200);

flXfl5FE,HXl10,

form_dial(0,0,0,0/0,treeC0,8],tree[fl,9],tree[fl,1fl],treetfl,11]);

60, 60,80 ,30

0,

/* activate form */

flX41fl1,flX11-

button = form_do(&tree,0);

HX42fl1,fU11-

/* release screen area */

flXfl7FF,flX11-

I,treeCfl,11]);

form_dial(3,0,0,0,0,tree[0,8],tree[fl/9],tree[ft,1flappLexi t();

>;
int button;
Listing I

<] those aspects of an object which may
change when in use. The state flags are

mode ranges from 0 for hollow up through
increasing densities of shading to 7 which
is solid.

listed in Table III.

The ob_spec field can be interpreted
in one of two ways, depending on the
value of objype. In most cases it is an
address which is a pointer to more data.

In the cases G_BOX (20), GJBOX (25),
and G_BOXCHAR (27) the ob_spec field
contains a border thickness, a character

code for G_BOXCHAR, and a colour
word which breaks down as shown in
Figure I.
The write mode for text is 0 for trans

parent and 1 for replace, while the fill

The final four fields of the object define

its position and size in screen pixels. The
important point to be aware of here is that
for all objects except the root object, the
x and y positions are relative to the parent
object.
We now have enough information to

specify a few simple objects. The only
other thing we need to establish is how to
build them into a tree. This is where the

first three fields of the object specification
become important.

Each object has three pointers and the
way they are used is what makes the
structure a tree. In fact this tree is upside
down, with a single root at the top and the
branches spreading downwards.
The objects immediately below
another object are considered to be its
"children", while it is their "parent". Those
objects on the same level are then con
sidered to be "siblings".

Figure II shows a simple tree and how
the pointers are used. The ob_head poin
ter points to the first child of an object,
and the objail points to its last child. The
ob_next pointer links each child to its
sibling.
In the case of the last child on a level,

the ob_next pointer points back to the
parent. With the root object, which has no
parent, the ob_next pointer is set to -1. If
an object has no children then its
objiead and objail pointers are -1.
In all these cases the pointer is not an
address but simply the object number.

This is its position in the order in which
the objects are stored in memory, with
the root as object 0. These links should
become rather clearer if you study the

details in Figure II.
Although a resource constructor is
almost essential for a complex form, we

can build a simple dialog box by defining
the data in the program.
Listing I shows an example of a dialog
box written in C based on the tree struc

ture shown in Figure II. Listing II is the
same dialog box implemented in Com
puter Concepts' Fast Basic. The data used
is identical in the two listings.
As in Figure II, there are six objects
numbered 0 to 5. The root object is a
graphic box (type 20), with its top left
corner at (30,30), a width of 200 and a

height of 100. This will fit on any resol
ution screen. The root object has the
OUTLINED bit set in its state word. It also

Listing II
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has a border thickness of 2 and a border
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opens or closes a disc directory window.
Having reserved the space we draw
the dialog box with objc_draw. This takes

ob-next
ob-head

address high

ob_tail

address low

ob-type

-

the address of the tree as an argument.
The second argument indicates the
object to commence drawing with, in this
case the root, object 0. A value of 99 for
the depth is simply a convenient way to

or -

draw the entire form.

ob_flags
char

ob-state

Finally a clipping rectangle is speci
fied. This could be used to draw only
those parts of a form not obscured by

thickness

something else but, can be set to the size
of the screen if preferred.

object colour

ob_spec

I
ob.x

1614131511189 8 7 6

5 4 3

b
t
w
f
c

2 1

bbb bt

ob-u
ob_Midth

-

border colour
text colour
write node
fill node
fill colour

ob-height

The form is activated by a call to
form_do. This again takes the address of
the tree as its first argument. The second
argument is for use with editable forms so
must be zero.

The function returns the object number
of the object that caused the exit. In this
case it will always be 1 as there is only
one object capable of exiting.

The other functions called in Listing I
are the appljnit and appl_exit functions
which we've met before, and grafjnouse.

Figure I: The data making up a single object in a tree

Graf_mouse is used to change the
colour of 1.

to indicate that it terminates the tree in

Objects 1,3,4 and 5 are G_BOXCHAR, 3

memory.

and 4 are radio buttons contained within

The programs to activate the form are

the invisible box, object 2. Object 5 is

both fairly simple. In C it is necessary to
warn Gem that we wish to use part of the

selectable but does not have its EXIT or

TOUCHEXIT bit set so, the form con
tinues when it is clicked on. Subsequent
clicking will deselect it.

screen. This ensures that it knows what to

the only exit button and is also the default
object, so pressing the Return key will

repair later, and is achieved by a call to
form_dial. The first parameter is zero to
indicate that we wish space reserved.
The dimensions of the space are taken
from the x, y, width and height fields of

trigger it.

object 0.

The border thicknesses for objects 0, 3
and 4 are positive, which means that the
border is drawn inside the boundary of

When the interaction is completed we
call form_dial again with a value of 3 as
the first parameter to release the space.

the object. Objects 1 and 5 have a nega
tive border byte indicating that the
border is external to the object boundary.

We could also call form dial with values

Object 1 with the closer symbol in it is

Finally object 5 has its LASTOB bit set

of 1 and 2 to draw expanding and
shrinking boxes respectively. This is the
effect used by the Gem desktop when it

mouse cursor to an arrow. The first par
ameter (0-7) selects the form required, 0
being the arrow. In addition a value of 256
will disable the mouse and 257 will
enable it.

In fact it is not quite this simple as the
effects of the hide and show values are

cumulative. This means that if graf_mouse
is called with 257 to show the mouse

when it is already visible then it will take
two calls with 256 to turn it off again. The
second parameter should be left as zero,
as it is used to define custom mouse

shapes. We shall investigate this in a
future article.

The Fast Basic program ^s even sim
pler although it must use a pair of nested
loops to initialise the word array tree&.
The complete form interaction is handled

by one statement. The DIALOG performs
the combined actions of the four function

calls in the C listing. It can also perform

Object B - root

next

the growing and shrinking boxes by
adding a further four parameters defining
x, y, width and height of the box minimum

-7-1

?F
head

size.

tail

ik_
next

Object 1

)| 0bject 2 |ngxt ) Object 5

next

Unfortunately, the DIALOG statement
omits one important feature of form_do, as
does the simpler statement DOFORM
which simply calls form_do, this is that
neither return the number of the object
that caused the exit.

-l

-l
-iL.

Object 3

•l

tail

head

-l

ik_

^

Object 4

next

TTT"
-l

-i

As the data structure of the dialog box
is quite simple, you should be able to

experiment with the effects of many of the
bits defining the objects. Some caution is
required when changing the structure as
the object library will follow pointers until
it returns to the root - and one misdirec

-i

-i

ted pointer can leave it wandering
through memory trying to display it as a
resource tree.

• Next month we will look at the use of
the resource constructor set and some of

Figure II: A simple tree consisting of six objects and three generations

the more complex object types.
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TURTLESOFT M.

!! ! ! ! TURTLE PRICES ARE THE ONES TO JUDGE THE COMPETITION BY ! 11!!
! II ! ! WE ARE SURE WON'T FIND LOWER PRICES AND FREE DELIVERY MM!
MM! FIRST CLASS SERVICE AT FIRST CLASS PRICES ! ! M !
OUR PRICE

ATARI HARDWARE

520ST-M Keyboard only

520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/SM125 Mono Monitor
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/8533 Colour Monitor
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/SC1224 Colour Monitor
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/Software only
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drive/Mono Monitor
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drive/ColourMonitor
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drive/ Colour Monitor

259.95
399.95
499.95
729.94
799.90
599.95
699.95
929.94
999.95

229.95
349.95
439.99

199.95
149.95
399.95
149.95
699.95
259.95
29.95

174.99
129.99
349.99
129.99
609.99
229.99
19.95

639.99
699.99
519.99
609.99
809.99
869.99

ATARI PER PHERALS

Atari one meg disc drive
Atari half meg disc drive
Atari Medium-Res Colour Monitor
Atari Hi-Res Mono Monitor

Atari 2.0 meg Hard Disc

MP165 Printer, Epson compatible. NLQ, 165 CPS
Branded 3.5" DSDD Discettes -LOW LOW PRICE ATARI ST SOFTWARE

A Mind Forever Voyaging
Adventure Twin Pack (Talent)
Alternate Reality
Arena
Art Director

Bally H««
Black Cauldron
Boulderdadh Construction Set
Brattaccus
Breakers
Brimstone

Championship Wrestling
Chess (Psion)
Cut Threats
Deadline

Deep Space
Degas
Degas Elite
Essex
Fast C«mm
Film Director

Flight Simulator II
F»etball Fortunes
Hitchhikers Guide

Hollywood Hijinx
International Karate
Jewels of Darkness

Journey Into the Lair
K-c»mmll
KatateKidPartll
Katate Master

Kings Quest II
Lands of Havoc
Leader Board
Leader Board Tournament
Liberator

LittleComputer People
L«de Runner

Mercenary Compendium
Mindwheel
MMnmist
Music Studio

Night Ore
Ninja
Paintworks
Pawn

$t^l5>&M

RRP
34.99
24.95
24.99
29.95
49.95
28.95
29.95
24.95
34.95
24.99
24.99
24.95
24.95
29.99
22.99
34.95
39.95
79.95
24.99
49.95
59.95
49.95
24.95
28.95
29.99
19.99
19.95
99.95
49.95
24.95
12.95
29.95
19.95
24.95
9.95
12.95
34.95
19.99
24.95
24.99
29.99
29.95
14.95
9.99
34.95
24.95

OUR PRICE •
27.99
20.95
19.99
23.95
39.95
22.95
23.95
19.95
29.95
19.99
19.99
19.95
19.95
23.99
18.99
27.95
31.95
63.95
19.99
38.95

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
Phantasie
Phantasie II

Pinball Factory
Planetfall
Plutos
Q-Ball

Questprobr/Human Torch
RingofZilfin
Readwar2999

Regue
Seastalker

Shangai
Shard of Spring
Shuttle II
Silent Service

Sky F«x
Sorceror

Space Pitot
Spellbreaker
Spidrman
Spitfire 4#
Star Crass

19.95
22.95
23.99
15.99
15.95
79.95
39.95
19.95
10.49
23.95
15.95
19.95
7.95
10.49
27.95
15.99
19.95
19.99
23.99
23.95
11.95
7.99
27.95
19.95

Star Glider
Star Trek

Strike F«rce Harrier

Sund«g Fr»zen Legacy
Super Cycle
Super Huey
Suspended
Tee Up G«lf
Tenth Frame

Thai Boxing
Time Blast

Trinity
Trivia Challenge
TT Racer

Typhwn
Wanderer
Winter Games

Wishbringer
Wizards Cr»wn
World Games
Zorkl
Zorkll
Zorklll
2 on 2 Basketball

RRP

OUR PRICE

24.99
24.99
24.95
22.99
14.95
19.95
19.99
24.99
24.99
24.95
22.99
24.99
24.99
24.95
24.95
24.95
22.99
14.95
28.95
19.95
19.95
22.99
24.95
19.95
24.95
29.95
24.95
19.99
22.99
19.95
24.95
19.95
9.95
34.99
19.95
24.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
28.95
24.99
24.95
22.99
22.99
22.99
24.99

19.99
19.99
19.95
18.99
11.95
15.95
15.99
19.99
19.99
19.95
18.99
19.99
19.99
19.95
19.95
19.95
18.99
11.95
22.95
15.95
15.95
18.99
19.95
15.95
19.95
23.95
19.95
15.99
18.99
15.95
19.95
15.95
7.95
27.99
15.95
19.95
15.95
19.95
19.95
22.95
19.99
19.95
18.99
18.99
18.99
19.99

ANprices include VAT at 15% and delivery anywhere on the UK mainland

E\*^

How to order

Post: Send cheques, P.O. or Visa/Access details to the address below.
Phone: Call 0476 60488 24 Hour Service with your AccessA/isa details.

Turtlesoft Dept. AST, 35 Brook Street Courtyard, Grantham, Lines, NG31 6RY
Subject to availablility.all items are despatched within 24 hrs. E&OE
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Interview at
the end of
the universe
WHEN the 1986 awards were handed out
recently by the Software Publisher's
Association in America, the software

kinds of very serious funded researchtype stuff. But we also spent a lot of time

industry's mam trade association there,
the name of Infocom was prominently fea

fooling around in our spare time, hacking.
"At the time we were on the computer

tured.

network ARPAnet, that was run for

Silver Certificates were awarded to its

recent adventures, Wishbrmger and

Leather Goddesses of Phobos, for selling
more than 50,000 copies, a Gold Certi

ficate went to an earlier game, Suspen

tronic mail and database systems and all

two most famous titles, Zork and Hitch

over it.

Zork have obviously come on a little from
when it was originally released, as I dis
covered when I spoke to the game's co
author, Dave Leblmg, making his first visit
to England.

"Zork did start slowly", he told me. "We
were originally distributed by Visicorp,

Dave Lebling

Department of Defence in the United

States and one of the things that this net
work is used for is sending interesting
software around from place to place.
"One such piece was this game called
and everyone just went totally berserk

Sales of

meets Infocom's

research sites that got money from the

ded, for passing the 100,000 mark.
And there were Platinum Certificates
(for over 250,000 sales each) for Infocom's

hiker's Guide to the Galaxy.

Mike Gerrard

Adventure or Colossal Cave Adventure

cease for a couple of weeks and then it

would spread to sites nearby...you would
look at the computers, because these
were all time-sharing machines, and

there would be 12 people logged in but
they were all playing Adventure".

This original game was written by two

"The excitement was astonishing

programmers called-Crowther and

because nothing like it had ever been

Woods, and because it was public
domain software it has since appeared in

seen before and all work ceased

throughout almost the entire country at

various versions, notably in the UK by

these research sites.

Level 9/Rainbird as the first part of the
Jewels of Darkness trilogy for the ST.
Adventure was inspired by Dungeons

"It was almost like an infection. One site
would get it and all work there would

which is the company that also dis
tributed VisiCalc, the first spreadsheet
program, and they sort of had the feeling

I think that, well, this is a very nice game
but games were not very exciting at the
time, but we've got this spreadsheet
which is really exciting.
"So it started off with pretty much what
games sold then in the United States

when they were introduced, which was
about ten or twelve thousand copies. That
was pretty much what they expected, and

they weren't terribly interested in pus
hing it harder.

"So we got the distribution rights back
from them and started distributing it our
selves. We repackaged it and it was very
successful, and because it was our own

product we were very motivated to make

it a success and it began to pick up from
that time".

As well as helping to write Zork, Dave
Leblmg was one of the men behind the
setting up of Infocom in the late 1970s.

'The Dynamic Modelling Group was
really where we all started from, which
was a research group at MIT (Massa-

chusette Institute of Technology) and we
did many different things. We did elec

Leather Goddesses of

Phobos: Software, 3D
glasses, scratch 'n sniff
and instructions
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and Dragons, as was Dave Lebling
himself.

"I used to play D&D and I liked the idea

of being able to play it on a computer. I've
always been a science fiction and fantasy
fan and that was a way of indulging that
interest, so the combination of D&D, fan

tasy, computers, was so seductive that it
was impossible that I wasn't going to end
up playing it".

The game and the idea of com
puterised adventures attracted several
other people at MIT who set about trying
to write their own game. This dealt with
magic and mystery in the great
underground empire of Zork.
Dave Lebling was principally involved
in the creation of a parser that would
extend the simple verb-noun format of
adventure to read and understand quite

complex inputs from players.
Zork was hacked into ARPAnet, and

when the group of people from MIT
decided they wanted to form a software
company it was to be their first release.
Says Dave: "We wanted to have a soft
ware company, and we weren't quite

application, and that's what Hollywood
did - his nickname really is Hollywood,
by the way.
"We get together at least once a week,
all the writers, and discuss what's going

again .

Having enjoyed Dave's previous
games, which as well as Zork were
Starcross, Suspect, Enchanter and

Spellbreaker, I ask him what his new one

on. That's another incentive for a tester to
become a writer, because testers are

will be about.

barred from our lunches! Every so often
someone will say 'Don't tell me any of the
details of any of the puzzles,' and you
even get people saying, 'I'm going to get

to questions about our new products,
which is that it's not our policy to talk

up and leave now, I don't want to hear it'
That's so you get the pleasure of playing
the game for yourself when it's finished.
"With Hijinx I knew in slightly more
detail what was happening because Hol

"I'm afraid we have this stock response

about them -until about six weeks before

they're released...but I can tell you a little
bit about it.

"It's got some very bizarre stuff in it
and it's in a new genre. It's not a Tolkem-

style fantasy and it's not science fiction

lywood, being a new writer, was asking a

and it's not a mystery and it's not a
comedy".

lot of questions about how to implement
particular things, how to make an elevator
work, or how to program the Atomic

I thank Dave for this detailed infor
mation and ask about the fact that
Infocom no longer seems to categorise its

Chihuahua. As a result we knew far more

games or rate them as to how difficult

details of that game than we would of a
Steve Meretzky game, for example.

they are meant to be.
"No, we no longer do that as it seemed
to be becoming a little meaningless. Like
the new game, Bureaucracy. What is

"All our authors do both the program

Bureaucracy? It's got some science fiction
elements and some fantasy elements but

it's mostly just bizarre, so we'd have had

sure of what it would do, but we thought

to create a special category to put it in".

Zork was a good thing to start with

As it's less than six weeks to the release

because we had seen Scott Adams'

adventures, which were the first ones to

of Bureaucracy the ST will be the first

be seen on micros.

machine to see it - I ask Dave if he can
tell me a little about that.
"It's the third that we've done on our

"We said they were all very nice but
we could do much better and it was just a

fairly new 256k system, which will only

question of how much of our mainframe

run on the larger and newer machines.
The story is set off by your ill-fated

adventure game we could fit on a micro.
We found the answer was about one-

decision to move to accept a wonderful
new job that involves having to accept a

third, so we did that and then the next
third and the next making three games

free trip to Paris. So you send a change of

out of it".

Zork proved to be the making of
Infocom, and although the company's
published a couple of other products -

address form to your bank, which

Cornerstone, which was a relational data
base, and Fooblitzky, a graphic strategy

away.

promptly does what banks always do with
that sort of thing, which is to throw it
"As a result your entire life begins to

collapse into a shambles of total uselessness. You basically have to acquire the

game - it is the text adventure game they
are renowned for.

The latest release, Hollywood Hijinx, is
the 23rd in a row. It comes, as do all the
others now, with the familiar detailed

packaging that makes the opening of the
box containing an Infocom game such a

ming and the creation of scenarios, the
writing of the adventures, but it works out
pretty well because the level of program
ming ability that it takes is not all that

treat.

high.
"We use a very high-level language

Hollywood Hijinx is written by Dave
"Hollywood" Anderson, who started with

and you can learn the rudiments in a few
hours. From then on it's just a question of

Infocom as an adventure tester, a route

when you get in a sticky spot you come to
someone else, like myself or Steve

taken by several people now writing
adventures for the company.
"Four of our writers are former testers",

Dave Lebling explains, "such as Steve
Meretzky, who wrote Hitchhiker's with
Douglas Adams, then Jeff O'Neill who did
Ballyhoo, Dave Anderson, and a new
writer named Amy Briggs.
"What often happens is that people

come into our testing department and
they start hinting that they have a good
idea for a game, and that's how they turn
into writers. The way we typically write
games is to write a short scenario of three
or four pages of "This is what it's going to
be about' and circulate it to other authors

to see what they think, almost like a job
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Meretzky, and say Well, I've got this
rope,..how do I do a rope? It can be in two
rooms at once if you tie it to something
and take the end with you, and can you

tie things up with it and drag them around
with you?'
"Then we'll stop and think and say, 'You
don't want to have a rope in your game,'
and that makes it much easier for the new
writers, you see.

"My new game has a chain in it, and it's
even worse than a rope in almost every

respect you can imagine and it's caused
me no end of horror...the number of bugs
that have come in on this chain alone
would stack from here to there and back

means to extricate yourself from this situ

ation of having no money, of having your
mail going to the wrong address, having
your credit cards cancelled, your com

puter not working, all the kinds of terrific
things that can happen.
"One of the people who tested it -

fortunately in the minority - didn't like it
very much because he said, 'I have
enough of this happening at work. I don't
want to go home and have it happen too!"
With Hitchhiker's such a success, and

Bureaucracy set to follow it, I wondered if
there would be any more Infocom/
Douglas Adams' collaborations.
"Well, I'm afraid it's not company policy
etc etc...but the obvious next thing to do
would be The Restaurant at the End of the

Universe, and there's always the possibil

ity that that will happen".
On leaving I ask Dave, just for the
record, what his job title is at Infocom.
"It's officially written in my job descrip
tion that I wander the halls clutching a

cup of coffee .,. and that's about the size
of it!"

DESKTOP PUBLISHING!!

UIITU PIIRI ICUIUC DHDTUCD

HU TUC ATADI ©tLILMJ
WITH PUBLISHING PARTNER ON
THE ATARI ST
ST SOFTWARE!

1WHAT IS DESKTOP PUBLISHING?

Desktop Publishing is a method by which documents can be
produced using a computer, software and a printer. These

6

WORD PROCESSING

GRAPHICS

Publishing Partner contains the power and fea
tures that you would expect to find on a dedicated
documents are near professional appearance and cost only a fraction word processing package. In addition it includes facil

Not only can you load any Degas, N-Vision,

l# Neochrome or digitized pictures into your Pub

lishing Partner files, you can also enlarge or reduce
of the price which you might otherwise pay to a designer, artwork ities which a professional typesetting machine would them for an exact fit. Or, you can copy just a section

studio and printer. Because the 'middle men' are eliminated from

offer. For example the program can cope with 216 of a picture and then paste it into your document as

the production process, desktop publishing allows the user to retain different type sizes, with over 4,000 style variations of many times as you want. You can still go back and
total control over his or her documents, making last minute updates each one. The following are some of the facilities you resize it at any time or crop it to delete unwanted areas.
without panic and without incurring extra charges for 'rush' work.
will find within the capabilities of Publishing Partner:
'3 types of line ends, square/rounded/pointed

2

WHAT CAN I USE IT FOR?

* Adjust margins for any column
' Change block to uppercase or lowercase

*7 types of line which are all editable.

*7 weight lines ranging from Vipt to 6pt

As we all make use of the printed word in one way or another * Change margin indents
in our daily lives, the applications for Desktop Publishing are * Character spacing from -128 to +127
all around us. If you belong to a club or society or if you run your ' Copy text to and from the buffer
own business, the possibilities are endless! Our list of example ' GEM based
applications will give you some other ideas.
Advertisements

Distribution Leaflets

Application Forms

O/head Transparencies

Fayre Programmes

Personal Cards

Brochures
Business Contracts
Charts & Tables
Club Certificates
Club Newsletters

Invitation Cards
Invoices
Labels
Menus
Office Forms

Personal Letterheads

Dance Tickets

Order Forms

Presentations
Price Lists

Special Offer Leaflets
Technical Sheets
Work Estimates

*40 fill patterns each with a border option making a
total of 80 fill options

'Ability to produce separations for 2 colours
"Copy graphics to and from clipboard

" Import and export files
* Insert and delete pages
* Justifies right/left/centred as you type

'Cut, paste, copy or crop graphics

"Import graphics from third party graphic programs
such as Degas, Neochrome, N-Vision or any art pro

* Justifies to the character/word

gram that produces compatible ASCII files

* Kerning from -128 to +127
* Line spacing/leading in <A points from -64 to +57
* Link columns together

"Select colours to use and print with
"Toolbox features include: Circles, ellipses, boxes,
rounded corner boxes, horizontal/vertical lines, di

* Macros

3

agonal lines, polygons and free hand drawing

PUBLISHING PARTNER

* Manual Hyphenation
Publishing Partner, from SoftLogik Corp'", includes all of the " Merge files together
features which you would expect in a good Desktop Publishing * Optional grid & ruler display
package. It combines word processing, page layout and graphics * Over 4,000 type style variations of each font
facilities all in one program, allowing you to create 'stunning' * Page numbering

9

Publishing Partner is a unique program with a

large variety of printer drivers for both laser and

dot matrix printers. Dot matrix is supported in both 80
column and 132 column mode, so you could even
produce a tabloid width newspaper (11V4" wide) on a

documents on your Atari ST. First you can do a rough page design * Pica, Inches or Centimetre measuring system

and start adding blocks of copy. See how it fits. See how it looks.

OUTSTANDING OUTPUT

* Print to paper vertically or horizontally

See how it flows onto the next page. Make some changes. Try a * Read & merge any ASCII file
different type style, or a different size, or some borders, some

* Search and replace

shapes, or even some pictures. Because Publishing Partner incorpo

wide body printer. Drivers are also available for the
new technology 24 pin dot matrix printers which can

* Tabs for charts/tables
* Unlimited headers & footers

give a fine resolution of 360x360 compared with laser
printers at 300x300. The current drivers (included

rates WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get), you'll see
instantly if your new idea works or not. The computer's screen will * User definable page size
show you just how the page will look when it prints - no more ' User variable superscript/subscript characters
guesswork. You can adjust fonts, character sizes and even character

spacing, anytime and anywhere on the page. Watch an ordinary 7
letter transform into a professional looking piece right before your

FREE with the program) are as follows with new ones
being written on a weekly basis:
(Various Res)
9 PIN DOT MATRIX

PAGE LAYOUT

Whatever you require, custom logos, unique
eyes, as you experiment with mixing graphics and text. And, when m borders, unusual letterheads etc. Publishing Part
you want to see a 'hard copy' of your masterpiece, just send it to ner is your solution. After all, it was specially designed
any one of the printers which the program supports (the list is by professionals who realize that there's more to your
growing all the time).

4 SIMPLE, POWERFUL, AFFORDABLE

Printing and publishing is a fairly complex business which

takes years of training and experience to master. You wouldn't

;hink so with Publishing Partner, which takes full advantage of the
ST's user friendly GEM environment. It is so user friendly and easy

* Adjust character size from 1 to 216 points

18 PIN DOT MATRIX

* Auto text flow between columns

* Okidata Microline292

;an be up and running in no time, creating a variety of documents
quickly and easily. In addition, the flexibility of Publishing Partner
illows you to choose between mouse or keyboard operation,
whichever suits your personal preference. Although simple to use,
Publishing Partner is by no means a simple program. Quite the
;ontrary. Behind the user friendliness of GEM, lies a most complex
ind powerful publishing tool. The combination of Publishing Partler and Atari's powerful low-cost ST computers has brought an

iffordable alternative to the desktop publishing systems currently
ivailable from Atari's competitors.
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' NEC 8023
" Panasonic KXP

• Star Gemini & SG

(240x216 Res)
* Mannesman Tally MT
" Star NX/SD

(240*288 Res)
• Okidata Microline 293

(360*180 Res)

24 PIN DOT MATRIX
• C Itoh C-715

• Epson SQ

' Epson LQ

' Toshiba P321

* Display multiple pages/rulers/text routing

24 PIN DOT MATRIX

' Layout multiple columns

• NEC P6/P7

(360*36O Res)
NEC XL new series

" Print to disk

LASER PRINTERS

* Set auto text routing
' Snap to guides

* Centronics PP-8 in Epson or H.P. Laserjet mode 1VJMb RAM
" Any other H.P. Laserjet compatible with 1VMbRAM
* QMS PS800 or Apple LaserWriter - Postscript

(300*300 Res)

* Any other Postscript compatible printer

SEEING IS BELIEVING

We have already told you how powerful Publishing Partner is and
how easy it is to use. However, the recipients of your finished work

will only be able to gauge the package by the end results of your

work. The true test of any Desktop Publishing software is in the
output it produces and it is here that Publishing Partner excels. With

its graphics capabilities and the thousands of type styles it produces,
there is no end to the design possibilities which you can create. And,
with drivers for a variety of printers, including Postscript at no extra

OFFICIAL UK VERSION

The official UK version of Publishing Partner has a pound
(£) sign as a standard part of its character set. Other
versions have also been imported unofficially from the USA

and have a dollar ($) sign instead of a £ sign. These versions
will not be supported by the UK distributors or their dealers.
The UK version also contains clip art, different fonts and a
full range of printer drivers. Ensure that you buy the official UK
version, not an unofficial import with incorrect characters

charge, you can be sure that you will be able to output in the quality

£139.00

your work deserves. The output quality is truly remarkable. But don't

:o understand, most people find they can produce their first | just take our word for it. Before you go any further with your
Ienquiries intoDesktop Publishing, return thecoupon below forsampi
document without even opening the fully comprehensive 159 page les
of Publishing Partner'soutputon a variety of printers. We will also
nanual which accompanies the program. Using the mouse to | send you details and prices ofeach printer as well asfurther inform

"nanipulate the self explanatory pull down menus and windows, you

* Mannesman Spirit-80

9 PIN DOT MATRIX
* Citizen MSP

* Epson RX/FX/EX

* Superimpose text on tint or tint on text

SoftLogik Corp'" was set up in the USA by Shawn Fogle and Deron
Kazmaier to produce quality desktop publishing software with
uncompromising power and features. Publishing Partner was
developed after VA years of research, working with typesetters and
orinters and the results achieved are outstanding.

* C Itoh Prowriter

computer than just typing letters.
* Accurate to 3 decimal places

' Change columns on finished page
* Display 15%-1500% of original size
* Display actual size

SoftLogik Corp

* Atari SMM804

* Blue Chip M120/10
* Cal Abco Legend 880

ation on Publishing Partner and the Atari range of ST computers. We
don't expect you to take our word for it. We want you to see for
yourself how Publishing Partner outshines the competition. So, comp

lete and return the coupon today. Remember, SEEING IS BELIEVING!

(+VAT=£159.85)
Publishing Partner is available from Atari ST Dealers throughout the
UK. If your local dealer does not have Publishing Partner in stock, it
can be obtained by mail order (Postage & Packaging free) from:

SILICA SHOP Ltd, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,
Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

Tel: 01-3091111

dilil.'.nihl.'liUilil^Bmil
To: SilicaShop Ltd, DeptATSTR 0587,1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX

THOUSANDS OF TYPE STYLES

This is no exaggeration. Unlike most other desktop publishing

software packages, which offer you 2 or 3 different fonts,

Publishing Partner gives you true flexibilityof over 4,000 type styles

Please send me further details on: DESKTOP PUBLISHING
i Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

>er font. Publishing Partner offers you 14 variations of each font:
BACKSLANT
BOLD
DOUBLE U/L
ITALICS
LIGHT

MIRROR
OUTLINE
REVERSED
SHADOW

STRIKE THROUGH

Address:

TALL

UNDERLINE
UPSIDE DOWN
WIDE

^nd you can 'mix and match' any number and combination of styles
o your own requirements. The total number of possible permuta-

ions is over 4,000. And that's not all, each style can be used in any
me of 216 sizes in one point increments from 1 point to 216 points!
<JI this is achievable on an unexpanded 520ST with just 512K RAM!
Mher competing packages require 1024KRAM just to get the larger
izes above 72 point and still can't match all of the variations
vailable.

Publishing Partner is a trade mark of SoftLogik Corp'".

Postcode:
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Into space
and S-F
with the ST
An animated screen developed using Colourspace

THE 1980s are seeing a great leap for
ward in what is essentially a new art

form, computer graphics. And the ST,
with superb graphics capabilities at an
affordable price, is doing much to spread
that art form in the way that other micros
brought word processing within reach of

Mike Gerrard meets

the rising star of
ST computer graphics

thousands of writers.

books with Patrick, but I started doing my

Someone who's now exploring the cre
ative possibilities of the ST's graphics is
David A.Hardy, one of the world's leading

own thing about T974, both writing and
illustrating my own- books, and we haven't

science

fiction

artists.

As well as

collaborated since then."
It was the fact that he both wrote and

puter would help him on the word
processing side, where in addition to
books he also writes magazine articles
and short stories in the science and sci
ence fiction areas.

He planned to use its graphics facilities
as a kind of rough pad, where ideas for
illustrations could be experimented with,
rubbed out and'moved around,'" before

being committed to paper. But he soon
began to see the greater potential in
graphics packages like Degas.
"I discovered that you can get much
more interesting effects than when you're

decorating book and magazine covers,

painted that caused David to choose an

he has had exhibitions of his work at the

Space '86 exhibition in Utrecht, and

Atari ST for himself about a year ago,
when the 520ST first appeared.
"I'd been interested in computers for

elsewhere in Europe and the USA.

years, really, out most of the machines

smearing, and I got more and more inter
ested in computer graphics in them

that were affordable weren't quite suit

selves. You see, each medium that an

London and Stuttgart Planetariums, at the

In 1979 he was nominated for a Hugo

just sketching, such as blurring and

Award, and in 1984 was voted Best

able for what I wanted to do. I didn't want

artist uses always imposes itself on him to

European SF Graphic Artist at the
European SF Convention. In 1982 he
worked on production art for the film of
The Never Ending Story, and he has

to play games, I don't have the time for
one thing, and ['wanted a machine for
both its graphics and word processing

some extent.

since done other film work too.

facilities.

"A good friend of mine in Birmingham,

Originals of his paintings are owned by

where I live, is Laurence Miller. He's

science fiction writers such as Isaac

quite well-known as a programmer and a
general adviser to software houses and so

Asimov, Carl Sagan and Arthur C. Clarke.
His first success, though, was a small
collaboration with Patrick Moore in 1954.

"I was 18 then", he says, "and had
already started doing space paintings. A
friend of mine happened to be going to
see Patrick Moore about something, and
at that time he was working on his Guide
to the Planets, a follow-up to his ve. \ suc
cessful Guide to the Moon.

"This friend very kindly took seme of

my paintings along to show to Patrick,
who liked my work and said that he'd .ike
to use some of it The artwork for Guide to

the Planets was already commissioned,
but he then did a book called Suns, Myths
and Men. I had to provide eight black
and white illustrations for that in five days,
which was quite a tall order but 1 was due

on, and he'd been keeping an eye on
what was happening for me.
"Of the machines that were around just

over a year ago, he suggested maybe the
Commodore 64 might be the one to go

for, and \. e also went to last year's Which
Compute - ' Show at the NEC and looked
at Arnstrads, Commodores, Apple Macs
and so on, but there was nothing that
quite filled my needs - not that I could
afford, anyway.

"Then one day I went along to Software
- Express in Birmingham and saw the
520ST being demonstrated. I saw enough
to know that it would be useful to me and

got one straight away. I started with a
monochrome monitor 'and used that till I

"For' instance, you can get certain
effects using chalk, others using oils, so
that dictates how you use the medium and
the type of work you produce in it.
Working on a micro is a new medium and
is different again from any other. It's more
like a pointillist technique, all'those tiny
pixels sprayed across the screen."
David also admits to getting a com

puter simply because he felt he was
being left out of the technological revol
ution that was going on around him.
"I didn't want to feel that I was going to
be left in the backwoods with my paint
brush while everyone else was using this

amazing technology."
As you might expect, David now uses a
range of graphics and other software,
including Art Director, Degas, Degas
Elite, Rubber Stamp, Typesetter and

Megafonts, as well as having a Haba
Digitiser for importing photographs and
other images into the backgrounds he
produces himself.

got used to everything, then I moved up

"At the moment I tend to alternate

to go into the RAF to start my National

to colour when 1 started working more

between Art Director and one of the

Service so I had to get it done.
"Since then, I've done a dozen or so

seriously on it".
Initially David's idea was that the com

Degas programs, simply because each
has its advantages. One will stretch and
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Kenilworth Castle

bend something a bit better, so I have to
work on one and then convert it across to

the other and carry on in that.
"One of my gripes, though, is that
whatever you have on the screen isn't
necessarily what you get printed out, at
least not on the Epson dot-matrix printer
that I've got. This has to be the only
medium I know where the artist is just
expected to accept that what you design
on the screen will look differently when
it's printed out".
"Take this tie I'm wearing, for instance.

It's a personal one that I designed on the
ST, and it has a sphere: on it which has my
initials in a very stylised way. But if you
design a perfect sphere on the screen
then it always gets either compressed or
elongated slightly so it isn't perfectly
round when it's printed out.
"It doesn't seem to me to be asking too
much that a circle on the screen will

actually still be circular shaped when you
print it out. But to get this circle on the tie
I calculated that I'd have to compress the
circle on-screen by 11 per cent to
achieve a perfect result when printed.
"I've thought about getting a colour
printer that might make things better, like
one I've been looking at by,Fujitsu, but I
don't know about it yet.
"As an artist you're obviously interested
in getting good hard copy of what you've

by people who know what they're talking
about, and they always assume you know
more than you do, but most people don't
know anything, they're beginners, like I
was.

Art Director and Film Director programs
for Mirrorsoft, and it looks like I'll be

doing something with them.
"I do have lots of ideas about things. For
instance, it amazes me that so much com
puter packaging doesn't use computer

"Another major problem I had was that
one of the disc drives wasn't working, but

graphics to promote the products, The

of course I didn't know that at first. I

covers and manuals and so on are all

thought it was just me doing something
wrong or having them connected up
wrongly. But once I got used to the

illustrated byconventional artistic means,
when computer graphics would be much
more appropriate and eye-catching.
"I know partly why that is, which is the
coarseness you get with computer

machine I started to use it all the time and

I wouldn't be without it now.

"The Atari's really taken over in the last

graphics, One of my complaints is that

12 months - at least my wife says it has,
I'm very keen on photography, in fact I'm
an LRPS - that's a Licenciate of the Royal
Photographic Society. But I haven't done
much at all in the past 12 months.

you still can't get a proper air brush
technique,
"But I do have ideas for combining all
the various media that interest me, like

"I haven't had a lot of work published
on computer graphics yet, but. that's an
area I hope to move into. I've just been to

photography, conventional art-work and
computer graphics, and I think I can
produce some very exciting results. But I
don't want to give too much away about it

see Andromeda Software, who wrote the

just yet."

•

created, and I'd like to be able to use the

polaroid process to take instant
snapshots, but at the moment the process
isn't compatible with the Atari screen, so
far as I know."

Another of David's

complaints is the common one dealing
with the standard of manuals, and the dif
ficulties faced by a novice - even one

who's acquired a lot of general scientific
knowledge - in getting to grips with a
computer for the first time.
"I spent the first few. weeks tearing my
hair out", he admits, "as I tried to get used
to using the thing. Manuals: never give

you enough information. They're written

David A. Hardy: The science fiction artist who's discovered the ST
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MAGISTER

•u

^/

Art & Design Software for the
ATARI ST

£24.95 (VAT included)
"ArtScribe may wellbe come the first choice graphics formany users"
Chris Jenkins in POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKL Y

ArtScribe is a powerful new Art & Design programme for the Atari ST range. Features include: Works in high, medium & low res;
Mouse & menu driven; Up to five pictures in memory; Zooms between 7 levels of magnification; 36 predefined mono fills, 36 user
defined multicolour fills; Grab fills; 4 logical copy modes, including AND, OR and XOR; 16 user-defined brush & pen shapes; Loads
Degas & Neo; 5 text options; Full edit includes cut & paste between pictures; Vertical and horizontal flip: Shapes include lines, rays,
polygons,filled polygons, circles, disks, ellipses, filled ellipses, frames &boxes; and lots more...

NEW!!! Multi-ram:
5 size ram disc, 250K TO 720K; compatible with Atari SH204 Winchester; auto install; contents preserved across

resolution changes

£995 IIIC VAT

____,_.... ^,r»r>i-ii^
PERSONAL
ORDERS:

Magister Software Ltd

fo Baker street

All personal orders, including telephoned credit card

.

orders, to:

S.P.L. DISTRIBUTION

,,,,,. ,. .

(01) 486 6838

P.O. Box 8

Trade & Dealer enquiries:

Hampton, Middx TW12 3XA
Call (01) 979 2987

VISA

.

London W1M 1LA

Please contact Mr. A. Ladas

SOFTWARE Europe's largest mail order
EXPRESMIII
ATARI DEALER
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD

)\{ THE ONE STOP ATARI SHOP

)\{

ATARI 8 BIT XL/XE 520STFM/1040 PHONE 2MEG 4MEG & ATARI PC ATARI
WE ARE THE SPECIALISTS!
SOFTWARE - HARDWARE - PRINTERS - MONITORS - CABLES - DISKS - BOOKS - ACCESSORIES - ETC.

ATARI

MAIL ORDER - WE ARE THE FASTEST - PHONE (021-328 3585)

ATARI

SHOWROOMS - WE HAVE THE LARGEST - 9.30 to 5.30 - 6 DAYS A WEEK

ATARI

SOFTWARE - WE HAVE THE BEST!! - UK AND USA - IMPORTED

514-516 ALUM ROCK ROAD,
ALUM ROCK, BIRMINGHAM
B8 3HX
PHONE: 021-328 3585

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR LATEST PRICE LIST
NAME

ADDRESS

1 OWN XL XE 520 520STM 1040
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Floppy DiskDrives
A ATARI ST ™ tJaMIGA
These superb new 1MB Disk Drives use the very

*latest CMOS Technology from N.E.C., have a neat
built in PSU and are colour matched and design co

ordinated with the Atari ST series of computers'

Each

unit comes complete with matching Gem Disk Utility
Software and a FREE ARCADE GAME!
' Triangle ST Floppy drives Incorporate the very latest NEC units to ensure
ST Compatability. Each unit has 1 year fullguarantee, fullinstructions

and a system diskette

/| x |MB RRp £129

Nowavailable for Commodore Amiga

and Sinclair QL.

_

., ._ Drjr> eono

^ X 1MB KKK tZUY
PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

T'R* I 'A'N'Gl'E

20MB ST Turbo Drive
A ATARI ST ™^iAMIGA May «
This very fast 20MB Hard Disk Drive is mounted in
a stylish co-ordinating unit that sits under the ST's
monitor. Ifs modular design means that optional
cards and other devices can be added to the basic

unit after purchase. Every turbo drive comes

complete with matching GEM 'formatting and
partitioning software, as well as a disk caching utility
that can improve the speed performance of the drive
by up to 50%.
'Triangle Turbo Drives are NOT restricted to 40 folders.

20MB (Only available from Eidersoft Direct)
20MB Plus Built-in 1MB Floppy Disk

£599
£759

RAM-Cache Card 256K (Opt. 1MB)

£899

Flash-Bak Backup Software

(Includes flash bak back-up software)

40MB(Sub 40ms)

£99

SCSI Port + Software (addedtoharddlskutilitles) .....£79.95
(fortape streamers, networks etc)

£39.95
PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

TR> I 'A'NTG'L'E

Pro-Draw graphics Wet
A ATARI ST™ O \fAMIGA
PvPro-Draw is a professional 9 x 6" high resolution

U-'graphics tablet for the Atari ST and Commodore
Amiga. Pro-Draw is compatible with most ST/Amiga
graphics software and the STVersion has been
specially interfaced to Mirrorsoft Art and Film Director
(available from Eidersoft). Pro-Draw can also be used
with IBM™ EGA utilities, with suitable software. Each

unit comes complete with PSU, software and stylus. A
cross hair puck (£59.95), and A3 tablet are available
as optional extras.

ATARI £299

AMIGA £313
PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

Triangle professional hardware is available now from selected dealers (contact us for a list) in the UK or direct from Eidersoft at the
address below. If you would like full technical information, don't forget to ask for our product data sheets or PD Demo Disk with
FREE GAME and Impressive Demo's (please send £1.95 or diskette and SAE).

T*R» I >A*NrG*L*E
6<?FT iNrMkp^N
EIDERS
SOFTWARE LTD.
Eidersoft Software Ltd, The Office, Hall Farm, N Ockendon, Upminster, Essex RM14 3QH.
Order Hotline 0708 856468
TM GEM is the TM of Digital Research Corp. ATARI ST is the TMof Atari Corp. AMIGA is the TM of Commodore Business Machines
IBM is the TM of International Business Machines

SPECIALISTS IN
BUSINESS SOFTWARE

JIL

JIL

free GFA Basic with every ST

1040STFMONO
1040STF COLOUR
520 STFM
520STM+SF314D/D

£690

SF314D/D1MegDrive
SM204 20 Meg Hard Disk

£890
£390
£475
£185
£679

SMM 804 Dot Matrix Printer

£185

SPECIALIST IN SAGESOFT
ST ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

Sage Bookkeeper
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus

£112.00
£170.00
£228.00

Whatever your type of business we can install a
complete system to meet your requirements
SPECIALIST IN APPLICATION

SOFTWARE, HABA, KUMA ETC

PRINTER OFFERS

Full range of software available. Educational, Government
and Export orders accepted

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, DELIVERY & CABLE

When it comes to Computers ATARI

**? //
PRINTERS FOR BUSINESS

• 120 cps draft and
30 cps NLQ

• Double and Quad
height characters

means BUSINESS!
See us on Stand 105 at the Atari Computer Show

• Tractor feed built In
• "Front Panel

IglEffl
WHICH

• Automatic single
sheet handling

mode

PY

selection

MAGAZINE BEST BUY

Don't buy any other suD £300 00 dot matrix printer
until you have seen this one Combines many unique
features with superb reliability, styling, print
quality and graphics ability.

(Inside Osprey Business Computers)
5 The Bridge, Wealdstone
Middlesex, HA3 5AB

in a group test with other popular printers such as
Epson. Citizen and OKI 'What Micro' magazine described
the NLI0 as "the Rolls Royce
of this group".

01-861 2407
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

£249.00

Automatic cut sheecl feeder available as an option for £63.25

Panasonic kxpiosi

• Friction and tractor feed

You could pay a
lot more than this
for

a

lot

r^Lw MID

Video & Software

less

• 120 cps draft and 24 cps NLQ

• Epson compatible
interface

printer

• Wide range of print
styles

Fantastic quality and value, this truly reliable
printer will provide superb text and graphics

throughput for a price that is very tempting.

ATARI HARDWARE

Only £189.00

Atari
Atari
Atari
Atari

OTHER MODELS
STAR NX15. 15" wide carriage version of the

MICRO

NL10

featured

ONLY £349.00

P.

MP200.

Very fast and

highly

ONLY £299.00

STAR NR15. Brilliant new 15" model. 240cps,

JUKI 6100. Popular daisywheel at a popular

60cps in NLQ

price

ONLY £499.00

1I DISCS & BOXES |

5.

wstfm

£369.00

10x3-5 ss

£12.95

1i

>4o$tf

£559.00

10x3-5 DS

£16.95

25x3 5 SS

£29.95

25x3-5 OS

£39.95

SI
at

Ml25 |hi-resmono) with

con aa

ove

tOT.OII

P

HILIPS CM8501 colour £ 199.00

P

HILIPS CM8533

[hi

-._„_ . .

re

s]

C

umana Imeg drive £149.00

C
d

z?a.—....""?. £249.00
1

MyJ

£289.00

YA40 capacity lockable

SPECIAL . . . YA40L if
purchased withdisks

£155.00

Atari SH204 20mb Hard Disk Drive

£557,00

£128.00

£115.00

Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor

£307.00

>fl^ ATARI Power Without the Price1
ATARI TOP 20 SOFTWARE

Metacomco Macro Assembler

•EM

By Post: send cheque. P.O.or ACCESS/VISA detailsto our Evesham address
By Phone: call our Evesham branch and quote your ACCESS/VISA details

EVESHAM MICROS

£36.00

Metacomco Pascal Compiler

£64.00

£59.00

Rainbird Soft The Pawn

£18.00

Microdeal Time Bandit

£22.00

Chipsoft ST Accounts 107 Cashlink Accounts
Mark Williams C Compiler

£250.00
£133.00
£37,00
£18.00

Megamax C Compiler

£116.00

Epson LX86

£195.00

Star NL10

£210.00

Panasonic 1081 Printer

£149.00

Star Power Type 18cps daisy wheel printer

£189.00

Fan-Fold Paper, 1000 sheets
Atari Parallel Centronics Printer Cable

CALLERS WELCOME

£106.00
£169.00
£71.00

Migraph Inc Easy Draw

Atari Fastcom
World Games Simulation

HOW TO ORDER

£19.00
£66.00
£37.00
£23.00
£73.00
£36.00

Prospero Pro Fortran 77
VIP Professional (Lotus Clone Gem version)
Metacomco Lattice C Compiler

i

£204.00

Atari SM125 High resolution Monochrome Monitof

Modula-2 ST Toolbox

-_ Q_
t/.T5

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT and free delivery within U.K.

Despatch within 24 hours whenever possible

Atari SF314 1mb Floppy Disk Dnve

Rainbird Starglider
Computer Concepts Fast Basic
FlightSimulator II
Arena Sports Simulation
Modula-2 Development System

£9.95

£215.00
£318.00
£564.00
£775.00

Cumana CS354 Imb Floppy Disk Dnve
Cumana CS358 double Imb Disk dnve Unit

ONLY £289.00

MICRO P. MP16S. Very popular with ST If you would like further details and a print ample
owners
ONLY £219.00 of any printer just send
us a SA E

r HARDWARE

520STM 512k RAM. TV Modulator, no disk drive
520STFM 512k RAM. disk dnve
1040STF with Mono Monitor, Imb RAM, disk drive
1040STF with Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor

Computer Express Branded 3.5in Floppy Disks

£6.99
£11.90
£2.35

TDK 3.5m Floppy Disks

£2.99

All Other Atari Software

. 15% discount

63 Bridge Street, Evesham, Worcs. WR11 4SF
Tel: |0386) 41989. Telex: 333294
Msoat 17S6 Pershore Road, Cotterldge, Birmingham B30 3BH. Tel: 021 4S8 4S64
i

Ml itemssubjectto availability, E&OE. Ordersfrom Government and Educational depts.welcome
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ES 0727-72790 05
SINGLE AND MUI.TI USER MICRO COMPUTER AMD SOFTWARE SALES ANDSUPPt •• I

99 PARK STREET LANE • BRICKET WOOD • HERTFORDSHIRE • AL2 2JA • ST ALBANS (0727) 72790
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Modulated Pascal
THE Modula-2 development system
was originally reviewed in the April
1986 edition of Atari ST User. This article

is to give you an insight into using it for
software development on the ST.

more meaningful, but they are a little

Ray Jackson examines
Modula-2, its strengths
and weaknesses

Modula-2 is a derivative of the lan

guage Pascal. It was created by Niklaus
Wirth, the father of Pascal, which was

developed primarily as a language to
teach the fundamentals of good program
ming techniques.
It is available for almost all computers,
from 8 and 16 bit micros through to mamframes.

Despite Pascal's wide acceptance as a
programming language for developing
application software (as opposed to
learning programming technique), it has
some serious problems.
Because it was not intended for practi
cal use it lacks many of the features
required in a "real" language.
In particular, the input and output facili
ties defined are simplistic and there are
no mechanisms for accessing the physi
cal hardware of the computer or its
operating system.
In order to provide these facilities,
each version of Pascal has many exten
sions for file handling, operating system
access, and often the capability to access
absolute memory addresses and
hardware devices.

This has led to a wide variety of spe
cific implementations of the language,
none of which is pure Pascal. Some
attempts at standardisation have been
made, but there still exists a wide variety
of dialects with the attendant problems of
non-portable software.
To tackle this problem Wirth de
veloped Modula-2, which he describes as

the language he meant to design when he
invented Pascal.

It solves the problems of input and

output by providing a well-defined
system of library modules from which the
necessary procedures may be imported.
He also defined a suggested set of li
brary modules to provide a useful
minimum group of facilities.

hard on the slow typist.
There are almost no omissions from the

set of Gem calls provided and they
include a simple Aes and Vdi call in case
you wish to set up the primitive data
structures yourself and make direct calls.
As long as you can live with the
modified names, you can do anything
with Gem that you could do with C.
Modula-2

is also somewhat more

foolproof than C, because it has strong
typing. Typing means that the compiler
will not let you call a procedure which
takes parameters of one type and supply
it with arguments of a different type.

library modules allowing access to the

For example, you cannot pass a
number larger than 255 when the
compiler expects a character - C will let
you get into trouble in these areas if you
are not careful when accessing external

Gem Aes and Vdi routines as well as the

functions.

The ST release of Modula-2 from TDI

software includes virtually all these.
It also includes a complete set of

low level Gemdos, Bios and XBios.

Like Pascal, and to a certain extent C,

These modules make Gem facilities

Modula-2 lets you declare new data types

very easy to use from Modula-2. You
simply import the procedure that corres
ponds to the Gem function required and

based on the set of simple types
provided. When a named type has been
declared, the compiler will not allow a
confusion of data meaning when par
ameter passing and assigning values.
One selling point for Modula-2 is that it
provides the power and flexibility of C
with the readability and maintainability of

call it.

The calls are very similar to their C
equivalents although not necessarily
identical in parameter sequences. One
slightly annoying feature for those who
also use a C compiler is that the actual
procedure names are not the same as the
Digital Research standard C function

able code with Modula-2 than with C,

names.

although the cost of this is seen in the far

These names reflect a shift towards the

Pascal tendency to use long English
names such as ResourceLoad in place of
RSRC_LOAD and OpenVirtualWorkstation instead of V_OPNVWK.
I must admit that the longer names are

Pascal.

It is certainly easier to produce read

more verbose style.
As far as the power is concerned, the

Modula-2 compiler allows access to 68000
instructions, providing you code them as
hexadecimal values for the machine

code,

rather

than

the

true

68000

assembler mnemonics allowed by most C
compilers.
In combination with procedures to set
and read processor registers this feature
can be freely used to insert one or two
useful instructions within normal Modula2 source code.

Because of its limitations, its use should

be limited to solving very devious
machine specific problems. The mam
problem I have encountered so far in
using this facility is the lack of bitwise

logical operators and shift operations.
It is unclear why such obviously useful
operations should have been excluded

from a language which claims to offer low
level facilities with the ease of a high
level language.
An unfortunate side effect of the
module structure of Modula-2 is that it is

impossible to link software written in it to
software written in C, Pascal, Fortran,

A fractal tree

assembler or any other language.
This means that if you are a C pro
grammer and have built up useful >
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< libraries of functions, they cannot be
called as if they were Modula-2
procedures: they will have to be re

location of a compiler detected error and
displaying a message describing the
cause. This is immensely useful and

dow management features to a standard
recommended by Wirth as optional
extensions to the set of basic library

written.

avoids the need for list files, which

modules.

Similarly there are a large number of
numerical algorithms written in Fortran

although available from the compiler are
something I have never yet needed.
Unfortunately the editor does have its

A set of utility programs includes a
symbolic post-mortem debugger which

which are not usable without a rewrite.

allows the analysis of a crash dump file to

On a minicomputer this could be a seri
ous constraint as many library routines
are only available as object code

drawbacks. The up and down cursor

determine the cause of the crash.

keys almost defy belief as they send the
cursor leaping through the file until it

form of the Modula-2 source files for the

libraries which must use the standard
linker.

same column position as the line it just

ramdisc and a printer spooler which
usefully demonstrate how to use the 68000

left.

instructions with the Modula-2 code.

On the ST you can live with it, especi
ally as many languages use their own
unique
linker
format
which
is
incompatible with any other language
anyway.

In terms of program development
times, the Modula-2 system is helped by
the inclusion of a ramdisc utility, which
can speed compile and link times dra
matically.
Unfortunately the Modula-2 system is
quite large and, including all the library
modules, amounts to just under 100 files.
This requires a ramdisc of around 650k

if everything is to be loaded to ensure
maximum performance.
This is only just possible on a 1Mb ST,
and leaves little space for the program
under development. It is quite possible to
develop programs with all the software
on floppy, but the edit-compile-link cycle
time is much longer.
Anyone intending to use this system
seriously on a 520ST could well find a
1Mb upgrade very desirable. The more
expensive alternative is to buy a hard
disc.

This offers several times the per
formance of floppies and gives tolerable
times for compilation and linkage, but it
does not approach the speed of ramdisc
based development.
The editor has a facility for finding the
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finds a line which has a character in the

Example software is provided in the

This means that if the cursor is at the

Portability of software is a claimed

end of a long line you can't go up or down
to the end of the adjacent but shorter line
without reaching for the mouse.
The other mam complaint about the

benefit of Modula-2. This will not matter if

editor is that, unlike almost all other lan
guage development editors for the ST, it
can only edit one file at a time. This is a

little strange for a language which insists
on two files for every module.
For serious program development with
Gem a programmer's toolkit is available
for Modula-2.

This includes a resource constructor

set (RCS) which allows you to design

you just want to write programs for pri
vate use, but if you wish to develop soft

ware for sale you may well be interested
in how easy it will be to convert it for use
on another machine.

The basic language has almost no de
viations from the standard defined by
Niklaus Wirth. Since the company has
closely followed Wirth's book for the
non-Gem library modules, these calls
should also port on to another machine
fairly easily, assuming a similarly
equipped Modula-2 compiler is available

menus, icons and dialog boxes for use
with your program.
This is actually a converted version of
the Megamax RCS, although it seems to

for the other computer.

have been tidied up in the process of

replaced by the equivalents for the other
machine's operating system.
This will be made much easier if you
follow the spirit of Modula-2's structure
and localise all your calls to operating
system features in one module which can
be updated without needing to affect the
other modules in your program.
Overall, the Modula-2 development
system provides a very capable facility
for serious program development.
Its advantages over other languages
only start to shine on larger projects,
especially those shared by several
people.
•

conversion and is more complete than its
Megamax counterpart.
It also adds a program which converts
the resource file (,RSC) into Modula-2
source code that can be embedded in

your program. This removes the need to
copy .RSC files around, and is especially
useful for desk accessories which waste a

lot of memory when they use separate
resource files.

Also on the toolkit disc is a set of high
level modules which includes win

Clearly any calls to Gem will only work
on another machine if it supports
Gem.

Otherwise

the

calls must

be

UIHfVf? FREE
SdFIUUfilriE!
Yes a whole disk of never before seen or heard of digitized sound and
pictures for the full Atari range of computers

ROBTEK MOUSE PAD
£7.95

Digidisk 1 for 1050 Drive
Digidisk 1 ST range (1/2 or 1 meg)
Please send just £2.99 towards cost of Disc and Postage
(State drive when ordering)
SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER . . .

10 x 3.5" SS Disks. . .Only £14.95
Order now and we willfill 2 disks with public
domain software (free P+P!)

Also available 1 meg memory upgrades for 520 STFM's...
best price available!!
Full range of hardware, software and peripherals
at amazing discounts!!!

1) Right track for your mouse.

OUT OF THIS WORLD DEALS

2) Rubber mouse padsaves a lotof mouse wear
and tear every time you use it.

E H fi Fl 11 Hi • • D

CnnPLTERS

3) Surface feature helps to keep your mouse
rollers clean and tracking smoothly.

AT DOWN TO EARTH PRICES

4) Mouse pad also protects furniture finishes.
:

Please send cheques P/O to
Charnwood Computers (Dept AU)

SB

==

IS

Unit 4,Isk'worih Busirn.-ssCiimpli.'x,

71 Graced ieu Road,

Loughborough, Leics. LE11 OQF.
Tel: (0509) 239892/239965

^Hollywood
5.25"
S/S D/D
D/D 96TPI

25
£9.99
£10.99

50
£21.99
£22.99

100
£44.99
£45.99

200
£91.99
£92.99

250
£111.99
£115.99

Coloured

£14.99

£31.99

£65.99

£125.99

£145.99

All disks are supplied with write/protect tabs, labels and
envelopes. Coloured disks run on any disk drive either
40 or 80 track, single or double.

3.5"

25

D/S135TPI
S/S135TPI

£35.99
£33.99

50

100

200

250

£71.99 £135.99 £255.99 £295.99
£68.99 £128.99 £242.99 £255.99

All disks come with a full lifetime guarantee and

Remember all prices include VAT & Delivery

Buy 100 5.25" disks and
receive lockable storage
box all at special price of

£54.99

Holds

£9.95
£8.95
£1.49

100
50
10*

one of them a real

take off her clothes. Choose

LOCKABLE
STORAGE BOXES
5.25"

"Hollywood Poker" is a
high-class strip-poker withthe
helpofdigitized graphics. Play
poker against beautiful girls,
Miss Germany! Whenyour
partner loses money she has to

are made to TOP international standards.

SPECIAL OFFER BOX

POKER

3.5"

£9.95
£8.95
£1.49

'(not lockable)

between four different girls.
Try your luck!
Available from mid-April on
these machines:

Spectrum-£6.95
C64 Tape-£7.95; Disk-£9.95
Atari-£14.95

Amiga-£19.95

FEC

VISA

Plus 4-£6.95
DIAMOND SOFTWARE ROBTEK LIMITED
UNIT4ISI.EWORTH

0689-61947
18 Crescent Way, Green St. Green, Orpington Kent
BR6 9LS

BUSINESS CENTRE •

ST. JOHN'S ROAD•
ISI.EWORTH •

MIDDLESEX

TW76NLI'ELEPHONE: 01-847 4457

Please call for bulk and trade prices
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Pseudocode it . - Trevor Roberts shows

how to plan some really
elegant programs
I'M one of those programmers who
spends more time thinking about a pro
gram than actually sitting at a keyboard
typing in code.
I plan it in a thoroughly logical, efficient
way. I make sure that it is completely
structured and that a GOTO never raises

its ugly head. I also tell lies.
In fact the above is what I'd like to be

and am slowly becoming, but it's a long
job. Usually I just scrawl down a brief
outline of what I want to do on a piece of
paper and start coding. By the time I've
finished the program it rarely bears any
resemblance to my original plan - on
those few occasions I can read my
writing, that is. And normally the whole
thing has been such an effort that I
resolve that next time I'm going to plan
my program properly. And sometimes I

to fall back into my bad habits. "Program
first - think later" seems to be my motto.

something, from a DIY manual to a book
on yoga, consists of algorithms - the steps

Or it was until I met pseudocode.
Pseudocode is a Program Design Lan
guage (PDL), which is just a posh way of
saying that it's a tool that can be used to
create and describe programs. But it's not
a language like Basic or Pascal where
you have to learn a whole new syntax
before you can use it. In fact, it's the

and rules to be followed to achieve a

opposite.

As we'll see, it just consists of a descri
ption of a program in normal English held
together with a few uncomplicated rules.
Because of this it's easy to learn and
simple to use and understand. Yet using it

helps produce logical, structured, errorfree programs. Even from someone like
me. And it's all to do with algorithms.
Whether you've realised it or not,
whenever you've written a program
you've produced an algorithm. This is just
a set of actions to be taken to achieve a
desired result.

We use them all the time, they're not
confined to programming. Knitting pat
terns are algorithms, as are musical

do.

scores and kitchen recipes. In fact almost

One thing I've noticed when I have
planned ahead is that the longer I spend
thinking about the program, the easier it
is to eventually code and the better the
program works. The trouble is that
actually thinking tends to be a bit painful
and isn't as much fun as coding so I tend

anything that tells you how to do
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desired result.

Armed with the fact that you've used
algorithms all your life you should now
feel confident enough to tackle the
algorithm in Figure I.
This is the algorithm for having a drink
in a pub or coffee bar. It's written in plain
English and is, I hope, easy to follow.
Which proves my earlier point, because
it's written in pseudocode.
Thinking about the algorithm in more
detail, there are some important points to
grasp. Obviously it consists of three
instructions. And obviously they are to be
performed one after the other, starting at
the first line and finishing at the last.
But take a closer look at each instruc

tion. These consist of a single, simple
action - "go to bar", "consume drink".
Each starts with a verb, the "doing word"
beloved of English teachers. And each is
a brief but readily understandable
description of what is to be done.
And that, in essence, is pseudocode.
It's a set of simple statements, one after
another, giving instructions on what to do
m

go to bar
buy drink
consume drink

Figure I: An algorithm to drink to

a rather stilted, but nevertheless

comprehensible, form of English.
Moving on from the bar (to which we'll
return later, do not fear) have a look at the

pseudocode in Figure II.
I'm thinking of having this algorithm

PROGRAMMING

say about the human condition. Yet it

simple action. Well the descriptions in
the pseudocode of Figure III are prob
ably a little too brief After all they could
apply to anything and, as they stand, are
no use for a specific program.
What we need is a way to elaborate on
these elementary but rather vague state

does it briefly and precisely in three
steps, each step to be taken one after the

what they do. Pseudocode allows us to do

other. Having said that, most of us try to

this by the simple method of allowing

avoid the last instruction.

each single statement in turn to be turned

Figure II: The algorithm of a lifetime

published as a novel. It says all there is to

"But what about programming?" you
may be asking. "These algorithms have

ments so that we have a better idea of

I

As for:
consume drink

we can leave it as it is. He knows that bit
all too well.

From this admittedly silly example,
you'll see that pseudocode allows you to
start with simple descriptions of what you
want doing and then move into more
complicated ones as the need arises. Put

into another set of pseudocode instruc

ting all this down on paper brings us to
another of the principles behind

tions.

pseudcode.

nothing to do with my micro", you may
protest. The pseudocode in Figure III

To return to the bar as promised, let's

Suppose that you'd broken down our

look at each statement in turn. You might

bar algorithm's statements into simpler

shows something more relevant.

think that:

components as shown above. How would

initialise
calculate
output

Figure HI: An all-purpose algorithm
Most programs consist of the three

go to bar

needs no further explanation but all that
means is that you haven't met our editor.

Since it's so long since he's bought his

of this substitution.

round, we have to break it down into:

steps shown. There's usually a part of the
program that deals with setting things up
such as opening files or requesting key
board input, initialising variables and so
on. This is followed by the bit of the pro
gram that actually does the work followed

in turn by the part that returns the

stanc

this process, clearly and concisely. It also
leads on to another aspect of pseudocode
and algorithms.

I've said that each pseudocode state
ment should be a brief description of a

up

leave table
head towards
stop at bar

counter

stana

up

leave table
head towards counter
stop at bar
catch eye of barman
order round

pay for drinks
with:

buy drink

required results to the user.

The pseudocode in Figure III shows

you write the new algorithm? One way
would be to put the more detailed
descriptions in the place of the less
detailed ones. Figure IV shows the results

stop crying
consume drink

Figure IV: A more detailed algorithm

becoming:
catch

eye of

0 artnan

order round
pay for drin ks
stop crying

Although this works, it's not very clear is
it? You could follow it step-by-step but
grasping the overall structure, seeing
how the thing works, becomes difficult. A
rather better way of adding the more t>
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PROGRAMMING

<

consume

clearer helps with programming Yet
there are a lot of questions remaining
Suppose that our editor didn't

in the mam algorithm.

go to bar
buy drink

So with Figure V you read:

drink

go to bar

understand:

and then look to the mini-algorithm en
titled "go to bar" to see precisely what

go to bar
stand up

this means. Once you've worked through
this step-by-step, you return to the first
piece of code and do the next instruction:

leave table
head towards counter

stop at bar

buy drink
catch eye of barman

pay for drinks

and needed to be told exactly how to do
it such as:

open wal let

buy drink

pass

This in turn sends you off to another,

order round

more detailed set of instructions. And if

pay for drinks
stop crying
Figure V: Same algorithm, different style

detailed instructions is shown in Figure V.
Here the earlier algorithm is shown in
full, but without all the added details. The
more precise instructions for each step
are given later on in the pseudocode.
Each of these mini-algorithms is shown
under the instruction it is elaborating.

The pseudocode still reads from top to

this gets you thinking of subroutines and
procedures - full marks.
One thing to grasp is that although the
layout of Figure V is different from Figure
IV, the actual instructions performed are
the

same.

However,

I

find

the

pseudocode of Figure V much easier to
understand. The first three lines give an
indication of what the whole thing is about
while the others give me more details
should I require them. They allow me to

over money

receive change

How would you fit this into the
pseudocode? Would you just substitute
the instructions for "pay for drinks'"^ Or

would you use another mini-algorithm?
And how would you show this9 And
suppose, unlikely though it be, that the
editor bought another round? How would
you deal with the repetition?
As these questions show, there's a lot
more to pseudocode than we've dealt
with here. We'll cover them all in the next

three months. As it is, try using the simple

bottom, one instruction at a time as
before. However, if an instruction needs

see the wood and then to hunt down

pseudocode structure shown here to plan

individual trees as necessary. Notice how

expanding you jump to the more detailed
description of that step. This is worked
through line-by-line and when it's fin
ished you go back to the next instruction

the underlining of the mini-algorithms'

your programs. While it may seem a bit
strange at first, I have little doubt that
you'll find that it makes your program
ming easier. Next month we'll be looking
at how pseudocode deals with decisions. •

titles and their indentation helps make
the scheme of things clearer.

And anything that makes an algorithm

YORK COMPUTER CENTRE
THE NORTHS LEADING ATARI SPECIALISTS

AUTHORISED ATARI DEALER FOR OVER 4 YEARS

DISCS

1040 STF keyboard only

£695.00

Winter Games
World Games

£895.00
£595.00

Psion Chess
Shuttle II
Leaderboard
Silent Service

520 STFM with built-in

Stargllder

1/2 meg drive + Hl-Res
mono monitor

520 STFMwith built-in 1/2 meg drive
520 STM with mouse

520 STM keyboard only

£495.00
£395.00
£295.00
£255.00

HOW TO ORDER
Post your order to the address below with your name

and address, enclosing a cheque or Postal order
payable to York Computer Centre, or phono our 24
hour Hotline with your Visa or Access number. All goods
despatched same day subject to availability. All Prices
include VAT at 1S%

Please add £1.50 postage and packing for software,
£5.00 for hardware and £12.00 for courier service.

Our shop Isopen 6 days a week from 9am to 6pm. In
the centre of York, we wi be happy to serve you and
demonstrate anything you wish to see.

WIDE RANGE OF
BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

10% DISCOUNT OFF THE
RRP OF ALL SOFTWARE

ALLSTslNCLUDE 10BLANK &5PROGRAM

1040 STF with Hl-Res
mono monitor
1040 STF with Mod-Res
colour monitor

ST ACCESSORIES

ST SOFTWARE

ST HARDWARE

The Pawn

Sky Fox
Alternate Reality
Phantasie II

Fight Simulator II
Typhoon
SIIcon Dreams

Degas Elite
DBMan
Zoom Racks 11
K-Comrnll

K-Spread
K-GraphH
Lattice C
Fast Basic
Back Pack

£22.45
£22.45
£22.45
£2245
£22.45
£22.45
£2245
£2245
£2245
£2245
£22.45
£44.95
£17.95
£17.95
£71.95
£102.50
£62.55
£44.95
£44.95
£44.95
£89.95
£80.95
£44.95

Atari 500K disc drive

Atari 1 meg drive
Atari 20 meg hard cfec
Cumana 1 meg drive
Cumana 1 meg twin
drive

Eidersoft 1 meg drive
Eidersoft 1 meg twin

£1351 D
£189.00
£650.00
£155.00
£265.00
£149.00

£239.00

drive

Philips 8533 Med-Res
colour monitor
Casio CZ230S

keyboard
WS 4000 modem

£285.00
£275.00
£169.( JO

BOX OF 10 DISCS
Branded/Guaranteed
3.5'SS/DD

£14.95

3.5" DS/DD

£19.95

Just a smol selection from our wide range.

Pleasering forfurther details.

DISC BOXES

YORK COMPUTER CENTRE

9 Davy gate Arcade), Davygate, York Y01 2SU
Teh 0904 A41SA2
Prestel MBX. 904641M2
Telecom Gold MIX 72:MAG90S26
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el: 0904 641862

E3

3.5" x 40 lockable
3.5'x 80 lockable

£11.95
£14.95

SERIOUS BUSINESS
SSh
or SERIOUS HOBBY

ATARI ST

OURSERVICE DOES NOTSTOP ATJUST GIVING COMPETITIVE PRICESAND A
FASTFRIENDLY SERVICE. WHY NOTJOINOUR COMPUTER GROUP PUBLIC
DOMAIN SOFTWARE SUPPLIED ATCOSTOF DISCSTO MEMBERS. LARGE
RANGEOF ATARI ST SOFTWARE/HARDWARE/BOOKS AVAILABLE.

-C

PROGRAMMERS

& ARTISTS

"SPECIAL PACK OFFER" )

Atari 520STFM Plus- includes massive one megabyte ot ram plus
integral half megabyte drive - R.R.P. £499.95

2ndDisc Drive - OneMegabyte Unformatted +Power supply

In November1987oursixtop earning programmers or artists will

R.R.P. £159.00

be going on an all expenses paid trip to the U.S.A. for 10 days

Usual price for the above package £658.95 inc VAT

visiting the offices and programmers of Michtron in Detroit and
then flying on to Las Vegas for the Comdex Show. We willalso be

KECM Special price of £539.95 inc VAT

Level 2 Disc Buyers Cost Only £499.95 inc VAT

taking in trips to an American football game and the Grand
Canyon.

If you're an experienced Programmer then you should seriously
consider using Microdeal as your publisher, we pay high
royalties regularly and ensure your program is marketed to give

Can you afford not to subscribe to our monthly disc
Asa computer group member you will receive a monthly disc
containing a currentpricelist+ special offersopen onlyto

maximum sales worldwide. If you're an accomplished ST Artist

members. Leveltwo will not onlygive you a larger discount on

then we can place you with a programmer to produce a joint

goods purchasedbutwill alsocontain items on programming,

effort of high quality. Send us a disk of your ST pictures for

CAD, music projects, etc. Members will be able to advertise S/H

evaluation.

equipment,and voicetheiropinions. Programming tips, hardware

If youdon'townanSTbutyou are an accomplished Programmer

projects and problems welcomed.

or Artist with a proven track record then please write to us with
your C.V. as you may qualify for loan equipment.
Microdeal acts as a publisher and represents Authors and Artists

Level one - yearly subscription of £19.95 inc VAT
Level two - yearly subscription of £34.95 inc VAT

Send £1.50inc. VAT &postage forintroductory disc

but does not directly employ.

Weslock all Atari computer equipment as well as ourown andother third party add
on's.Wespecialise incustom leadsfor TV monitors, etc.Microvitec etc.- system

Contact:

JOHN SYMES, Managing Director

cases - i.e.Hard drive andfloppies with P.S.U. inone housing - more deskspace.
Wecan provide specialist assistance ona onetoone basisforpeople and
organisation's needing toknow more about digitising, desktop publishing, midi/music,
CAD, etc. Please sand tordetailsot otherservices&products

•

MICRODEAL LTD,
ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING

Box 68, St Austell, Cornwall PL25 4YB

K.E.C.M. K3

KNIGHT ELECTRONICS (COMPUTERS &MUSIC)

ADDRESS: 8 WESTWOOD LANE, WELLING, KENT DA16 2HE

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY PLEASE

,VAT REGISTRATION NO. 4270353 73

^^-^™*

TELEPHONE: 01 301 3745

(24HR ANSWERPHONE)

TELEX 8951182GEC0MS G

JIL BATH COMPUTER SHACK Jll
YOU'VE PROBABLY HEAR ABOUT US!
UNIVERSITIES . SCHOOLS • COLLEGES • GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS • BUSINESSES
and

HUNDREDS OF CUSTOMERS SUPPLIED AND SUPPORTED THROUGHOUT UK &EUROPE

PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS OF LATEST ATARI MODELS
ST USER
GROUPS

ST DEALS

We will be delighted to
offer you

PLEASE CALL FOR OUR

SPECIAL

SPECIAL VALUE PACKS ALWAYS

DEALS

ON OFFER

PART EXCHANGE

LATEST PRICES

MAIL ORDER

3.5" DISCS
Bulk Pack
Box of Ten

Single Sided

ONLY

£15.00
+£1.00 P&P inc VAT

FINANCE

or

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 600 SQ FEET DEVOTED TO ATARI ST
Open Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.30pm or anytime by appointment

8E CHELSEA ROAD, LOWER WESTON, BATH. AVON «^J§>
TEL: 0225 310300

# *
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COUNTY SUPPLIES
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A-Z.

BYTEBACK
SPECIALIST
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Atari ST Stockists
19.95

Seastaker

19.95

Silenl Service

19.95

Black Cauldron

24.95

Silicom Dreams

16.95

Championship Wrestling

19.95
24.95

Skyfox
Space Pilot

19.95

Cutthroats
Eden Blues

19.95

Stargltder

Fleet St. Publisher

91.50

Strike Force Harrier

Flight Simulator II

WHATS NEW ???

ONLY

First Word Plus

GST

65

Fast Basic (+Stand Alone Disk!)

Computer Concepts

76

Fleet Street Publisher

Mirrorsoft

99

Publishing Partner
VIP Professional (Gem version)

Silica
VIP Tech.
Precision
Metacomco

Superbase (Gem version)
GEM Forth
Gauntlet

135
199
85
59

Epyx
Arena and Brataccas (Two Programs; Psygnosis
ONLY

GAMES

21

21
29
ONLY

ADVENTURES

24.95

10th Frame

Atternala Reality City

12.75
19.95
19.95
Phone

41.95

Startrek

Gato

24.95

Super Huey

Hollywood Hi-Jack

24.95

Time Blast

8.49

International Karate

16.95

Trailblazer

19.95

Kings Quest II

24.95

Two on Two Basketball

19.95

Karate Master

10.75

Ultima 2

24.95

Leaderboard

19.95

Wanderer

19.95

Liberator

10.75

Warzone/Fireblaster

19.95

Macadam Bumper

19.95

Winter Games

19.95

Music Studio

28.75

Witness

24.95

Ninja Mission

8.49

16.75

World Games

19.95

Pawn

19.95

Art Director

41.95

Psion Chess

19.95

Film Director

48.95

BUSINESS & BLANK DISKS

JOYSTICKS

Sage Bookkeeper
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus
Fuji3.5 SS/DD10pk
Fuji 3.5 DS/DD 10pk

12.25

Quickshot Turbo

5.95

Quickshot II

6.79

Cheetah 125

Comp Pro 5000
Konix Speed King

13.95
10.99

89.95

139.95
179.95
24.50
28.50

Leader Board

Access

Shanghai

Accolade

21

Hollywood HhJinx

Infocom

25

Int Karate

Activision

21

Moonmist

Infocom

25

A-Z COUNTY SUPPLIES. Tel: (0604) 24380
174 KETTERING ROAD, NORTHAMPTON NN1 4BE
MANY OTHER TITLESAVAILABLE- SEND SAE FOR FULLLIST

Hacker I or II

Activision

21

Hitch Hikers Guide

Infocom

25

LOCAL AUTHORITY ORDERS ACCEPTED

Space Riot

Anco

17

17

Skyfox

Artoiasoft

21

Silicon Dreams
Jewels of Darkness

Rainbird

Rainbird

17

Joust

Atari

25

Pawn

Rainbird

21

Tass Times

Activision

21

Star Raiders

Atari

25

Black Cauldron

Sierra

25

Super Huey

Cosmi

34

Alternate Reality

US Gold

21

Artie Fox

Elec. Arts

34

Q-Ball

17

Rogue
Supercycle

English
Epyx
Epyx
Epyx
Epyx

Eden Blues

ERE

Champ. Wrestling
Winter Games

ONLY
Antic

42

Batteries

21

Batteries

68

21

Degas
Degas Elite
SpriteGenerator

Eidersoft

34

21

ArtScribe

Magister

21

Mirrorsoft

42

Mirrorsoft

51

21

Macadam Bumper

ERE

21

Art Director

Basketball

Gamestar

21

Film Director

Trailbrfazer

Gremlin

21

Karate Master

Gremlin

11

UTILITIES & BUSINESS

OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE ADD £2.00 Pa P Sterling Only

O.

ONLY

Techmate Chess

Microdeal

21

GFA Basic

Shuttle II

Microdeal

21

GFA Compiler

Chipsoft
146
C.Concept 17
C. Concept 43
49
Gtentop
49
Glentop

Karate Kid II

Microdeal

21

K-Comm2

Kuma

Major Motion

Microdeal

21

Kuma

43

Kuma

68

Kuma

26

Typhoon

Gremlin

17

ST Accounts

MGT

Loridels

21

Disk Doctor

Ninja Mission

Mastertronic

8

Back Pack

I ! I

F71 1 1 1

CAD 3D

21

PayaHo tn A-7 County S jpplies

Cheque/PO £

TITLE

ART

21

TITIF

TITLE

43

Time Bandit

Microdeal

25

K-Graph2
K-Spread2

Liberator

MicroValue

11

K-Ram

Timetdast

MicroValue

9

Plutos

MicroValue

12

SDI

Mindscape

39

ProCopyST

M. Finger

29

Harrier Strike

Mirrorsoft

21

Zoomracks II

Microdeal

68

Microdeal

26

o.'

Edf I

I

ATARI HARDWARE
520 STM (1/2 meg ram)
520 STMD + (1 meg ram)
520 STFM(1/2 meg ram + 1/2 meg drive &mouse)
520 STFM + (1meg ram +1/2 meg drive & mouse)
1040 STF (1 meg ram + 1 meg drive &mouse)

£249.95*
£349.95*
£379.95*
£479.95*
£559.95*

520 STFM & SM 125 HI RES MONO MONITOR
1040 STF & SM 125 HI RES MONO MONITOR

£479.95*
£659.95*

SF314 1/2 meg DISKDRIVE (tree dust cover)
SF354 1meg DISKDRIVE (tree dust cover)

£139.95
£184.95

SC125 12" HIGH RES MONO MONITOR (free dust cover)
SC1224 12" MEDIUMRES COLOUR MON. (free dust cover)

£134.95
£379.95

*Comes with 5 disk pack of Public Domain software including CPM emulator, 5

Lattice C

Metacomco 76

MCC Assembler

Metacomco 43

blank disks and dust covers for hardware all freelll
NO HIDDEN EXTRAS-WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU PAYI

DUST COVERS
520ST/STM/STFM, 1040STF
SF314/354 DISK DRIVES
SM124, SM125, CM36512, SC1224/1424 MONITORS

£3.95
£2.95
£4.50

Mercenary

Novagen

21

Disk Help

3D Chess

Psion

21

17

Battery Powered Keyboard Vaccuum

Deep Space
Starglider

29

Mi-Print
Michtron Utilities

Microdeal

Psygnosis

Microdeal

34

ST to Centronics Printer Lead
ST to RS232 Modem Lead

Rainbird

21

Cornerman

Microdeal

26

Phantasie II

SSI

21

Mighty Mail

Microdeal

25

Right Sim. II

Sub Logic

42

TRIMbase

Talent

76

10th Frame

US Gold

21

Write 90

XLEnt

LDW BASIC COMPILER - MAKE YOUR ST BASIC PROGRAMS STAND
ALONE AND RUN SUPERFAST FROM THE DESKTOP. WRITE FOR MORE
INFO & SEND BLANK DISK OR £1.75 FOR DEMO PROGRAMS. LIST PRICE
£59 -OUR PRICE LESS10% ONLY £53.10

1040 ST-F (+10 Disks!)
520ST-FM (+10 Disks!)
Triangle Single Disk Drive
Triangle Graphics Tablet
Quickshot II joystick
Keyboard or Disk Drive Cover

550

Monochrome monitor

139

375

Colour monitor (Medium Res.)

375

139

Triangle Double Disk Drive

219

285

Multiform Disk Box(40)

16

8

Quickshot II Turbo joystick

13

8

Mouse Mat

9

Public Domain Software Only 3.50 per Disk (or less!)
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FIRST CLASS POST

Telephone (0636) 79097 tor personal assistance.
Send cheque or Postal Order to:

BYTEBACK
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Most other ST Commercial Software list price less 10%

ONLY

ONLY

HARDWARE

17

DEPT AST, 20a SPRING GARDENS,
NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 4UW

£9.95
£10.95
£10.95

BLANK DISKS AT LOWEST PRICES

All disks made by a top manufacturer to highest standards, allcertified100%
error free. 2 fori replacement on any faulty disc other than by mis-use.
BLANK 3 1/2" DISKS

135tpi
SS/DD

10
£13.95

25
£31.95

50
£59.95

10 cased
£14.95

Fu]l MF. 1DD £19.95

DS/DD

£16.95

£36.95

£72.95

£17.95

Fuji MF. 2DD £23.95

LOCKING D. BOX for 40 £10.45 -with 25 SS/DD £43.95-25DS/DD
£47.95. LOCKING D. BOX for 90 £14.95 -with 509 SS/DD £75.95 50DS/DD £85.95

Many ATARI 8 &16 Bitprograms-just write for more info. Cheques etc.
Payable to STORT SOFT. (International orders add 10% and remit in pounds
sterling by bank draft or Intl.Giro.)
Send to
STORT SOFT

18 Crown Close, Sheering

Bishop Stortford, Herts. CM22 7NX

VIP PROFESSIONAL!
THF POWER
pniHFR OF
np IinVTIlS
1-9.4 ON
nil TUC
«T«DICTLimi
THE
LOTUS 1-2-3
THE ATARI
ST
1ST SOFTWARE

'LOTUS PLUS GEM'

INTEGRATED

Probably the most impressive program to have been rel

eased so far for the Atari ST range, VIP Professional is an SPREADSHEET
HATH
extremely easy to use, integrated spreadsheet, database !*WIABjAoC
and graphics program which is identical both in features

and commands to Lotus 1-2-3'". To give you the best
program possible on your Atari ST, VIP Professional integ

GRAPHICS
WITH

rates the three essential applications of Lotus 1-2-3™ with

LOTUS 1-2-3

the smart face of GEM. The same spreadsheet analysis,
information management and extraordinary business

COMPATIBILITY

graphics are all combined in one easy to learn, affordable
package. What's more, VIP Professional not only has all

the features of 1-2-3'", you can also type the same comm
ands to do the same things. Or, better still, you can use a
mouse to make it even simpler! VIP requires only one disk
drive to operate and also works with a hard disk drive. It is

£199
(+VAT=£228.85)

compatible with both monochrome and colour systems. Probably the most surprising

feature of VIP Professional is not its total compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3'", nor its ease

of use with the GEM environment, but its price. Lotus 1-2-3'" for the IBM PC AT costs

£395 (+VAT=£454.25), whereas VIP Professional for the Atari ST range of computers is
a mere £199 (+VAT=£228.85). That's nearly HALF PRICE!

M SPREADSHEET

I VIP Professional was modelled after the powerful, best selling

^^B Lotus 1-2-3*" program. It has every feature, every command of
I that program. In fact, the experienced 1-2-3'" user will feel
I right at home using the same keystrokes. Butthis version

| is made even easier to use by adding the user friendly

face of GEM,so the beginner can use it right away. Ifyou
want to do your home budgets, financial planning, or sophisticated
business inventory control or budget modelling, VIP Professional willfit
the bill. And you can freely use 1-2-3'" or VIP Professional files created on
other computers in VIP Professional on your Atari ST. And Professional is not
only flexible, it's powerful too, with a full 8,192 row by 256 column worksheet to

use with up to a massive 4Mb of memory. (Note: Lotus 1-2-3'" has only2,048 rows)

-ffe DATABASE

••j^BJ VIP Professional includes a powerful data manager to arrange, store and analyse

^m your important information. It can be used to store your home or business records
^J and do extensive searches, sorts and comparisons It allows up to 8192 records, with
^•^^ up to 256 fields and queries and 256 search criteria The database manager can be used

M,

I in conjunction with the spreadsheet commands to add greater power to the database facilities

including sorting specific ranges of the database. You can also specify how you sort files from the

highest value to the lowest value (orfrom the lowest to the highest), or alphabetically (forwards or backwards). The
graphics part of VIP Professional can be used to show trends in the database or other information. With its powerful

statistical functions, it has almost limitless power.

GRAPHICS

3

i ndividua

VIP gives shape to your figures by letting you graph your data into six different types of graphs, in startling colour or black
and white. Pie charts, bar graphs, stacked bar graphs, line graphs, scatter graphs and X/Y graphs. You can graph you
spreadsheet or database data to give instant professional presentations. Your graphs will change instantly as you change
thedata. When creating a graph you may specify a main heading, a sub heading and a third title at thebase ofthegraph

The necessary scales can be defined either by the user or automatically created. In pie graphs, the most important
section of the pie can be separated from the othersections to drawattentionto its importance. You maysave graphs
My on diskfor use at a laterdate. You can also print your graph on any Epson compatible dot matrix printer.

• VIP Professional has 'Instant Help' so youcan find more information instantly.
• VIP calculates to a full300digits against Lotus1-2-3'"whichonly calculates to 100.
• VIP allowsfor 256Query Fieldsagainst only32 allowed by Lotus1-2-3™.
• VIP has a complete GEM interface, for ease ot use, unlike the text of Lotus 1-2-3'".

• VIP allowsdifferentfonts and has an on/off cellgrid. Notfound in Lotus1-2-3™.
• VIP supports greater memory and larger spreadsheets than Lotus 1-2-3™.

• VIP graphsand worksheet can be viewed together.Piecharts can be exploded.
• VIP can accept any WKS files from Lotus 1-2-3™ without modification.
• VIP displays all spreadsheet information in user-sizeable GEM windows.

• VIP can be manipulated usingeither the keyboard or the user friendly mouse.

» VIP iscurrently available for theAMIGA, ST and APPLE lie, lieand IIGS.

OFFICIAL UK VERSION
The official UK version of VIP Pro

fessional has a pound (£) sign as a
standard part of its character set.

Other versions have also been imp
orted unofficially from the USA and
have a dollar ($) sign instead of a £

sign. These versions will not be supported
by the UK distributors or their dealers. Ensure

that the VIP you buy is the official UK version
an unofficial import with incorrect characters.

nnj"i7i7iTJfiiiTQTiTftli"j^T[]
To: SilicaShop Ltd, Dept ATSTR 0587,1-4The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

I Please send me further details of VIP Professional for the ST
J Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

/IP Professional is available from Atari ST Dealers throughout the UK.If your local dealer
toes not have VIP in stock, it can be obtained by mail order (P&P free) from:

SILICA SHOP Ltd, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,
Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
Mlcomparisons made to Lotus 1-2-3'" are to version 1A.

Tel: 01-3091111
E&OE

Postcode:

I am interested in the Atari ST

•

I already own an Atari ST

•

I
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REVIEW

All the
news fit

to print
Cursor option which displays pre

READ all about it, read all about it,
Fleet Street Publisher for sale! No, it's
not another take-over bid, but the

Alan Goldsbro gets
geared up to join
the press barons

selected information on the status line just

of the processes of DTP by taking you
through the majority of the commands

Function buttons and the Alternate Key.

announcement of an exciting new release
from Mirrorsoft - Fleet Street Publisher.

has been out of reach of Atari users, but

to the full.

DTP is concerned with the production

of inexpensive documents combining text
and graphics, laying out to make the best
visual impact and printing hard copies, all
without the need to use traditional meth

ods of publishing, What's more, it can be
done on your ST, enabling you to keep
control over your document throughout
the publishing process.

and caps indicator.
Macro facilities are available via the

Until now desk top publishing (DTP)
now, thanks to Fleet Street Publisher, ST
owners can use the power of their micro

above the page. For instance x/y coordi
nates, current mode, number of words

and modes.

FSP has five modes of operation:
• Picture Block enables you to move, size
and copy pictures.

• Picture Edit lets you draw or edit pic
tures at the pixel level.
• Box Rule allows you to create, position,

size, copy and move boxes.
• Text Block is the same as Picture Block,
but works with text.

•

Text Edit mode enables you to enter

Having written your text it can be
stored on a clipboard for future use or the
whole file can be saved to disc.

The second stage is deciding on the
pictures or diagrams you want to use to
illustrate the document. More than 140

images are stored on the graphics disc,
all of which can be modified to suit your
reguirements.
There is a stand-alone art conversion

program which will convert Art Director,
Degas mono and colour files and Neo

and edit text.

chrome files to the .IMG standard used

discs and 200 page manual exudes
friendliness. Anyone who feels at ease

All these, plus a text mode overflow
indicator are all placed conveniently

and each converted file will occupy

with the Gem environment, 1st Word and

down the left hand side of the screen.

any of the current drawing programs will
soon be producing exciting newsletters

There are five stages to creating a
document and using the Guided Tour.

and impressive notices.
A wealth of information is packed into
the documentation for the complete com

under an hour.

puter or publishing novice starting with a
gentle introduction showing how to get

can be created either by typing directly
into FSP or alternately by using a word

Fully Gem-based, this package of three

the best from the manual.

(

There are seven chapters: Glossary of
Terms, An Introduction to Desk Top Pub

lishing, Introduction to Fleet Street Pub
lisher, The Guided Tour (tutorial), Fleet
Street Publisher in detail, Fleet Street

Publisher Management, The Publishing
Process and bringing up the rear, the

I was able to produce my first A4 sheet in

Stage one is producing the text. This
processor, providing it generates Ascii
files. Habawnter and 1st Word are
suitable.

The Text Edit mode functions are simi
lar to those in a basic word processor.
Blocks of text can be deleted, moved,

copied or changed to a different font and
size. Extra care is needed here as blocks

Appendices.

have to be accurately pinpointed. It takes

Unless you are experienced in the field
of publishing the manual's tutorial section
will be a good place to start. Its intention
is to provide you with a basic knowledge

some considerable skill to define a single
word but this can be achieved with

Product: Fleet Street Publisher
Price: £115

Supplier: Mirrorsoft, 115MaxwellHouse, 74
Worship Street, London EC2A 2EN
(01-3774648)
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practice.

Comprehensive search and replace

by FSP. This requires 40k of disc space
slightly less space than the original.
Stage three is designing the page
layout. Whether you've typed directly to
the screen or are about to load in text

from an external source, you must first
design your page.
You can select the page size from A4
letter, B5 letter, US letter, US legal and
tabloid. The default page size is A4 and
there are a number of further options

apart from the different sizes of page.
Margins are set by default and until
you've become accustomed to them are
best left that way. You can set the number

of columns, the gap between them (the
gutter) has a default value of 6mm and the
program will automatically calculate the
width. The column guides are displayed
as dotted outlines.

You can see the layout by selecting the
Fit Window option from the magnification

facilities are available. Choose from

menu, and the whole page is laid out on

Search for, Match Case, Any Case,

the left hand side of the screen.

Replace With, Replace Case, Forward

The penultimate stage is merging text

and Reverse direction, Replace All and

and graphics into pre-defined columns.
Text and graphics may be sized on the
page both m reduction and enlargement.

Search Next.

A handy feature is the Information at

REVIEW

Desk

File Options Typography Layout

I

Typefaces can be altered in size and
style and the context of your document

ITEXT EDIT

can be altered to achieve the best pos
sible appearance.

Just as text can be modified, pictures
can be re-scaled both in enlargement
and reduction. Depending upon the size
of re-scaling this can take from a few

seconds for minor adjustments to
approximately four minutes to re-scale a
guarter page to a full page.

All pictures can be cropped to fit in
with existing text columns but this, like
scaling, needs accurate positioning of the
mouse pointer to stop the picture from
moving.

6 Figure I: Entering

ilB tfie text

imb^i file Qptions Typography Lauout

One excellent feature of the picture
block mode is the facility to rotate the
picture clockwise in one degree incre
ments.

IPICTURf BLOCK

To highlight a picture or frame an
advertisement, Box Rule mode is

selected. The default weight (thickness)
is 1 point, although any weight can be
selected to suit the emphasis reguired.
Rules (lines separating text), are also
produced via the box rule mode. These
can be either vertical or horizontal, and
again the weight can be altered to suit
your reguirements.

The final stage in productionis printing
the document. The output can be sent to
either a dot matrix printer or to disc.
Either a whole page or any portion can
Figure II: Adding the
pictures

Qpak File Options Typography LjjjOUt
•;

and conseguently can be re-loaded as a

* i

picture.

TJPICTJJRE BLOOT

Output to a printer is to the Epson FX

fiiff "Beret

series or compatibles by default.
However, there are options to allow other

; M

Returns After f|

printers to be used: A user definable

Fraud Scandaf

printer control editor is included for
printers other than the FX.

|By Otto Blunt
; Legendary pop star and;
•sell^Dtdained

It takes approximately five minutes to
print out a draft page and final quality
takes ten. As for the quality, well, it's still
dot matrix but definitely presentable.
Unfortunately, even if you have access
to a laser printer your hard copy will still

Bhuddtst,

!monk Bill Beiet leturned1
>tO Britain yesterday from*
',& long vacation that took;
•him

all over the world.-

]But the holidayalso saw]
'him tall mto very deep j.
[trouble

when he wa^

[

•arrested an fraud charges
]m South America.
[
; Bill

(real

name Joe; .

take on the appearance of a dot matrix
printout until Mirrorsoft produces the

•Raphascutli), aged 32, ir- I
]one ol the most popular]
•and

be output. If you choose the disc option
the page will be saved as an image file

highly-paid pop

jstais in the world. Sales;

1*

Figure III: Magnifying
a section of the page

JJesk File Options Typography Lagout

required printer drivers. To whet your
appetite, a laser printer will produce a
pattern of 300 dots per inch while a stan

dard dot matrix can only manaqe 72 dots
per inch at normal density.

Itext edit

There's nothing much more to say
about FSP except to tell you it was the

FLEET STREET NEWS

most

exciting

review

I've

ever

undertaken. Even though I think the

Bill Beret"

asking price is a little high considering

fraud Scandal

you can't achieve laser quality output, it'll
go right to the top of my collection and

Returns After v|||§

|By Otto Blur.*

\

what's more I don't think I'll be the only
one to make that decision.

; Legendary pop star and;

•mm

oil

ovei

ll;

|3u1 the holiday
'him fall mto v
[trouble wher.

Figure IV: Adding
the headlines

Presentation
Graphics
Ease of use
Value for money
Overall

•
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g
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The truth about

TELEX
How much does it cost

to go on Telex?
You could go the conventional way and buy a
dedicated Telex machine. The cheapest will cost

If you're interested in all
things Atarian then you
certainly shouldn't miss
the great second birthday

you £1,604 (the Whisper), the dearest £2,892 (the
Cheetah). You will also need a separate tele

phone line, costing £101 to install, plus £404 a
year rental. That's a total outlay over the first year

issue of Atari User. There's

lots of up-to-the-minute

of a minimum of £2,109. (All prices include VAT.)
Or you could do what more and more micro
users are doing - useyourAtari ST to double as a
Telex machine. Andjust use your ordinary tele

news and features, plus

some great competitions
for you to enter.
Also featured in the new-

style bumper sized issue:

phone!

• A super little utility - a pop up calculatorfor use
from your Basic programs - just like the ST!
• Two exiting games, including a high-speed
spaceship game which is really addictive.

Atari ST into sT

• The second part of Len Golding's three part series
on making your Basic programs automatically

Telex machine?
All you need is a modem and appropriate

How do I turn m y

load when you switch on the computer.

communications software (see the advertise
ments in this issue), a telephone, and a sub
scription to MicroLink.

• Stephen Williamson provides a set of additional
routines for his Advanced Character Set Editor
featured last month. These allow loading and

Telex is justone ofa growing number ofservices

saving of character data plus some other useful

features.

• Our gadgets series considers the Atari's lack of
analog joysticks, and constructs a device to allow
the machine to use a graphics mapper via two
analog potentiometers.

shopping, create your own closed user group,
send telemessages and electronic mail right
round the world, download free telesoftware

programs directly into your micro . . . and much

• Our full colour adventure map this issue is from
Planetfall, one of Infocom's all-time classic

more.

adventures - plus all the usual hints and tips.
• Also: Software reviews, mailbag. Five Liners,

But why use Telex?

utilities and a full index to the first two years of

Because it's a standard means of instant
communication between businesses. Today

Atari User.

On sale at your newsagent on May 1, or why not
make sure you get every issue hot from the presses
by completing and returning the coupon below.

r-'

available to micro users on MicroLink. With ityou
can also read the news as it happens, go tele-

there are 150,000 Telex machines in use in Britain
- and more than 2 million worldwide. They need

it to dramatically speed up business communi

cations -just as quick as using the phone but far
more efficient, because you have a hard copy of
every "conversation" for your records.

Please send me the next 12
issues of Atari User for £12.
Expiry date

• Access/Mastercharge/Eurocard/BarclaycardA/isa

/

But there's a big bonus you get when you use
MicroLink for Telex that the conventional way

Card No. | | | | | I I I I I I I 1 I I [

doesn't offer.

With MicroLink you don't HAVE to be in your

D Cheque/PO made payable to Atari User.

office to send or receive Telex messages. You can

just as easily use your computer at home (or even
a portable). So nowyou can check whether there
are any Telex messages waiting for you anywhere, anytime. How's that for your business

Name.

SignedAddress-

efficiency?
Post to: Atari User, Europa House,

68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
Phone orders: 061-480 0171
Telecom Gold: Mailbox No. 72:MAG001

Don't forget to include
yourcredit card number

Prestel: Key*89. Mailbox No. 614568383

and full address.
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A prince among WPs
MANY people must have been won
dering when the final version of 1st Word
Plus would be launched for the Atari ST

Paul Hendy finds

series. It has recently appeared for the
much publicised PC market, aimed
clearly at the Amstrad PC. And the de

worth waiting for

alter the default ruler.

1 st Word Plus well

an agreement with Atari for the mar

keting of the ST version.
Now it has hit the streets it was

can honestly say that it is without doubt

one of the best and easiest word process

ample, you can change to double spacing
elite text, part way through the document.

As you then move the cursor through
the text you will see the ruler at the top of
the screen, and at any time you may alter
the values of that current ruler by clicking

signer, GST Software, has at last come to

certainly worth the wait. Having been
sent a pre-release version a while ago, I

In addition, the pull-down menu allows
you to add new rulers so that, for ex

remaining, number of words and the
amount of disc space available - most
welcome for those who have to write to
specific guidelines.

The block menu has not changed from

on the small symbol.

Similarly, at any point in the text
following a new ruler, that particular ruler
can be deleted, and the text will then be

1st Word and is involved with the move

governed by the ruler previously in force.
It may sound confusing but it is m fact

ment of text within the document. Sec

very easy to use.

tions may be cut, pasted, moved, copied
and deleted as would be expected, and
the speed is dependant on the length of
Layout, concerned with the ruler. Look

to disc, to overcome the limitation of ram.

I would comment that some means of
adding the default ruler would be nice. It
seems that when you decide to add a
ruler it remembers the last values
entered, and you have to alter these back
to your original values if you wish to

ing at the top of the screen, the ruler has a

When loaded you are presented with a

revert to the default ruler.

small symbol at its right hand edge.

Rather than show the ruler, it is pos
sible to show the current cursor position

ors I have ever used.

The clarity of the hi-res monochrome

monitor and the on-screen display of print
controls, such as bold, italic and
underlining, make it a joy to use. It also

has the option for disc-sharing, whereby
very long documents can be processed

in sections, involving reading and writing
window for file selection. Either click on a

file that already exists, or type in the
name of a new file to move to edit mode,

where you now create or modify the
document. There are eight pull-down

the file.

There is a completely new menu called

Clicking on this opens a window of infor

mation about ruler length, type style, jus
tification, tabs, and any changes made

by page and line number - useful for

knowing when you are reaching the end O

menus at the top of the screen and users

of 1st Word will recognise many of the
commands. However, the additions are
numerous and important.

The file menu is concerned with load
ing and saving files, and there is now the
welcome addition of Save and Resume.

This enables you to save your file, and
then continue editing from the same
point.

Blocks oftext can be saved for merging
into other documents and 1st Word users

should not that the layout option has been

Figure I: Opening

removed and expanded into a menu of

screen, about to load

options in its own right.

dictionary, showing

The old edit menu has been changed

box of characters

and simplified to get rid of the rather

that can be inserted
into text using the

laborious means of setting and going to
markers. An additional option is Goto

mouse.

page, enabling fast movement through
M File

the text.

Edit Block Layout Style Spelling InVLIiim Help
A:\TEST,DOC

This works, but I feel that the process of

[....A,

moving to the mouse, selecting the menu
and option, then specifying the number is
still rather cumbersome - a key combin
ation might have been preferable.

•A,,..A,,,,A,
rtfrlinwl i r j f i , I , ., 1.1

jirTis-Ts-iriT*
condensed*

[,.

Graphics node

Read picture^,,
Delete picture

Hon it has hit the streets it Mas certainl

Having been sent a pre-release version ove
honestly say that it is Hithout doubt one
word processors I have ever used, It does

Automatic hyphenation while refor
matting has been added to this menu, as

limitations for those not used to a House,
control, but the clarity of the hi-res Hon

has Statistics. This will give valuable

on-screen display of print controls, eg bo
underlining, Hake it a joy to use,

information about the size of file, memory

Uhen booted, a NindoH appears on the right
displaying the various files (not as icons
selected far the nain progran, On the disc

Product: 1st Word Plus
Price: £79.95

Supplier: Electric Software. Unit 8, Crowwell Business Centre, New Road, St.
Ives, Cambs. PE17 4BC
Tel: 0480 66433

Figure II: Editing two

extra files that Mill be described later,
presented with a window for file selection

file already existing, or typing in the na

documents at a time.
The left document
shows the text in
graphics mode.
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REVIEW

M File

Edit

one document at a time and blocks of text

Block Layout Style lilJIIIil-l Graphics Help

i

B'MSTREU DOC
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0

available controls how much text can be

in memory at any one time.
One of the criticisms of 1st Word was

1 FIHD I
1 GUESS {

•sophisticate

sophisticated
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sophistication
soporific

i reveal thi
i the currei
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: opening ui
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Figure III: The
spelling checker
browse option, used
to check a spelling

I

soprano
sopranos

ORRSCTION
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1

here. Also note the

sordidly
sordidness

Subject ti
work on hi

conditional page. If
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there is insufficient

EXIT 1
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another. Obviously the amount of ram

0

apnpratinci *

Find: sophisticate)
~*j Entering <

can be cut from one and inserted into

:1 S

"_

In*

CriPS

CEHTER

< of a page.

Another option allows you to "read" a
ruler And on selection the program will
look through a file specified and read the
first ruler it encounters. Conseguently

room, this entire

that it was not easy to control the printer,
depending as it does on the Install printer
from the desktop. The system is now
much more elegant. A small status line in
the opening screen shows which printer
driver has been installed. Clicking on this
opens up a menu of printer drivers, any of
which may be selected.
Writing a new driver file is well

explained in the manual and the process

paragraph will be

is now much more rapid and easier to

transferred to a

achieve. I wish that hex versions of all the

new page

how many people refer to this animal and GST has catered for American and

English by including both familiarise and
familiarize, for example.

you could store a series of dummy files on
the disc for various layout templates, and

You may be surprised if you select
graphics mode with this menu because
the text will suddenly change shape. GST

then read them as reguired. This would

drivers had been included for users who

wish to make very minor changes to a
particular driver.
As if this wasn't enough, GST has also
added a comprehensive mail-merge
facility. This will allow for not only normal

states that this is to achieve a better size

mail-merging, but reformatting whilst
merging, extra commands for indenting
and line spacing, justification or ragged

go some way to answering the criticism

ratio with the pictures, which can be

after the insertion of the data, and more.

about the default ruler mentioned earlier

drawn with many computer drawing

GST has included some samples on the

packages for the Atari, then placed in a
document where they may be moved

Data fields can be skipped, and you
can write form letters consisting entirely

disc.

The layout option has been moved

around.

of commands for powerful merging work.
Commands and keywords are entered in
light text (using f4) and these are read
and interpreted by the program to con
trol the printed output. In addition the

here from the old file menu, a sensible

A nice feature is that text can then be

move, and the final two options are for
footnotes Selecting footnote format
allows you to set up the limits on the page
for footnotes, and selecting add footnote

inserted around, or on to the graphics

image Obviously this option is only of use
to those people capable of printing the
output properly. On the disc, GST

enables you to add small notes at the foot

includes a snapshot program for taking
screen shots of other programs while

ate files, but printed as an integrated

The current cursor position will have
an incrementing figure inserted in super

they are running. These may then be

whole.

script, and a small window opens for the
footnote text. The system works well and
should be handy for those who need to fill
their pages of text with numerous small

The help function is very similar to the

proprietary databases, included DB

one in 1st Word, whereby extra help may

Master One, H & D Base, and the sadly
missed LaserBase. For anybody who has
need of a flexible merging system, 1st

of the page.

footnotes.

There is an addition to this menu,

allowing text to be justified on the right
margin, rather than the normal left or full
justification. This isn't used very often but
some people prefer it for addresses, or

brought into 1st Word Plus documents.

be turned on, generating a window of
information every time a menu option is

selected, or where specific help can be

given on a range of 1st Word facilities.
Entering and editing text is almost the

system allows for files to be nested and/or
chained together in a variety of ways, so
that entire books can be written as separ

Data can be accepted from a variety of

Word Plus probably has all the facilities
needed. It has the facility for printing in
multi-columns a feature that I would have

same, with the function keys giving vari

preferred to be available from the main

ous style and formatting facilities. Con
ditional paging is possible and the mam

word processor.
So what can be said as criticism?

One of the major new additions is the

edit window can be reduced to reveal
the box of extra characters underneath

Goto Page should be simplified, and

spelling checker: Selecting load diction

for insertion at the current cursor position.

jumping a paragraph at a time should be
made possible. The spelling checker

for scriptwritmg.

ary causes the massive disc dictionary to
be loaded into memory.

The range of characters has been
increased to include Return, Tab, fixed

Movement through the text using the

could be easier to use - for example, on

finding an unrecognised word, the

lot of desk accessories already in

space and others, thus opening up the
possibility of using the word processor by

memory you may not have enough room,

mouse alone for people with limited

especially on the unexpanded 520ST.

physical movement.

Checking takes place from the current
cursor position, activated from the menu

features of cursor control with Shift and

case of the letter at the cursor position,

or by pressing Escape and the speed is

Control key combinations. This is an

and perhaps another to swap adjacent

improvement on word processors that
only offer one or the other and caters for

as 'teh'.

This takes some time, and if you have a

unbelievable.

On finding an unrecognised word, you

may browse through the dictionary and
replace the word automatically with the
option of adding new words to the dic
tionary or simply altering the word by
hand. Browsing shows just how large the
dictionary is, with, for example, 13 entries
just concerned with anaesthesia.
The ubigmtous aardvark appears - just
76 Atari ST User May 1987

GST has duplicated many of the mouse

those users who dislike having to leave

window of possible replacements is
automatically opened.
I would have liked to see a control key
combination to automatically change the

letters entered in the wrong order, such
However, these criticisms are minor

the keyboard while editing. The charac

when compared to the overall feel of this

ter table is exciting for those who cannot
control a normal keyboard, because

almost everything can be done with the

word processor. It positively oozes with
features designed to make the process of
entering, editing, formatting and printing

mouse if necessary.

text easier, and GST is to be con

Subject to the limitations of memory

space, it is possible to work on more than

gratulated for bringing it out - despite the
long wait.

•

~^^^^^^^~~
INPUT/OUTPUT

MEMORY
* 512Kbytes RAM (520ST-M. FM)
* 1024Kbytes RAM (1040ST-F)

•MIDIout
•MIDI in

* 192Kbyf.es ROM

* audio out
1.0V DC peak to peak, 10K ohm
•audioin
. 1.0V DC peak to peak, 10K ohm
•RGBmonitor
1.0VDC, 75ohm
* mono monitor
...
1.0V DC, 75 ohm

* 12BKbytes external plug-in ROM option

• Motorola 68000 Central Processing
Unit (CPU) with a clock speed ol 8MHz

(5pin DIN) 31.25Kbaud
(5pin DIN) 31.25Kbaud

* mono horizontal scan rate
* mono vertical scan rate

35.7KHz
71.2KHz

• 16-bit external data bus
• 32-bit internal data bus
• 24-bit address bus

* sync

•8*32-bit data & address registers
• 7 levels of interrupts

•harddisk
•mouse

• 56 instructions

•joystick
standard A tan connector
• cartridge port
128K capacity
• RFoutput (520ST-FM)
for TV use

* modem/serial

RS232C, 50 to 19,200 baud

• floppy disk
'.

• 14 addressing modes
*5 data types

• DMA(Direct Memory Access)

5VDC (active low) 3.3K ohm

_^_

250 Kbits/s

11.3 Mbits/s
standard Atari connector

OPERATING SYSTEM

• real time clock as standard

• TOS with GEM environment in ROM
•hierarchical file structure with

sub-directories and path names
• user interface via GEM, with self
explanatory command functions

* full bit-mapped display
* palette of 512 colours
Ualng Atari Monitor* (on 520 & 1040).

• multiple windows + icons

* 640*400 high resolution - monochrome

• windowresizing, re-positioningStnd erasing

* 640*200 medium resolution - 4 colours
"320*200 low resolution - 16 colours

•drop down menus (selected by mouse)
• GEM virtual device interface

* 80 column text display (40 col low res)
Utlng Domestic TV (on 520):

COMMUNICATIONS

* 640*200 medium resolution - 4 colours
* 320*200 low resolution - 16 colours

* 40 columns * 25 line text display

•RS-232C serial modem port
• 8-bit parallel printer port
• MIDI port (also for networking use)

•high precision

• 3 programmable sound channels
• frequency programmable 30Hz - 125KHz
• programmable volume

• wave & dynamic envelope shaping
• programmable attack, decay, sustain, release
• Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI)
• MIDI allows connection of synthesisers etc.

•2 button control
• free with 520ST-FM/1040ST-F

• VT52 terminal emulation

• non slip ball motion sensor
• removable ball for easy cleaning

KEYBOARD

• GEM desktop * TOS operating system

•standard QWERTY typewriter format
• 95 full stroke keys
• 10 function keys
• 18 key numeric keypad * cursor keys
• variable auto-repeat & key click response

• ST BASIC interpreter/language system

• keyboard processor reduces CPU overhead

... ITS AFFORDABLE
ONLY FROM SILICA

Finally,there's a personal computer that not only solves problems like other computers, but also solves
the one problem that other computers have created. Affordability. SilicaShop are pleased to present the
ST range of personal/business computers from Atari The ST was designed utilizingthe most recent
breakthroughs in semiconductor technology, producing a personal computer that performs tasks with
fewerparts, Which means it costs less to make.And less to buy. The latest ST computersnow include
built in power supplies and built in disk drives. The TOS operating system and GEMwindowenvironment
are now on ROM chips which are already installed in the ST keyboard. This enables automatic instant
bootingwhen you switchon. SilicaShop are pleased to offer the complete AtariST range. Our mailorder
department is situated in Sidcup and we have 4 retail outlets at Sidcup, Orpington, Lion House

(Tottenham CourtRd) and Selfridges (Oxford Street). Wehaveeightyearsexperience of Atari products
longer than any other UK company, and are well established as the UK's No.1 Atari specialist. With a

group turnoverof over £5 million and in excess of 70staff,we provideunbeatable serviceand support. We
provideseveralfacilities whichyouwill findinvaluable duringyourAtari computing lifeand mostof these
facilitiesare available ONLY FROM SILICA. We suggest that you read through what we have to offer,
before you decide where to purchase your Atari ST.

FREE STARTER KIT - Only From Silica

WhBn you purchase any Atari ST keyboard, you will not only receivethe best valuefor moneycomputer
on the market, butyouwill also receive the following from AtariCorporation as part ofthe package'
• BASIC Language Disk ' BASIC Manual ' ST Owners Manual ' TOS/GEMon ROM
If you buy your ST from Silica Shop, you will also receive:
' NEOchrome - colour graphics program
' 1st Word- WordProcessor

The affordability of Atari computers is reflected in the price of the

520ST-M keyboard, which is a mere £259 (inc VAT). This version of
the ST comes with 512K RAM, as well as a modulator and leac
direct connection to any domestic TV. The price does not include a

1040ST-F
For the businessman and the more serious home user, Atari have

their most powerful model, the 1040ST-F with 1028K RAM. This low
cost powerhouse can be introduced into a business environment as

a stand-alone system, or can support a mainframe computer as a

terminal. The 1040ST-F not only features twice as much memory as

mouse. In addition, when you buy your 520ST-M from Silica, you
will also receive the FREE Silica 'ST Starter Kit' During 1987. many
software houses will be producing games software on ROM cart

The drive featured on the 1040ST-F is a one megabyte double sided

ridges, which will plug directly into the cartridge slot on the 520STM keyboard, giving instant loading without the expense of purchasing

applications such as large databases or spreadsheets. Like the

a disk drive. With the enormous power of the ST, you can expect

520ST-FM, the 1040ST-F has a mains transformer built into the

some excellent titles to be produced, making this the ultimate games
machino! If your requirement is for a terminal, then the 520ST-M can

fulfill this role too. Leads are available to connect the ST to a variety
of monitors, and with the imminent introduction of terminal software

on ROM cartridge, the ST provides a low price terminal for business
use. If you wish to take advantage of the massive range of disk
software available for the ST range, you will need to purchase a disk
drive. Atari have two floppy disk drives available, a v.- Mbyte model

the 520ST-FM. but also^includes a more powsrful built-in disk drive.
model. The extra memory facility of the 1040ST-F makes it ideal for

console to give a compact and stylish unit with only one mains lead.
The 1040ST-F is also supplied from Silica Shop with a free software
package and ST STARTER KIT'. In the USA, the 1040ST-F has been
sold with a TV modulator like the 520ST-FM. However, for the UK

market, Atari are manufacturing the 1040ST-F solely with business
use in mind and it does not currently include an RF modulator, this
means that you cannot use it with a domestic TV (Silica Shop do
offer a modulator upgrade for only £49) The 1040ST-F keyboard

£149 and a 1Mbyte model £199. Full details of these drives, as well

costs only £599 (inc VAT) and, unless a modulator

as the Atari 20Mbyte hard disk are available on request. It required
at a later date, the mouse may be purchased separately.

are three Atari monitors available and the prices for the 1040 with

upgrade is fitted, will require an Atari or third party monitor There
these monitors are as follows:

1040ST-FKeyboard WithoutMonitor
1040ST-FKeyboard * High res mono monitor
1040ST-FKeyboard * Low res col monitor
1040ST-FKeyboard * Med res col monitor
The 1040ST-F comes with a mouse controller and

Inaddition,weat Silicawouldliketo see you get offto a flying start withyour newcomputer,so wehave
put together a special ST STARTERKITworth over £100,which we are givingaway FREE OF CHARGE
with every ST computer purchased at our normal retail prices. This kit is available ONLY FROMSILICA
and is aimedat providing users witha valuable introduction to the worldofcomputing. Weare continually
upgrading the ST Starter Kit.which contains public domain and other licensed software, as wellas books,
magazines and accessories all relevant to ST computing. Return the coupon below for full details.

- £599 (inc VAT)
- £$99 (inc VAT)
- £799 (inc VAT)
- £899 (inc VAT)
includes 1Mbyte

of RAM. It has a 1Mbyte double sided disk drive and mains trans

former, both built into the keyboard to give a compact and stylish
unit, with only one mains lead.

DEDICATED SERVICING - Only From Silica

At Silica Shop, we have a dedicated service department of five full time Atari trained technical staff. This

team is totallydedicatedto servicing Atari computerproducts.Theiraccumulated knowledge, skilland
experiencemakesthemsecondto none in theirfield. You can be sure that any workcarriedout bythem
is of the highest standard. Astandard of servicingwhichwe believeyou willfindONLYFROM SILICA In
addition to providing full servicing facilities for Atari ST computers (bothin and out of warranty), our
team is also able to offer memory and modulator upgrades to ST computers

520ST-FM

»99

The 520ST-FM with 512K RAM and free mouse, represents a further

1Mb RAM UPGRADE: Ourupgradeon the standard Atari 520ST-M or 520ST-FM keyboard will

increase the memory from 512Kto a massive 1024K. It has a full 1 year warrantyand is availablefrom
Silica at an additional retail price of only £86.96(WAT= £100).

TV MODULATOR UPGRADE: Silicacan upgrade the 1040ST-F to includea TV modulator so
that youcan then use it withyourTV set. Thisis an internal upgrade and does not involve any untidy
externalboxes. A cable to connect your ST to any domesticTV is includedin the price of the upgrade
which isonly£49(incVAT). The upgradeisalso available forearly520ST computersat the same price.

THE FULL STOCK RANGE - Only From Silica

We aim to keep stocks of all Atari related products and our warehouse carries a stock of £1* million We
import many software titles direct from the USA and you willfind that we have new releases in advance of

breakthrough by Atari Corporation in the world of high power, low
cost personal computing. This model is the latest addition to the ST

family, and is not only powerful, but compact. It is priced at only
£399 (inc VAT) a level which brings it within the reach of a whole

new generation of computer enthusiasts. WhBn purchased from us,
it comes with the FREE Silica 'ST Starter Kit' see paragraph on the
left To make the 520ST-FM ready for use straight away, Atari have
built into the keyboard a JS megabyte disk drive for information
storage and retrieval, allowing you easy access to the massive range
of disk based software which is available for the ST. This new

computer comes with all the correct cables and connections you will
need to plug it straight into any standard domestic television set.

many of our competitors. Unlike dealers whomayonlystockselectedtitles, we havethe full range. In

addition, we carry a complete line of all books which have been written about the Atari ST A ranqe as

You do not therefore have to purchase an Atari monitor. If you do

wide as ours is something you will find is available ONLY FROM SILICA.

following money saving packages:

AFTER SALES SUPPORT - Only From Silica

require a monitor however, these are available with the 520ST in the

520ST-FMKeyboard WithoutMonitor
- £399 (inc VAT)
520ST-FMKeyboard * High res mono monitor - £499 (inc VAT)

Rest assured thatwhen youbuyyour STfrom Silica Shop, youwill befully supported. Ourfreemailings
givenewsofreleasesand developments. Thiswill helpto keepyoufully up todatewith what's happening
in theAtari market. Andin addition, oursalesstaffareat theend ofa telephone linetoservice allot your
Atari requirements. If you purchase an ST from Silicaand would likeany programming or technical

520ST-FM Keyboard +Lowres colourmonitor - £599 fine VAT)

computers, we are confident that our users enjoy an exceptionally high level of support. This can be

keyboard, there are no messy external adaptors to clutter up your
desk space. You are left with only one mains lead, serving both the
disk drive and the computer. You couldn't ask for a more stylish and

advice,we havea fulltimetechnicalsupport team to hBlp you get the best fromyourcomputer Because
we haveboththe staffand the systemsspecifically dedicatedto providing aftersales serviceon AtariST
received ONLY FROM SILICA.

FREE CATALOGUES - Only From Silica

ATARI

520S T-FM Keyboard * Med res colour monitor - £699 (inc VAT)
Because the 520ST-FM has its own power transformer built into the

compact unit.

AtSilica Shop, we recognise thatserioususersrequire an in-depth information service, which is whyvi
mail freenewsletters and priceliststo our STowners. Theseare up to 48 pageslongand are crammed I
with technical detailsas well as special offers andproduct descriptions. Ifyouhavealready purchased an
STand would liketo haveyournameaddedto our mailing list,pleasecomplete thecoupon&return
" The information service is available ONLY FROM SILICA.

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY - From Silica

Most orders are processed through our computer within 24 hours of receiving them. Most hardware

orders are sent by the overnight METRO courier service FREEOF CHARGEto customers within the UK
This method helps to ensure minimumdelay and maximumprotection.

PRICE MATCH - Only From Silica

We hope that the combination of our low prices, FREE UKdelivery service, FREEStarter Kitand FREE

aftersalessupport, will be enoughto make you buyyourAtari equipment from Silica Shop.If however,
issomething youwish to purchase, andyoufind oneol ourcompetitors offering itat a lower price!

then please contact our sales department, providing us with our competitor's name, address and
telephonenumber.Ifour competitorhas the goods instock,wewill normally matchthe offer(ona 'same
product - same price' basis) and still provide you with our normal free delivery. We realise that we are not

the onlycompanywhowill matcha competitor'sprice.However, ifyou cometo us fora pricematch,you
will also be entitled to our after sales service, including free newsletters and technicalsupport. This
makes our price match promise rather special, something you willreceive ONLY FROMSILICA. We don't
want you to go anywhereelse for your Atariproducts. So shop at Silica,the UK'sNo1 AtariSpecialist.

SIDCUP (& Mail Order)

• To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept ATUSR0587,1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX ^
PLEASE SEND ME FREE LITERATURE ON THE ATARI ST
Mr/Mrs/Ms

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

01-309 1111

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

LONDON
01-580 4839
Lion House (1st floor), 227 Tottenham Court Rd, London, W1

LONDON

„

01-629 1234 ext 36771

Selfridges (1st floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Postcode:
Do you already own a computer
If so, which one do you own?

-X-

ADBROKE ,u
OMPUTING r

A

ATARI

INTERNATIONAL

DIRECT AMERICAN IMPORTS FROM OUR U.S.A. BRANCH
PLUS
BULLETIN BOARD WITH PUBLIC DOMAIN DOWNLOAD SOFTWARE

Communications and

Computer Specialists
Midcomm International Ltd is a company

that specialises in computer repairs and can
offer you the following 5 STAR service.

*

Repairs carried out to manufacturers
requirements, using the most up to date
diagnostic and test equipment available

*

Skilled technical staff

*
*
*

Modern customised workshops
4 hour soak test on each repair.
All repairs guaranteed.

For a fast, efficient, reliable and professional service,
call with or send your computer together with a brief
description of fault to:
(If the computer Is to be sent by mail please Insure it at the Post Office)

Midcomm International Ltd.

Unit F, Birch Industrial Estate,
Whittle Lane, Birch, Heywood,
Lancashire OLIO 2RB.
33. ORMSKIRK ROAD

MAIL ORDER

(0772) 27236 lO^OOam - 6!00pm

PRESTON

BULLETIN BOARD

(0772)27236

Telephone: 0706 625 166

6 00pm - 900am

LANCASHIRE
PR1 20P

TEL. (0772) 21474

VISA & ACCESS WELCOME

Only £59 inc. vat

Some important
LDW BASIC advantages:

For Atari 520/1040 ST

LDW BASIC COMPILER
The best selling,

Compile time

has arrived!

- Compiler can be invoked as a menu driven

The LDW BASIC Compiler is very easy to use,

GEM application.

most professional BASIC

but as powerfulas the best professionaldevelo
per's packages for the "C" language.

- Can be run from a batch file.

- Can be invoked as TOS command, or from
any UNIX-like shell.

in the U.S.A.!

The first professional
Basic compiler for Atari ST

- Easy to taylor to your system configuration.
- Compatible with all RAM and hard disks.
- Produces binary or assembly source output.
- Many very useful options.

Reviews

"LDW BASIC will compile ST BASIC programs
into blazing fast. PRG files..."
Dave Plotkin

Antic Magazine
"The LDW BASIC Compiler is clearly superior to

its competitors in virtually all respects..."

Run-Time

Stephen Eitelman

- Application can customize the RAM memory

Current Notes

layout.

- Both single and double precision floating
point.

"The DAC Easy accounting line for the Atari ST,
was developed using LDW BASIC,the best ST
BASIC compiler on the market!"

- Very fast integer arithmetic.

Isreal Aguilar

- LDW BASIC creates the fastest ST programs

on the market! (In some cases the best "C"
compilers produces marginally faster pro
grams).

Speed (all times seconds)

ldw

100'000 empty FOR/NEXTloops

0.7

Integercalculations

0.3

Float benchmark
• Calc benchmark
standard BYTE magazine benchmark
(May 1985)
- Sieve benchmark

3.7
3.1
2.8

- Fully dynamic arrays, i.e. application can re
use RAM memory.
- No other Basic or "C" compiler allows array
indices to take any integer value, even a ne

gative!Program may define base of an array.

Vice-President
DAC Software

"I'm very impressed with the performance, and
easy of use of the LDW BASIC Compiler. It
works beautifully, and there are no nasty sur
prises!"
Joe Hayden
Micro-Tech Consultants, Inc.

To get your copy of the LDW BASIC Compiler, just visit your
local dealer, or order directly from the Geneva address below.

determine first 1651 primes

• Create 1000 bytes
sequential file and read it by bytes
(floppy disk environment)

" Optimizationdemo
- Screen output
1000 strings of 70 characters

7.7
Visit us at Atari

10.2
15.6

LOGICAL DESIGN WORKS S.A.
45, quaiWilson- 1201 Geneva - Switzerland Tel. 022/31 97 52 - Telex 28146 dast ch

Computer Show in London,

Stand 83

UTILITY

AMONG the many things that are missing
from Atari Basic for the S'i is the ability to
read the position of a joystick. This pro
gram will allow you to do just that.
Using information from 1st Publishing's
Atari ST Internals I found out that the key
board has its own processor which
communicates serially with the 68000
processor.

I

Better
than Basic

On receiving a character from the key
board an interrupt is issued and control
jumps to an interrupt routine. This unfor

tunately ignores any data from the joy
stick ports.
It is easy to tell the keyboard to send
joystick data, but the trouble comes when
your program tries to spot it. I tried
PEEKmg the ACIA port directly, but this
does not work.

I then got ambitious and tried to write a
totally new interrupt routine but this
crashed every time Disabling the
interrupt also failed.

The solution is an interrupt routine
JOYSTICK CONTROLLER ASSEMBLY LISTING

Steve Holloway offers
a routine to improve
joystick control
inserted before the original routine This
works because there must be a specific
exit from an interrupt routine.
First the registers DO and Dl are saved
then a byte is read from the ACIA If this
is the joystick header it is stored in
location 128, a spare location in ram
memory. Otherwise a check is made to
see if the last byte was hex FF.
If it was the data is stored at location

cmp.b

D0-D7/A0-A6,-(A7)
$fffffc02,D0
#$ff,D0

bne.s

check

move, b
bra.s

D0,128

movem. 1

move.b

done

check:
move. b

cmp.b
bne.s
move. b
clr.b

128,D1
#$ff,Dl
done

D0,129
128

129 and location 128 is cleared. Finally
the registers are restored, and the
address of the original interrupt routine is
put on to the stack and jumped to
A few things need to be done in Basic
to use this routine. The first is to put the
machine code into an accessible place - I
have chosen a string. Then VARPTR is

board is told to send joystick data and
location 128 is cleared of any spurious
data

Now the keyboard is inaccessible so
when the program f r.ishes everything
must be put back
oldmt is POKEd
back into location &H 11 3 and

Listing I is a simple demonstration of
using a joystick from Atari Basic The fire
button exits the proyram II the program
exits through an error you will not regain
keyboard control, so it may be worth
leaving line 6 in until the program works
properly
It would be simple to rewrite the
assembly routine to use keys instead, as
long as you have the mformaton on how
the keyboard sends data.
•
LINE BREAKDOWN
5
6

The contents of hex &H118 is the
10

movem. 1
move. 1

(A7)+,D0-D7/A0-A6
140,-<A7)

code.

20-40

interrupt routine MYINT.

rts

end

will

which
reads in the machine

POKED into location 140, which is another

spare location in ram for use by my

program

branch to line ISO,
Branches
to
the
subroutine

variable and held as oldmt. This is then

done:

Defines variables.
If there is an error,

the

used to find the routine's address.

interrupt pointer for the keyboard. This is
found with a PEEK using a double length

the keyboard

told to resume normal operations.

Determines the cur
rent

The address of the new interrupt is

screen

ution

POKEd into location &H118 and the key-

resol

and

sets

maximum x and y
values.

1 REM Joysti ck Control ler
2 REM (c) Atari ST User

def seg =0:defdbL s
on error goto 150
10 gosub 10000
20 if peek(8h44c)=512 then maxx=640:m
axy=400
30 if peek(Sh44c)=256 then maxx=640:m
axy=200
40 if peek(8h44c)=0 then maxx=320:max
y=200
5
6

50
60
90
100
110
150
160
610
1000
150
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1080
1100
1120

fullw 2:clearw 2

incx =rnaxx/160:incy =maxy/100
x=10:y=10:pdir=1
poke 128,0
goto 1000
poke s,oLdint:out (4),8
end
return

js =peek(128)and 255:if js =128 then

if
if
if
if

js =1
js=2
js =4
js =8

then
then
then
then

pdi r =4:goto 1050
pdir=2:goto 1050
pdi r =3:goto 1050
pdi r=1

on pdi r goto 1060,1080,1100,1120
nx=x+incx:ny=y:goto 1140
nx=x:ny=y+incy:goto 1140
nx=x-incx:ny=y:goto 1140
nx=x:ny=y-incy

1140 if ny<1 or ny>maxy or nx<0 or

nx>m

50

output window.

axx then 1000

1150 color 0,0,0:pcircle x,y,16
1160 x=nx:y=ny

60-110

1170 color 1,1,1:pci re Le x,y,16
1180 for i=1 to 100:next i

1190 goto
10000 data
,8hfc,8h02
10010 data
,8h11,8hc0
10020 data
,8h00,8h80
10030 data
,Sh11,Shc0
10040 data
,8h4c,8hdf
10050 data
,8h4e,8h75

1000
8h48,8he7,8hff,8hfe,8h10 8h38

150-610

1010-1040
1050-1120
1140

the

circle

Checks
circle

that

the
not

has

reached the screen's
1150-1190

10000-10050

10090 next i

10060-10090

Draws the circle.

Machine code for the

interrupt.

10100 addr=0:addr=varptr(mac$)

10150 out (4)

Moves

edge.

10070 read byte
10080 iriac$ =mac$+chr$(byte)

10130 s =140:poke s,oldint
10140 s=8h118:poke s,addr

Checks for the four

appropriately.

8h7f,8hff,8h2f,8h38,8h00 8h8c

10110 s=8h118

Checks joystick but

possible directions.

8h0c,8h01,8h00,8hff,8h66 8h08

10120 oldint=peek(s)

circle's start position.
Resets the interrupt

ton.

8h00,8h80,8h60,8h12,8h12 8h38

10060 for i=0 to 47

Sets the amount of
movement and the

pointer and exits.
1000

8h0c,8h00,8h00,8hff,8h66 8h06

8h00,8h81,8h42,8h38,8h00 8h80

Fills and clears the

Reads machine code

into the mac$ string.
10100-10170

Reads old

value of

the pointei. POKEs in
new

value

returns

to

and
mam

program.
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MEGAPAC
\} 520 STFM SYSTEM BY A.S.&T. \~7
The new 520 STFM from ATARI has been an instant hit since its
announcement The design has gained from experience with earlier
ST and STM machines and the result is a practical and superbly
engineered computer that will easily find its place in your home as
well as in your business

MIDI INTERFACES
The 520 STFM has 3 programmable sound voices and a Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) to allow direct connection to a
wide range of musical organs and synthesizers such as the Casio
CZ230S

MEMORY:
The basic 520 STFM has 192K bytes of ROM. an optional 128K bytes

of plug in ROM cartridges and 51 2K of RAM. The MEGAPAC 520
STFM has bigger memory — a full ONE MEGABYTE of RAM, like the

MOUSE:
The 520 STFM has its own dedicated mouse as part of its standard

JKATARi

720K
DOUBLE SIDE
SECOND DRIVE

hardware.

1040 STF

PERIPHERAL CONNECTORS:

DISC DRIVES:
The basic 520 STFM has a built-in single-sided disc drive. The
MEGAPAC 520-STFM comes with two drives, one internal and one
external. The latter is double-sided, offering twice the capacity

(720K) of the built-in drive (360K). Your disc bill can be cut by almost
half when compared with that of basic 520 STFM users

The 520 STFM can be easily expanded by plugging in 'add-ons'
through its ports. They will accept printer (Centronics port), Modem
(RS232 port), musical instruments (Midi port), sensors (joystick port)
and fast intelligent devices such as network, Winchesters, laser
printer etc (SCSI port).

BUILT-IN SOFTWARE IN ROM:

PROCESSOR:
The Central Processor unit (CPU) is a Motorola 16/32 bit68000chip,

running at a clock speed of 8 MHz. It is further enhanced by Atari's
own custom ICs providing a Direct Memory Access (DMA) channel
for fast data transfer with other peripherals such as the ATARI SH204
Winchester drive or the Atari Laser printer (available soon) and a real

The 520 STFM has 192K bytes of permanent software in ROM. This
comprises GEMDOS, the disc operating software which is now
becoming the dominating standard for 16 bit computers, and GEM,

the Graphic Environment which uses pictures and drawing instead
of cryptic messages to communicate with the user and the electronic
Mouse in place of the keyboard to enter the user's commands.

time clock.

SOFTWARE ON 5 DISCS:

DISPLAY:
The 520 STFM can display 40 or 80 column text on any domesticTV or
colour monitor such as the Philips CM8533 or the dedicated ATARI

SM125 high resolution monochrome monitor. Graphic is 600x400
pixels on the SMI 25,600 x 200 pixels in4coloursor320* 200 pixels
in 16 colours on a colour monitor or TV The colour palette contains
512 possible colours Some ATARI software indeed uses the

exceptional display hardware to produce stunning graphics with up
to 256 colours at once.

The MEGAPAC 520 STFM comes with 5 discs, containing an
impressive collection of software by any standard:
Disc number 1: contains the BASIC language.
Disc number 2:

contains LOGO, + DOODLE + MEGAROIDS.

and STWRITERa WORDPROCESSOR program.
Disc number 3: contains Neochrome, a painting program and demo
pictures.
Disc number 4: contains CPM utilities.
Disc number 5: contains the CP/M emulator.

FULL ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

ALSO AVAILABL

SYSTEM BUILDERS...
PRINTERS:

ATARI COMPUTERS:
/ 520 STM computer keyboard, external PSU. 512KRAM,
5 s/w discs and mouse

£265.00

2 520 STFM computer keyboard, internal PSU. internal single
sided(360K) disc drive. 512K RAM, 5 s/w discs
3 520 STFM with monochrome (SMI25) monitor
4 520 S TFM+ computer keyboard as above but with

£371.00
£464.00

I MBRAM

£439.00

5 520STFM' with monochromeISMI25)monitor

£533.00

6 MEGAPAC520 STFM

£539.00

7 MEGAPAC 520 STFM with monochrome monitor

£633.00

8 1040 STF computer keyboard, internalPSU, internal
double sidedI720KI disc drive. 1 MBRAM. 5 s/w discs ..£556.00
9

1040 STF with monochrome monitor

£649.00

10 MEGAPAC 1040STF{twin double sided drives)

£655.00

/ /

£749.00

MEGAPAC 1040 STF with monochrome monitor

ATARISMM804printer, 80cps
£199.00
2 STAR NL-10 compatible printer. 120 cps in draft mode
and30 cps in near letter quality (NLQ). All control codes
are EPSON FX compatible
£269.00
3 STAR NX-15 compatible printer. 120 cps wide
carriage
£385.00
4 STAR NB-15 compatible printer. 300 cps draft. Near

LetterQualityand Letterqualityprinter. Top of the range.
Special offer for limited period (you save £243.00)
5 JUKI 5510 printer. 180 cps in draft, 40? cps in near
letter quality
6" MP165 compatible printer 165 cps in draft mode.
40 cps in near letter quality Exceptional value
7 JUKI 6100 daisy wheel printer 20 cps
8 Black ribbon for all dot matrix printers from
9 Different faces Daisy Wheels from
10 Fanfoldpaper 11" y 9.5", 60 gsm. 2000
11 Fanfoldpaper 11" ^9.5". 100gsm,2000

£699.00
£329.00

£219.00
£285.00
£5.00
£15.00
£14.00
£30.00

SM125 12" MONO MONITOR
SM125-12" high resolution 1600 * 400) B/W
monochrome

£135.00

2 SC 1224-12" medium resolution (600 * 200) colour
monitor

f372.00

1 Sony 3.5" single sided, double density
2 Sony 3.5" double sided, double density

£22.00
£29.00

RGB video leads for Sony or Grundig TV with Euro
connector. PhilipsCM8533

£15.00

Atari drive leads
Printer leads
Modem leads

£15.00
£15.00

3 Philips CM8533-14" medium resolution colour
monitor

£299.00

4 NEC Multisync-14" colour monitor, can replace SMI 25
and SCt 224 to display hires monochrome and colour .... £699.00

DISC DRIVES:
; SF354 single sided disc drive with PSU. 360K

£139.50

2 SF314 double-sided disc drive with PSU. 720K
£185.50
3 A.S.&T 1000C double sided disc drive for STF or STFM.
uses ST s PSU

£99.00

4 Stand-alone PSU for the above if required (eg 520 ST) ...£25.00
5

Twin 1000C with PSU for 520 ST

f 199.00

6 AS &T tOOOF B'U", double sided disc drive, 720K.
alternative choice to SF31'4 or AS S7"

£15.00

1 WS4000
2 WS3000

£172.44
£569.25

3 Fastcom terminal software, supports also Prestel

£49.95

4 BBS Version 2.0 for Bulletin Boards

£49.95

tOOOC but with

40/80 track switch for IBM PC and compatible discs

f 124.00

7 Stand-alone PSU for the above if required
8 SH 204 - 20 Megabyte hard disc (Winchester)

£25.00
£640.00

9 SH 204 - 40 Megabyte hard disc (Winchester)

£1,149.00

/ Casio CZ230S

2 Easy Track Midi software

£295.00

£59.95

SC1224 12" MED RES COLOUR

TV OUTPUT

520 STFM
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16 EXTRA RAM

CHIP*/, ^/jj/i
DRIVE

TWO MANUALS
"W

flH

GREAT VALUE — ONLY FROM A.S.&T.

5 DISC
(W»r

99 INC. VAT
CE IS RIGHT!

:ROM SELECTED DEALERS

A.S.&T. has been the leader in memory and disc drives for the ST computers, right from the
beginning. We are also ATARI main dealers, an ATARI approved service centre and the largest
ATARI agent in Essex. Count on us to provide you with proper guarantee, support and service for
your ST system, on every level.
A.S.&T. MEGAPAC 520STFM is quite simply very good value for money.
We add all the goodies to an already superb computer before you have it. This cuts costs. If for
example, more RAM is to be added later to the 520 STFM, extra steps will have to be taken such
as check-in and check-out and the work will be carried out on a one-off basis. It will therefore cost
more.

Buying an A.S.&T. MEGAPAC instead of a basic 520 STFM means that you will have a complete
system with everything added right from the beginning. After all, why should you make do with
half the memory and put up with swapping discs with just one disc drive?

OUR PRICE PROMISE:
Some of our competitors promise you a price-match. All that means is overcharging you in the
first place. The A.S.&T. MEGAPAC offers such outstanding value that we do not ha veto promise
— and all the phone calls and frustration are cut out straight away.

©

AATARI
Power Without the Price

P Professional

Accountants*
r Accounts

sneral Ledger Synsott

£194.35 7exf/£228.85 Gem

£199.95 Sage software
£172.50

£59.95

3MAN

£113.85

: Board Designer

£199.95

: intercomm
10Fortran77

£124.00
£148.35

egamax C

£1 57.55

registered cash and credit cards (Access and
Visa). All payments should be made out to

A.S &T. LTD. Only cheques require 7 days

The Concise Prog. Ref. Guide

£15.95

7 Small items up to 1 kilo sent by

The Anatomy ofAtari ST

£12.95

recorded post

£12.95 2 Metal case, books etc up to 5 kilos

Gem on the Atari ST

£12.95 3 Disk drives, modems & midi inst
4 Computers, printers & monitors,
£12.95 2/3 day
5 as 4 but next day

?gas Elite
•pesetter Elite

£79.95
£34.95

wnder
Word

£39.95
£49.95

Graphics & Sound on The Atari
ST
Grapic Applications for the

Graph II
Spread II

£49.95
£79.95

Atari ST

f 29.95
£34.95

1D3D

£49.95

ilour Space

£19.95

•aderboard

£24.95

tile Computer People

£34.95

le Pawn
•ion Chess
lent Service
ar Glider

£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95

jndog

£29.95

•rrestrtal Encounter
meBandit
inter Games

£14.95
£29.95
£24.95

or/d Games
irate KidII

£24.95
£24.95

t Directors

£49.95

'm Directors
akeltMove

£59.95
£39.95

£2.00

AtasriST Tricks & Tips

£99.95
£89.95

ataccas

clearance We accept ordersfrom Government
and Educational Authorities. All prices do not
include postage or shipping charges.

TM

odulell
imbase

Ram

All prices quoted (except on books) include VAT
at 15%. We accept payment by cheques, bank
drafts, bank or giro transfer, postal orders,

sent by parcel post

Atari ST Explored

£11.95

£8.95

68000 Assembly Language
Programming
The C Programming
Language
Atari ST Companion
Working with the Atari ST

£5.00

£7.00
£9.00

£11.95

Machine Language on the
Atari ST

£3.00

£19.95

PHONE ORDERS:

(0702)618 201
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES
(A.S.&T.) LTD.
87 BOURNEMOUTH PARK ROAD

£22.95
£9.95
£7.95

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA

ESSEXSS25JJ
We reserve the right to change prices and specifications.

Blitter chi|
resolution choosing from the ST's 512 pos

Television
resolution
/ AM hoping to buy an ST within the next
few months (as soon as I've sold my BBC
Micro system) and was thmkina of the
520STFM.

I would like to know ifmy Ferguson TX
Moviestar television would be able to dis

play low, medium and high resolutions?
Also do you know if Defender of the
Crown will require 1Mb of memory?
Lastly do you know when the new sound,
graphics and bhtter chips will be avail
able? - Robert Welch, Derwent.
•

The two ST models with built-in

modulators (the 520STM and S20STFM)
will display low and medium resolutions
on any television.
However on some older televisions the

80 column text of medium resolution may
well be difficult to read. The small 6 by 6
font (which is used to label disc icons) is
usually totally unreadable on any tele
vision.

sible colours.

However, using a technique called
raster scan interrupt, you can get the ST
to display a different set of colours on
each scan line. This is achieved using

AFTER reading Atari User from issue 1. I
would like a question answered if pos
sible. I am referring to Atari's new blitter
chip for the ST range.
Is there any truth in the reports that the
blitter chip is incompatible with some
graphical applications that go below
line-A level to access the graphics?
If so, I do not wish to load a translator

disc every time I want to use a games

machine code to change certain memory

program.

locations which control the ST's colour

palette.

If any of this is true, why does Atari
intend marketing a graphics chip that

This is done in the time that it takes for
the raster scan, which draws the entire

applications, for example Major Motion,

screen image every 50th of a second, to

Psion

move from the end of one scan line to the

Bandits?

beginning of the next and this is why

I was also pleased to hear that Atari is
reducing the price on my 1040STby £150.
I mean, what's £150 among friends?
Really, Atari is going to have to pull its
socks up about advertising price cuts in

machine code must be used - Basic and

other languages are simply too slow.
As far as the printer goes, Atari tells us
that it has dropped plans for the time
being to produce the ST thermal printer
and that your best bet is to use the Atari
SMM804 dot matrix printer which sells for

doesn't operate with present graphical
Chess,

The Pawn and

Time

advance, or it will find a drastic reduction

around £200.

1st Word
footnotes

Reformat so that the column is on the right
hand side of the screen, starting at the
38th space. Print the column normally and
the left hand side of the paper will be left
alone.

I usually set both files in separate win

As far as we know. Defender of the

Crown and all other ST games currently
available do not require 1Mb of memory.
Most software companies simply aren't

I'VE noticed a small problem with 1st
Word. When deleting files, you can point
to the target file and double click instead

willing to provide a better game at the
cost of having a smaller number of pos

of using the OK box. This is nice and
quick, but dangerous.

dows next to each other on the screen, so
that I can see what the final result will
look like.

The new graphics and sound chips are

delete a file in case you want to delete

in the early stages of delopement and are
unlikely to make it mto the market place
during 1987. The blitter, which speeds up
most ST graphics operations, should be
available for around £70 in the early

something else, If the mouse happens to
be resting in the listing window, it

I appreciated the warning in your
January Q+A column on using the
underscore character in the directory
line of the file selector. This happened to
me and I couldn't figure it out.
Does anyone know how to add

sometimes is interpreted as a double

footnotes to 1st

click and whichever file it happens to

Andreas Ramos, Denmark.

point at is also deleted.
The little beast will gobble quite a few
files before you can react. Luckily I've
had backups on other discs.

O Thank you for the bumper bundle of 1st

sible sales.

The Delete box opens again after you

Word documents? -

As a solution, I always use the OK box

Word hints. Can anyone help Andreas
solve his footnoting problems?
If you know of any other tricks which
make working with any of the popular ST

selection

for the second click and move the mouse

programs easier why not drop us a line?

/ HA VE read in many books, magazines
and manuals that the ST can only display

deletion.

summer

Colour

16 colours on screen at once in low resol

ution mode, so how are 225 different

colours (208 in the window at the centre
of the screen, 1 in the mixing palette and
16 in the colour palette) displayed at the
same time in Neochrome?

I have also been trying to find the Atari
50cps ST thermal printer which costs
£139. Silica Shop told me that it was
supposed to be released in June 1986, but
doesn't Know when or even if it will be

released. Can you help? - N. Raza,
Derby.

• Normally you can only use 16 colours in
low resolution or four colours in medium
82 Atari ST User May 1987

off the delete window box during
While using 1st Word, I've also picked
up a trick for producing double columns
quickly. Basically you run the paper
through the printer twice, once for the
first column and again for the second.
Write the left hand column (on screen)
with the right margin set at 27. Print this
and feed the paper m again. In the
second file, write the right hand column
also with 27 characters per line.
Now change the LHMO in the Print
dialog to 46. Print the second column
which will start over on the right hand
side of the paper.
Alternatively you can write the second
column using the F9 indent command and

Graphic data
compression
HA VINGread Mr. Williamson's article in

the January issue of Atari User about text
compression, I would like to point out that
there is another form ofdata compression
which works very well with graphics.
Pictures and diagrams are often made

up of similar areas. This fact can be put
into use by compiling graphic files into
sets of pairs of numbers.
This is done by going through a file,
counting the number of repetitions of
each byte. Each repetition is then made

.

problem - we've tried just about every

compatibility
in potential and regular customers like
me who might go somewhere else and

buy a CommodoreAmiga. - S. Edmonds,
Watford, Herts.
• Atari tells us that the blitter can be
turned off easily should its installation

conflict with the proper use of some pro
grams. You therefore won't need to use a

change that we can think of with the
printer drivers, but to no avail
It seems that no one here in Western

Australia can help us. - Steve Payne,
Midland Computers, Midland, Western

Atari did indeed warn of the price cuts

prices.

I

Sound
advice
NOW that you have split Atari ST User
from Atari User I will no longer have to

wade through pages of 8 bit Atari listings
to get to the articles and letters about the

problems when printing out more than

ST.

the normal 66 lines per page.
We suggest you read the article in last

When you cover software it would be
particularly useful to know if it will run on

month's issue on 1st Word printer drivers

an Atari monochrome monitor as well as

and also check the printer's DIP switches

colour. I expect that many people like

for one which controls length of paper.

myself use the ST for word processing
and consequently are using mono

Karate

champion?

In the real world you can't really
expect Atari to warn users as you would

and one of his games is ST Karate by

wish them to. You would have a situation

Eidersoft.

where Atari would say "Don't buy our
machines, because the price is coming
down in six weeks' time". Not very practi
cal. Falling prices are just something
which we in the computer industry have

It appears that middle-aged men are
not as fast as the younger generation,
because my father has not been very suc
cessful while I (10 years old) have

to live with.

'LETTERS

• We know of no one who has had any

Australia.

translator disc.

in the ST range so that dealers wouldn't
be left with stock sold to them at old

.'•••'•

MY father owns a 1040STF colour system

reached level 60 and scored 441200. Can

any of your readers beat that? - Alex
Spencer, Lincoln.

chrome.

This doesn't stop us from being inter
ested in games and other packages. It
would be useful to know whether a par
ticular program will run without having to
dismantle my system ^r*d find a tele
vision.

Secondly I look
rward to a more
detailed coverage of. ?< o i While the odd
article can be usefui, a inore structured

approach would be welcome. My par
ticular interest would be coverage of any
differences between desktop acces
sories and normal Gem programs,
together with any tips on how to make
them more efficient as accessories rather

into a pair made up of the number of
repetitions and the byte repeated.
In this way a 32k picture on the ST can
be compressed into as little as three
bytes - two for the number and one for
the byte value.
But beware, it might be more
economical to leave some pictures as

they are - you must decide on a picture
by picture basis. - T. Brown, Lymm,
Cheshire.

Lack of
communication
AFTER reading your helpful hints in Atari

ST User, it occurred to me that you may
be able to help me with a slight problem.
Here in

Western Australia we have

recently taken on an ST dealership. I now
own a 520ST myself.
After much ranting and hair-tearing we
still cannot get 1st Word to talk sensibly to
our Eienent Super 5 printer.
More specifically, we cannot get 1st
Word to output text in A4 (70 line) format.
The Super 5 is supposedly Epson MX
compatible, but there seems to be no

printer controls in any of the printer
drivers that can be addressed by the
Layout
The
matter
Layout

option in 1st Word.
consequence of this is that, no
what changes we make to the
menu, output is always formatted

to 66 lines. Since the Australian standard

Writing
arcade games
I AM quite new to Atari computing having
brought my 520ST in October last year.

second and third sound channels under
ST Basic.

Atari Basic. I would like to ask your

All the examples in the manual involve
the use of channel I only. When I tried
using the other two channels all I got was

advice on writing arcade games on the

a dull thud.

Since then I have got on quite well with

I eventually realised that this was due

ST.

I obviously can't use Basic, and have
considered assembly language, but I
admit to not knowing much about the use
of other languages. What I would like to
ask is would I be better to stick with

assembly language9 - Dean Owen,

to the keyclick and bell being produced
on channels 2 and 3.

When I enabled the sound generators
on all channels using WA VE7I found that
I could use all three channels.

Disabling the keyclick using the con

Nuneaton.

trol panel. I found that I could even use

• Since you already know Basic, prob
ably your best bet for developing games
on the ST would be to use Computer Con

them from immediate execution mode until I used the bell.

cept's Fast Basic cartridge.
You can even create stand-alone pro
grams which don't need the cartridge to
be present. Fast Basic also has a built-in

assembler which will allow you to rewrite
the slower parts of your games m fast
assembly language.

The keyclick on the 520 STFM is con
trolled from bit 0 of address 1156 (deci
mal). The Control+G bell signal is con
trolled from bit 2 of the same address.

Using these, I could turn off the keyclick
and bell from within a program.
To disable the keyclick:
POKE 1155,65534 AND PEEKC1155>
WAVE 7 ' DEF SEG 0 = 0

WE welcome letters from readers -

about your experiences using the
Atari ST, about tips you would like to
pass on to other users... and about
what you would like to see in future
issues.

to re-enable the keyclick:
POKE 1155,1 OR PEEKM155)

)EF SEG = 0

For the bell, use 65531 in place of65534
and 4 in place of 1. - Mark van Ments,
London Nl.

The address to write to is:
Mailbox
Atari ST User

business form is A4 (70 lines), it is almost
mandatory that the printer outputs to 70

Europa House

line format.

Hazel Grove

I hope you can shed some light on this

than programs.
Finally, I wonder if anyone else has
come across a problem when using the

68 Chester Road

Stockport SK7 5NY

O Your have a good point here, and we'll
certainly try to include more information

on the type of ST and monitor required by
a software package.
Thanks for the sound information.

Several articles are coming up shortly
looking at sound and music on the ST.
May 1987 Atari ST User 83

BARGAIN TIME !!

-sr2

HUGE DISCOUNTS ON
ALL ATARI HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

ST's FROM £230 inc VAT

If so we would like to hear from you. Database Software
is loukmg for good quality software -games, utilities,
business programs If you think you have a winner send
it for evaluation (on disc or tape plus instructions and a
bnei

(With 5 FREE games, utilities & demo disks)
Contact

ONLINE SYSTEMS
Unit 1, Causeway Industrial Units, Maldon, Essex CM9 7U

itiine) to

The Manager
Database Software

Phone: 0621 58676 or 891074 Anytime

Europa House, 68 Chester Road

FOR YOUR BARGAIN PACKAGE

Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

ATARI ST

J

JL

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

With over 100 discs and 1000 files, we have probably the largest
collection of ATARI ST public domain software in the UK

The list includes dozens of games, stacks of utilities, heaps of desk
accessories, lots of comms programs, quite a few graphic programs,

Why reinvent the wheel? We have a large
selection of languages, demo's, utilities, comm's
and games etc available Send 18p stamp for
our list, which will save you hours of frustration.

several music programs and more pictures than we know what to do
with!

Why not send an 5 x 8 SAE today to the address below for your free
36 page catalogue or visit our stand at the ATARI COMPUTER

DISCS from £3.95 to £4.95

SHOW?

Either way, we willkeep you posted of new software and services in
our quarterly update.

McSOFT

The South West Software Library
I

5 Barn Owl Way, Stoke Gifford,

9 ABINGDON GARDENS, BATH

1

AVON BA2 2UY

Bristol AvonBS12 6RZ

JIL -~S0FTWAf?£~-.
ST

DESIGNERS LIMITED

ATARI ST
PUBLIC DOMAIN

J ll
ST

PowerLedger ST
"Asuperior spreadsheet program for weekend bookkeeping to the
heavyweight jobcostingapplications, (PowerLedger ST) is a
definite winner."

Buslneu Cont.

GAMES

18

VIP Professional

165

Arena

25

Zoomrocks2

130

Basket Ball2on2
Balance of Power

20
31

GRAPHICS

Championship Wrestling
Colour Space
Flight Simulator II

21
17
40

Hacker II
Hitch Hiker's Guide
Joust
Karate KW II
Leaderboard
Leather Goddess of Phobos

20
24
25
18
20
25

Little Computer People

28

17

Cambridge Ltep

Mercenary
Pinball Factory

21
20

Fast Basic

Major Motion

Degas

Degas Elte
Him Director

99
34
99

Heet Street Publisher

Pro-Sprite Designer

Publishing Partner
LANGUAGES

128
76
49

GFA Basic

20
17

Lattice C

21

Modula2
MS DOS Emulator

21

21
39
34
59
60
49

Easy Draw

Psion Chess
Red Alert
Shuttle II

41

Art Director
ArtStudk)
CAD 3D

Shanghai

76

Megamax C

137
85
63

Skyfox

21

MUSIC

Silent Service

20

E2 Track ST

Stargllder

20

Music Studio

52
25

Startrek
Strike Force Harrier
ThePawn
Time Bandtts

17
20
20
25

Pro-Sound Designer

50

Treesoft 8 Track
COMMUNICATIONS

61

15

Mini Comm

Winter Games
World Games

20
20

WS4000 + cable

BUSINESS

Haba Writer II
Cashllnk ST Accounts

65
295

Chlpsoft STAccounts

146

First Word +

85

K-Graph II

43

K-Comm ll

43

K Spread

43

K-Swttch
Laserbase
Trlmbase

26
86
72
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PowerLedger brings the power of electronic spreadsheets to the Atari ST
computers - it lets you quickly perform hundreds of calculations and "whatif' analyses for business applications, and crunch raw data into meaningful,
comprehensible information. PowerLedger is a powerful analysis package
that features a large spreadsheet (65,536 x 65,536 cells - over 4 billion data
items), a built-in calculator, an online notepad, and integrated graphics Data
from your spreadsheet can be graphically summarized in seven different
chart types - pie, 3-D bar, line, area, stacked bar, and 3-D stacked bar. You can
display your charts simultaneously with the spreadsheet. PowerLedger is
easy to use, since it makes full use of the ST's GEM environment.
PowerLedger can even use up to seven concurrent windows. Works with
either colour or high-resolution monochrome monitors. PowerLedger ST's
potent combination of data and graphic processing power, extraordinary ease
of use, and accessible price makes it a perfect companion tool to the

powerful, low cost Atari ST.

£59.95

35
26

Fastcom

TriviaChallenge

Judi Lambert
ST World

Alternate Reality

165

HARDWARE
367

520STFM
520STFM Mono Monitor
520STFM Colour Monitor
1040STF
1040STF Mono Monitor
1040STF Colour Monitor
Monochrome SM125 hl-res
Colour SC 1224 med-fes

459
644

552

644
828
139
368

20 Meg Hard Disc SH2CM

644
243

MP165 160/35cps80col
Atari SMMBW 80cps 80coi

184

*********** SPECIAL OFFER *************

Six free software discs with each processor ordered PLUS complimentary
copy of our monthly P.D. software disc

Telephone (0602) 861312 or send a S.A.E. for latest price list
Prices include VATand FirstClass Postage

E^J

Courier Service or

E3

Hardware £10 extra

Ardon House, Meadow Grove,

Adamsoft

Meadow Lane, Nottingham, NG2 3HF

18 Norwich Avenue. Rochdale. Lanes OL11 5JZ Tel- 0706 524304 day or evening
_
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Free blank disc with every purchase direct from Adamsoft. Access cards accepted
Write or telephone for our fully detailed catalogue of Atari ST
books and software. We stock the full ABACUS range. Dealer Enquiries welcomed

MAIL ORDER OFFERS

p^asffiS

SHANGHAI is based around the

3,000-year-old Chinese game
Mah Jongg which took the US
by storm during prohibition in
the 1920s - and promptly got
banned when it turned many
unsuspecting gamesters into
ivory tile addicts.
The game consists of 144 tiles
depicting flowers, seasons,
dragons, the wind and more.
These are stacked up to five tiles
high in the Dragon formation.

Your task is deceptively
simple: Snap off matching pairs
from the top of the piles until
you run out of tiles.

I
'

Animated
title screen

You can play against the clock,
in a team, or against your
friends - as well as take back

moves, peek under tiles and call
up the Help screens.

This delightful, challenging
game will keep you and your
friends engrossed for hours.

Main
game screen

Special
Suitable for

Product

Atari ST

Shanghai

RRP

reader offer

YOU
SAVE

Offer including

Format

subscription

YOU
SAVE

Disc

£24.99

£19.99

£5

£32.99

£10

TO ORDER, PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PACE 89
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MAIL ORDER OFFERS

Design your

Now the world of computer
animation is at your

fingertips with this highly
professional package from

own cartoon

Mirrorsoft. Move your
characters pixel by pixe

films!

add a musical soundtrack.

using the mouse, paint the
background scenery, and

•

Adjustable projection
speed - forwards,
backwards, fast and
slow motion.

•

Up to 2,000 frames for
each sequence - with
full editing facilities.
ncludes entertaining
demo, and sample files

to get you started.
Comes complete with
comprehensive manual.

All you need to turn yourself
into the next Walt Disney!

This feature-packed art
package contains everything
you need to produce top
quality artwork. Its unique
double screen means you
can produce one A4 size
picture, or two separate
pictures and move sections
between them.

•

Distort any element of a
picture.

•

Zoom function with 16

•

levels of magnification.
Smudge, smear, scrape,
rotate and shave any
section.

•

Turn any part of your
design into a brush.

Create
colourful

designs on
your ST!

reader offer

YOU
SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU
SAVE

£49.95

£44.95

£5

£57.95

£10

£59.95

£54.95

£5

£67.95

£10

Special
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MAIL ORDER OFFERS
More EXCLUSIVE specialoffers

-plus even 8IGGER swings
for Atari ST Usersubscribers!
Starglider is "simply the best arcade game seen on any 68000
based machine" (Popular Computing Weekly/.
It's the first ever game to feature stunning, fully animated
vector graphics - and the first to include high-quality
digitised sound ... even messages from the ship's computer
throughout your hair-raising flight are in digitised speech!
Thrill to low-level flying, exhilarating defence and attack
manoeuvres - it's all here, and much, much more!

The package includes a 64-page novel that sets
the scene —and gives you vital Information to
help you succeed in your quest!

How-the COMPLETE

Mercenary Compendium
Here's all you need to get the last ounce of fun and
excitement out of one of the most talked-about games of
1986. This is what this package contains:

Escape from Targ. A unique combination of flight
simulation, adventure and arcade action, PLUS high speed

3D vector graphics! You crash-land on planet Targ's Central
City and you have but one aim - to escape!
Targ Survival Kit. For help when you need it most.
Includes maps of Central City and its subterranean
complexes. And a novelette, "Interlude on Targ", with
more hints and tips.

The Second City. Thought you'd got away? Then load in
this extra data set and think again! No hints or clues this time
- you're on your own!

Format

RRP

reader offer

YOU
SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU
SAVE

Starglider

Disc

£24.95

£21.95

£3

£33.95

£9

Mercenary Compendium

Disc

£24.95

£21.95

£3

£32.95

£10

Special
Suitable for

Product

Atari ST

Atari ST

TO ORDER, PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PACE 89

MAIL ORDER OFFERS
Exploit the POWER
of your Atari ST
to the full, with...
Fast ST Basic is a totally new implementation J
of Basic for the Atari ST range. Running
faster than almost all other languages, it supports true

structured programming. And it has an easy-to-use word

processor-like editor that makes full use of Gem. Up to 10 separate
programs can be held in memory at once - each with its own editing window.
There's even a built-in 68000 assembler to let you harness the power of your
ST at machine level. And if you order through ST Atari User you'll save £10!
RRP £89.90

Look at the speed of Fast Basic
compared to other popular Basics,
using average PCW benchmarks:

Fast ST Basic is compatible with all
uersions of the 520 and 1040 ST.

FAST ST BASIC

WHAT YOU GET: A rom cartridge that simply

1.9
6.8
14.8

IBM AT

BBCB
AMSTRAD

14.7

SINCLAIR QL
IBM PC

COMMODORE 128
SPECTRUM

15.6
16.8
40.1
54.8

plugs into the side of your ST, a fully detailed
380 page manual, a quick reference card
listing all keywords and parameters, and a
disc containing many example programs that
demonstrate all aspects of Fast Basic from
simple loops to full blown Gem programs.

useful functions that are

ALWAYS available when you
are using your Atari ST.
Back-Pack is a versatile desk accessory on rom. It
sits in the background while other application

programs are running, but can be called up and used
at any time. It contains:
Scientific Calculator: Click on the numbers with the mouse or use
the numeric keypad to access a large range of scientific functions.
Clock and Alarms: Tell the time with an analogue or digital display.
Use the alarms to ring or display a dialogue box.
Diary: Open a page to show a whole day's events. Unique classification
feature enables you to search for similar category events.
Notepad: Access up to 31 pages of notes, any of which can be
transferred into the application.
Typewriter: Use it to send codes and short messages to the printer
while working on other programs.
Printer Buffer. Put aside any amount of the ST's ram as a buffer,
allowing long documents to be printed while the computer is still in use
Address Book: Gives you simple and fast access to names, addresses
and other details which can then be used in other programs.
Mini Clock: Place a digital clock anywhere on the desktop.
Ramdisk: Set aside any amount of ram as a Ramdisk, to act like an
ultra-fast disc drive. Speeds up any program that normally uses discs.

READER
OFFER

MAIL ORDER OFFERS

•ild^jHilrt.'J
Valid to May 31,1987

MAT FOR

Overseas orders despatched by Airmail
Alt prices include postage, packing and VAT

Annual subscription

nun muse

(•)

UK & EIRE (sterling only) £15

9100

Europe £23
Overseas (Airmail) £38

9101
9102

(worth £4.95)

t

p

Commence with

when you take out a
subscription to Atari ST User

Atari ST User Mouse Mat

Our top-quality Mouse Mat, with its specially-

With
sub *

designed perfect-grip surface, provides the ideal
desktop environment for your ST Mouse.

Without
sub

FREE

£4.95 9125/9126 ['_'

* Only iraccompanied by a subscription order

♦ Ensures much smoother movement!

Art Director

•$•

Gives super positive control!
♦ Protects highly-polished tabletops!

With
sub *

Without
sub

£39.95

£44.95

9121/9122

cr

9123/9124

no

9119/9120

CI3

9110/9111

•zi

* Only iraccompanied by a subscription order

Your Mouse Mat comes FREE if you subscribe

Add £3 for Europe/£7 for Overseas

using this form. Non-subscribers can obtain
one by sending £4.95.

»

Film Director

I

with without
sub *

sub

£49.95

£54.95

* Only iraccompanied by a subscription order
Add £3 for Europe/£7 for Overseas

Protect your Atari ST...

Shanghai

This luxury dust cover for your Atari ST

With
sub *

Without
sub

£14.99

£19.99

* Only iraccompanied by a subscription order

is made of clear, water-resistant vinyl

Add £2 for Europe/£4 for Overseas

and bound with

strong cotton

Starglider

Only £3.95

With
sub *

Without
sub

£15.95

£21.95

* Only iraccompanied by a subscription order

... and your Atari ST User

Add £2 for Europe/£4 for Overseas

Mercenary Compendium

A year s supply of Atari ST User can be kept in

With

this handsome

pale grey

Without

sub "

sub

£14.95

£21.95

binder

* Only iraccompanied by a subscription order

Only £4.95

Add £2 for Europe/£4 for Overseas

9114/9115

no

Fast ST Basic

I
(•)

Dust Cover
£3 95 UK

1040ST/520STFM

9116

520 ST

9117

£4 95 Europe/Overseas

£

Rom cartridge

£79.90 UK

£82.90 Europe

p

£85.90 Overseas Airmail

9112 [

Back-Pack

1

Rom cartridge

£39 UK

£44 Europe
£56 Overseas Airmail

9113 [

|

Binder
£4.95 UK; £6.95 Europe; £11.95 Overseas Airmail

9118
TOTAL

Send to: Database Publications, FREEPOST, Europa House,

Payment: please indicate method (•)

68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
(Nostamp needed ifposted in UK)

Please alow 28 daysfordelivery
No.

Order at any time of the day or night
TelephoneOrdersTl I
061-429 7931

Ordersby Prestel:
Key "89, then 614568383

I

MicroLink/telecom Gold
72:MAGO01

Expiry [
Date I

IAccess/MastercaraVEurocard/BarclaycardArlsa

Ll LU L_L._LU LLi_LJ

I Cheque/Eurocheque made payable toDatabase Publications Ltd.

Name

Signed

Address

Dont forget to give your name, address and credit card number

("ENQUIRIES ONLY: 061 -480 0171 9am-5pm~|

Postcode

Tel-

: tz\

L_L1_U

flflrs

ATARl SPECIALISTS

ADVERTISERS'
INDEX

WE BUY, SELL,
PART EXCHANGE

ALLTYPES OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
THE LOWEST PRICES POSSIBLE

XL,XERANGEALLIN STOCK
RING US LAST FOR THE BEST QUOTE

AZ County Supplies

WE ARE NOW OFFICIALLY APPOINTED ATARI DEALERS

All ST range in stock including 1040 ST.
Also memory upgrades available.

€>

^

CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE

53 RUGBY ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BN11 5NB
NEW BULLETIN BOARD SERVICE

300 Baud Ring Back. Tel: (0903) 50371 1 - 24 hours
TEL: (0903) 40509 (24 hours)

SOFTWARE
PSION CHESS
THAI BOXING
KARATE KID II

16.95
21.95

ALTERNATE REALrTY
SPACE PILOT
DEEP SPACE

THE PAWN

21.95

STARGLIDER

SILENT SERVICE
LEADERBOARD
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II
JEWELS OF DARKNESS

2095
21.95

SKY FOX

CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
Q-BALL

COLOURSPACE
K-SWITCH
K-WORD
THUNDER
FAST BASIC
CAD3/D

12.75

MERCENARYST
SUPER HUEY

16.95

44.95
16.95
21.95
21.95
16.95
16.95

STRIP POKER
SPIDERMAN
SUPER CYCLE

16.95

26.95
44.95
34.95

K-SPREAD

34.95
44.95

MICROTIME CLOCK CARD

2095
29.95
21.95
2095

79.95

RHYTHM
BACK PACK

16.95
16.95
26.95
21.95
21.95
44.95
26.95
21.95
44.95

FLEET STREET PUBLISHER

99.95

ART DIRECTOR

44,95

MOONMIST

WORLD GAMES
PINBALL FACTORY
KRAM

Large selection ol 8-bitsoftware available
NEWTITLESAVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY ON RELEASE.TELEPHONE(0625) 25226
SendCheque/PO'slo:

SUNARO SOFTWARE (US)
PO BOX 78. MACCLESFIELD. CHESHIRE SK10 3PF teslabllshed 1984)

E5

Magister Software

60

Microdeal

69

Adamsoft

84

Micromail

90

Bath Computer Shack

69

Byte Back

70

Care Electronics

40

Centec

65

Microsnips

22

Midcomm Int

78

Mirrorsoft

20

MikesComp

42

Online Systems

68

Pleasuresoft

90

Charnwood Computers

65

Chips

90

Precision Software.... 7, 9, 11 & 35

Compumart

91

Prospero Software

Computer Concepts ... 25, 44 & 45

SUNARO
21.95

70
80&81

A.S.&T

30
92
62

Psygnosis
Pyramid Video

Computer Express
Computerware

62
90

Comtech

26

Silica Shop

Robtek

39&65

57, 71 & 77

Eidersoft

61

Software Designers

34

Electric Software

15

Software Express

60

Evesham Micros

62

Southwest Software Lib

84

Evecon

40

Stortsoft

70

Glentop Press

48

Supertech

42

Homeview Video

29

Sunaro

90
54

K.E.C.M

69

Turtlesoft

Ladbroke Computing

78

Tynesoft

2

Logical Design

78

Twillstar

50

McSoft

34

YorkComp. Centre

68

KJ

COMPUTERWARE
PO BOX 318,
STOKE-ON-TRENT ST6 6UX

SI
DISCOUNT

All items usuallydespatched within 24 Hrs ! 11

SOFTWARE

Title

Adventure Twin Pack

SI
DISCOUNT
SOFTWARE

RRP

OURS

RRP

OURS

24.95

20.00

Liberator

12.95

11.00

12.95

11.00

12.95

11.00

24.95

20.00

Title

Alternate Reality

24.95

20.00

M. Disc

Animator

29.95

24.00

M. Copy
Macadam Bumper

Art Director

49.95

40.00

Arena

29.95

24.00

Black Cauldron

29.95

24.00

Major Motion
Mercenary Compendium

19.95

16.00

24.95

20.00

29.95

25.00

20.00

Moonmist

Check Mate

14.95

12.50

Chess

24.95

20.00

Ninja Mission
Ninja

39.95

32.00

49.95

40.00

28.00

Plutos

14.95

12.50

Pinball Factory

24.95

20.00
16.00

Championship Wrestling

Devpac ST
Deep Space

24.95

34.95

9.95

8.00

9.95

8.00

Pawn

24.95

21.00

Phantasy 2

24.95

20.00

Electronic Pool

19.95

16.00

Film Director

59.95

48.00

Protector

19.95

Flight Simulator 2

49.95

42.00

Q-Ball

19.95

16.00

Hitch Hikers Guide

24.95

21.00

Rogue

24.95

20.00

45.95

40.00

SDI

ST MAIL ORDER SPECIALIST

Hollywood Hi-Jynx

29.95

International Karate
Jewels of Darkness

19.95

16.00

Silicon Dreams

19.95

16.00

19.95

16.00

Silent Service

24.95

20.00

K-Seka

49.95

40.00

20.00

29.95

24.00

14.95

12.50

130XE Computer 128k

520STM No Mouse

K-Spread

40.00

24.95

20.00

1050 5.25 Disk Drive

520STFM * Int. 5Mb D/D

Prices
RightSinulatorII

£41.95

49.95

Sky Fox
Space Pilot
Space Station

24.95

K-RAM

Strike Force Harrier

24.95

20.00

XC12 Data CorrJer

1040STF'<k: Mouse

The Pawn

£21.95

850 Interlace

£95.95

Cumana 1Mb D/D Int. P.S

Fast Basic

£76.90

FCC Printer Inface

£55.95

SMM 804 Printer

Cad 3D

£42.95

49.95

K-Data

25.00

40.00

K-Word

49.95

40.00

Star Glider

24.95

20.00

KGraph

39.95

32.00

Sundog Frozen Legacy

29.95

24.00

K-Minstral

29.95

24.00

Super Huey

19.95

16.00

K-Resource

39.95

32.00

Super Cycle

24.95

20.00

K-Switch

29.95

24.00

Tenth Frame

24.95

20.00

Karate Master

12.95

11.00

Trailblazer

24.95

20.00

Karate Kid 2

Trivia Challenge
Typhoon

19.95

16.00

19.95

16.00

Wanderer
Winter Games

24.95

20.00

24.95

20.00

Wishbringer

24.95

24.00

World Games

24.95

20.00

24.95

20.00

Kings Quest 2

29.95

25.00

Lands ol Havoc

19.95

16.00

Leaderboard
Leaderboard Tournament
Leather Goddesses

24.95

20.00

9.95

8.00

29.95

24.00

All prices include post &packing (Europe add£1.00 peritem others add£2.00 peritem)
Subject to availability, allitems are despatched normally within 24 hrs.

Please make Cheques/POs payable to COMPUTERWARE

Sample 8 BIT Prices

130XE/8O0XL Dust

Sample ST SOFTWARE

£33.95

SM125High Res Mon.

Covers

£5.99

Games Master Util Disk

Right Simulator II
Superscript WP

ST HARDWARE

3.5-Disks SS/DD 10

£19.95

£9.95

ALL PRICES ARE

FULLY INCLUSIVE
FREE UK POST &

£36.95

AllSTs come complete wrth

£47.95

PACKING

Mouse + Manuals + Power

Supplies + Leads + Free

FULL RANGE OF ST
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

Software.
12 Months Guarantee

S.A.E. FOR LIST

H^GHT

0270 74340

DAY

0270 628096

' Phone: tor todays bwest press

MICRO MAIL

STUART HOUSE, ARNOLD ST
NANTWICH, CHESHIRE CW5 5QB

c Copyright Database Publications Ltd. Primed byCarlisle Web Offset, Carlisle. Member otBPCC Printing Corporation pic.
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YOU NEED A GOOD 5ENSE OF HUMOUR
TO BUY FROM COMPUMART...

WITH OUR LOW PRICES YOU'LL BE LAUGHING
ALL THE WAY TO THE BANK!

-up an New-

'

S20STFM
Built-in VZMEG 3-5"
Dish Drive

Built-in Power Supply
Phone NOW for details

Built-in Modulator—Plugs into

of our LOW COST Easy Payment

any TV or a Monitor

Scheme on 520STFM PacHs

Massive 512K Memory

FULL Range of STSoftware, Peripherals &
Hardware always available-I040's, Monitors
Printers etc.. ALL with

«

»,

Amazing Compumart

Free Mouse Controller

Superb Graphics, Colour
& Sound

BOX-CLEVER

Deals

^ilDIOOL

NEW... Lockable Perspex 3-5"DiskBox

3 5 Blank
—Disks
fcp

STFM PACK

to hold 100 Disks

Save disks from accidental damage

from dust, spilt drinks etc

CompletewithSecurityLock. Dividers..

*"%&&•

lacaSpedal Introductory Offer

onm...
oo
+£3p&p

Including...2.0 Free Dishs
and Software Starter Pack

Only from COMPUMART

ALL Products are covered

by the Compumart Guarantee!

rid Cheques P.O. s to...

f\ °

^^.»

COMPUMART Dept ST-Unlt 8 Falcon Street
Loughborough • Leics • LEU 1EH

THEBARBARIAN
HASARRIVED!
THE TERRORPODS
AREC0MIN5!
TWO GREATNEW TITLES FROM PSYCNOSIS

BARBARIAN
Can you become Hegor the famous

dragon-slaying, monster-mangling
Barbarian?

Are you the warrior who can enter
the fearful realms of the underground
world of Durgan, a world terrorized
by the evil Necron?
Can you handle the adventure, the
frenzied attacks, the hidden traps, the

gruesome death dealing monsters?...
Your quest; to destroy the lair of the
accursed Necron. Your prize; the
kingdom's crown.

on your wits, conquer your innermost

Are you Hegor the famous dragonslaying, monster-mangling Barbarian?

TERRORPODS

£24.95

•

DEEP SPACE

£34.95

Deep melancholy is suddenly smashed

•

BRATACCAS

£34.95

•

ARENA

£29.95

•

ARENA BRATACCAS

£34.95

by tne shrill scream of a siren. The
status panel has gone crazy, an
happening?
Frantically, you turn to look at the

a desperate attempt to decipher what
has happened.
Your whole being freezes... It can't be!
TheTerrorpods...

512k colour versions available for Atari

512k colourversionsavailable for Atari

STand Commodore Amiga - colour
monitors only.

ST and Commodore Amiga - colour
monitors only.

E

E

I

N

£24.95

•

command scanner, hunting through
the mass of information before you, in

survive?...

BARBARIAN

the D.5.V. appears almost homelike.

uncontrollably. Good grief...what's

fears, use every skill and weapon
available to you.
Hideous perils await. Can you

•

environment, and the stark interior of

extrordinary arrayof lights flash

Your task is awesome! You must live

I

TERRORPODS
Its been a long watch...As the sun
disappears over the horizon, the
uninviting, grey bleakness of Colian
becomes apparent. Following the
intense heat of the day, the onset of
night adds the bitterness of sub-zero
temperatures to an already hostile

I

ARENA
The classic sports simulation.

BRATACCAS
Become Kyne the earth scientist
accused of genetic fraud.

Psygnosis

DEEPSPACE

Liverpool L3 3AB
United Kingdom

The ultimate interstellar war game.
512k colour versions available for Atari

ST and Commodore Amiga - colour
monitors only.

B

FREEPOST

Tel. Nos.

051 647 8118 (Daytime)
051 227 4800 (After hours)

E

V

I

N

<

